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Preface

Through several centuries there has been a lively interaction between
mathematics and mechanics. On the one side, mechanics has used mathematics to formulate the basic laws and to apply them to a host of problems
that call for the quantitative prediction of the consequences of some action.
On the other side, the needs of mechanics have stimulated the development
of mathematical concepts. Differential calculus grew out of the needs of
Newtonian dynamics; vector algebra was developed as a means .to describe
force systems; vector analysis, to study velocity fields and force fields; and
the calcul~s of variations has evolved from the energy principles of mechanics.
In recent times the theory of tensors has attracted the attention of the
mechanics people. Its very name indicates its origin in the theory of elasticity.
For a long time little use has been made of it in this area, but in the last
decade its usefulness in the mechanics of continuous media has been widely
recognized. While the undergraduate textbook literature in this country
was becoming "vectorized" (lagging almost half a century behind the
development in Europe), books dealing with various aspects of continuum
mechanics took to tensors like fish to water. Since many authors were not
sure whether their readers were sufficiently familiar with tensors~ they either
added' a chapter on tensors or wrote a separate book on the subject. Tensor
analysis has undergone notable changes in this process, especially in notations
and nomenclature, but also in a shift of emphasis and in the establishment of
a cross connection to the Gibbs type of vector analysis (the "boldface
vectors ").
Many of the recent books on continuum mechanics are only" tensorized "
to the extent that they use cartesian tensor notation as a convenient
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shorthand for writing equations. This is a rather harmless use of tensors.
The general, noncartesian tensor is a much sharper thinking tool and, like
other sharp tools, can be very beneficial and very dangerous, depending on
how it is used. Much nonsense can be hidden behind a cloud of tensor
symbols and much light can be shed upon a difficult subject. The more
thoroughly the new generation of engineers learns to understand and to use
tensors, ,the more useful they will be.
This book has been written with the intent to promote such understanding.
It has grown out of a graduate Course that teaches tensor analysis against the
background of its application in mechanics. As soon as each mathematical
concept has been developed, it is interpreted in mechanical terms and its
use in continuum mechanics is shown. Thus, chapters on mathematics a~d
on mechanics alternate, and it is hoped that this will bring lofty tbeory down
to earth and help the engineer to understand the creations of abstract thinking
in terms of familiar objects.
Mastery of a mathematical tool cannot be acquired by just reading about
it-it needs practice. In order that the reader may get started on his way to
practice, problems have been attached to most chapters. The reader is
encouraged to solve them and then to proceed further, and to apply what he
has learned to his own problems. This is what the author did when, several
decades ago, he was first confronted with the need of penetrating the thicket
of tensor books of that era.
The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. William Prager for critically
reading the manuscript, and to Dr. Tsuneyoshi Nakamura, who persuaded
him to give a series of lectures at Kyoto University. The preparation of these
lectures on general sheU theory gave the final push toward starting work on
this book.
Stanford, California

W.F.
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CHAPTER

1

Vectors and Tensors

IT IS ASSUMED THAT the reader is familiar with the representation of
vectors by arrows, with their addition and their resolution into components,
i.e. with the vector parallelogram and its extension to three dimensions. We
also assume familiarity with the dot product and later (p. 36) with the cross
product. Vectors SUbjected to this special kind of algebra will be called Gibbs
type vectors and will be denoted by boldface letters.
In this and the following sections the readf:r will learn a completely different
means of describing the same physical quantities, called tensor algebra.
Each of the two competingformulations has its advantages and its drawbacks.
The Gibbs form of vector algebra is independent of a coordinate system,
appeals strongly to visualization and leads easily into graphical methods,
while tensor algebra is tied to coordinates, is abstract and very formal. This
puts the tensor formulation of physical problems at a clear disadvantage as
long as one deals with simple objects, but makr.s it a powerful tool in situations too complicated to permit visualization. The Gibbs formalism can
be extended to physical quantities more complicated than a vector (moments
of inertia, stress, strain), but this extension is _rather cumbersome and rarely
used. On the other hand, in tensor algebra the vector appears as a special
case of a more general concept, which includes stress and inertia tensors but
is easily extended beyond them.

1.1. Dot Product, Vector Components
In a cartesian coordinate system x, y, z (Figure 1.1) we define a reference
frame of unit vectors il<; i" i: along the coordinate axes and with their help
a force vector
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(l.1a)

p =P)" +P)y +Pziz

and a displacement vector
u = u)"

+ uri,)' + uziz •

(1.1 b)

These formulas include the well-known definition of the addition of vectors
by the parallelogram rule.
In mechanics the work W done by the force P during a displacement u
is defined as the product of the absolute values P and u of the two vectors
and of the cosine of the angle p between them:
W = Pu cos

p.

Thi.s may be interpreted as the product of the force and the projection of u
on the direction of P or as the product of the displacement and the projection
of the force on u. It is commonly written as the dot product of the two vectors:

w = P . u = u . P = Pu cos p.

(1.2)

This equation represents the definition of the dot product and may be
applied to any two vectors. Since the projection of a vector 11 = V + w on
the direction of P is equal to the sum of the projections of and w, it is
evident that the dot product has the distributive property:

v

p . (v + w) = P . v + p . w.

When anyone of the unit vectors i", i)/, i z is dot-multiplied with itself, the
angle p of (l.2) is zero, hence

u

FJGUlU, 1,1

Vectors in cartesian "oordinates.
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Dot Product, Vector Components

If, on the other hand, two different unit vectors are multiplied with each
other, they are at right angles and cos f3 = 0, hence

These relations may be combined into a single one:

m, n = x,y, z

(1.3)

if we introduce the Kronecker delta, c5 mn , by the equations
if
if

m=n,

(1.4)

m :#=n.

We write the dot product of the right-hand sides of (l.1a, b):

p. u = (P)x +P), +PJ:)· (u)x

+ u), + uJ:).

When we multiply the two sums term by term, we encounter all the possible
combinations of m and n in (l.3). Because of (1.4), only three of the nine
products survive and we have
(1.5)
a well-known formula of elementary vector algebra.
We try now to repeat this line of thought in a skew coordinate system.
To simplify the demonstration, we restrict ourselves to two dimensions
(Figure 1.2). We write the work, i.e. the dot product, first as the work done
by P)x plus that done by Pyi)':
(1.6a)

x
FIGURE 1.2 Vectors in a skew rectilinear coordinate system.
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and then as the work done by P if the displacements u)x and u,i" occur
subsequently:

P . u = W = ux(Px + P" cos 01:)

+ u"(P,, + P x cos 01:).

(1.6b)

Each of these equations can be brought into the form

p. u = Pxux + P"u" + (Pxu" + P"ux) cos 01:.
This has yielded a result, but it has not increased our insight. It is better
to leave equations (1.6) as they stand and to realize that we must deal with
two different sets of components of each vector: (i) the usual ones, like
P x , p". which are obtained when P is made the diagonal of a parallelogram
whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes, and (ii) the components
(Px + P" cos r:x), (P" + P x cos 01:), which are the normal projections of P
on the axes x and y.
Before we embark upon a closer inspection of these components we introduce the notation which is fundamental for tensor theory and which will be
used from now on in this book. Instead ofcomponentsPx , P" we write Pl, p2,
using superscripts, and call these quantities the contravariant components
of the vector P. For the second set of components we write

= PI'
P., + P x cos 01: = P2
P" + P" cos 01:

and call these the covariant components of P. The quantities P" are vector
components in the familiar sense of the word. When we multiply them with
the unit vectors ix = i l and i" = i z and add the products, we obtain the vector

P:

(1.7a)

The covariant components can be added in a similar manner if we interpret
them as shown in Figure 1.3. This figure contains, besides the axes 1 and 2,
two other axes, which are at right angles to them. On these we project P
. by the usual parallelogram construction to obtain components of the
magnitude

PI
.-:;..-....::--- =-sin.O(

P"+P,,COSOl:
sin .lX
and

P"+P,,COSOl:
P2
-.:..--,....:;...-- = - sin 01:
sin 01:
When we interpret them as vectors, they add up to form P. -We write them

Dot Product, Vector Components
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I

sina ~

P1i J

/

~I
FIGURE

1.3 Covariant and contravariant components of a vector.

using reference vectors ii, i 2 , which are not unit vectors, but have the absolute
value l/sin (X. Then we can write
P = PIP

+ P2 i2 = r

P.,illl

(1.7b)

III

as a second component representation of the vector P.
The idea explained here in two dimensions may easily be extended to three
(and even more) dimensions. We choose an arbitrary set of three unit
vectors iI, i 2 , i 3 , called a reference frame. Then we "resolve an arbitrary
vector v in the usual way into components along the directions of these unit
vectors and write them as v"i,., n = 1, 2, 3. The vector v is then the sum of
these contravariant components
v=

r v"i,..

(1.8)

It

Next, we choose vectors i"', which satisfy the condition
(1.9)

where fJr;: is another way of writing the Kronecker symbol {)"", defined in
(1.4). Each of the vectors JIll defined by (1.9) is at right angles to the vectors
ill with n #: m and of such magnitude that its absolute value Ii'"~ is the
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reciprocal of cos (in, i"). We may now resolve v in components in the directions of the vectors jm and write
(1.10)
Since, in general,liml ::/= 1, the covariant components Vm are not simply
the absolute values of the component vectors vmim.
When we now consider any two vectors u and v, we may resolve one of
them into contravariant components according to (1.8) and the other one
into covariant ones according to (1.10):
U -~u"i
- i.J
"'

"

The dot product is then
U·

v = L L u"vmi,,' i m = LL u"vm0::,.
" m

(1.11)

n m

The double sum contains all possible combinations of nand In, nine terms
all together. However, only in the three terms for which n = m, does the
Kronecker symbol 0::' = 1, while for the other six it equals zero. We may,
therefore, write

u . v == L u"v" == U 1V 1 + U 2V2

"

+ U3V3'

(1.12)

which shows that also in skew rectilinear coordinates the formula for the dot
product is as simple as (1.5), if for one vector we use the contravariant components and for the other the covariant ones.
We may now do the final step to build up the notation to be used with
vectors and tensors. It will turn out that we always have to deal with sums
over some index which appears twice in each term, once as a superscript in a
contravariant component and once as a subscript indicating a covariant
component. We shall in all these cases omit the summation sign and use the
SUMMA TION CONVENTION: Whenever the same Latin letter (say n)
appears in a product once as a subscript and once as a superscript, it is
understood that this means a sum of all terms of this kind (i.e. for n= 1,
2,3).

With this convention we rewrite (1.12) as
U·

v

= u"vlI

(1.13)

and (1.11) as
(1.14)

implying in this case a summation over all n and over all m.

§1.2]
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Since in the result of such a summation the summation index no longer
appears, it does not matter which letter we use for it. Such an index is called
a dummy index, and when necessary, we may change the letter used for it from
one equation to the next or from the left-hand side to the right-hand side of
the same equation. It will often be necessary to do so because we must avoid
making the summation convention unclear by using the same letter for two
sums.
1.2. Base Vectors, Metric Tensor
In (1.7a) we used unit vectors in as a base for defining the contravariant
components, but in (1.7b) we found it necessary to choose vectors i", which do
not have unit magnitude. We broaden our experience by considering a
vector in a polar coordinate system, Figure 1.4. As a specimen vector we
choose a line element d s. Defining unit vectors i l • i l in the direction of
increasing coordinates, we can write
(1.15)

FIGURE

1.4 Base vectors in polar coordinates.

Here, as everywhere, we want to consider the differentials of the coordinates
as the contravariant components of the line element vector ds:
dr = dxt,

dB = dXl.

It is then necessary that, instead of unit vectors, we use the coefficients of
these differentials in (1.15) as base vectors:

gl = i l •
g2= izr.
We call them the contravariant base vectors and rewrite "(1.15) in the form
(1.16)

8
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While 11 is still a unit vector, 12 has the absolute value r and is not even
dimensionless, as the unit vectors are. We see also that, different from
rectilinear coordinates, these base vectors are not constant, but depend on
the coordinates of the point A, for which they have been defined. The
directions of 11 and 12 depend on () and the magnitude of 12 depends on r.
.. We generalize (1.16) by extending it to an arbitrary (possibly curvilinear)
three-dimensic.nal coordinate system Xl (i = 1, 2, 3). At any point A we choose
three vectors It of such direction and magnitude that the line element vector
(1.17)
Now consider the position vector r leading from a fixed point 0 (possibly
the origin of the coordinates) to the point A. The line elem.ent ds is the
increment of r connected with the transition to an adjacent point, tIs = dr.
We can write this increment in the form

or ,

dr = ox,dx,
where again the summation convention is to be applied (accepting the superscript in the denominator in lieu of the required subscript). Comparing this
expression with (1.17), we see that

or

1,=-··

ox'

(1.18)

We apply the base vectors II defined by (1.17) or (1.18) to all vectors
associated with the point A. As an example, a force P acting at this point is
written as
P= liP';

(1.19)

any of the components pi has the dimension of a force if the corresponding
Ii is dimensionless [as 11 in (1.16)] and otherwise has such a dimension that
its product with II is a force.

A second set of base vectorsgl is defined by an equation similar to (1.9):
(1.20)

Each vector Ii is at right angles to all vectors gl for which i #= j and has such
magnitude (and such a dimension) that its dot product with Ii equals unity.
This defines completely the vectors Ii, which are called the contravariant
base vectors. They may be used to define covariant components Pj of any
vector P:
(1.21)

§1.2]
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When we apply the definitions (1.19) and (1.21) to any two vectors u and

v, we may write their dot product as

(1.22a)
since
and in the alternate form
(1.22b)
Every vector can be resolved into covariant or into contravariant components'. When we try to write the covariant base vector gl in contravariant
components, we have
gl = gl . 1 + g2 . 0 + g3 . 0,

i.e. a triviality. No matter what the actual magnitude of gl is, it always has
the components (1,0,0) in the system of base vectors gi' However, when we
resolve a covariant base vector into covariant components, we are led to a set
of new, important quantities:
(1.23a)
The entity of the nine quantities gij thus defined is called the metric tensor
and the individual 9 ii are its covariant components. The meaning which
stands behind this terminology will become clear when we study the tensor
concept (see p. 15).
In analogy to (1.23a), we may resolve gi into contravariant components,
gi =giigj

(1.23b)

and thus define contravariant components of the metric tensor.
Let us now consider dot products of base vectors of the same set:
gi' gj =

gikg k •

gj =

gik b'

=

gij

(1.24a)

or
(L24b)
Since the two factors in a dot product may be interchanged, it follows that
(1.25)
Equations (1.24) may be used as the definitions of gij and gii. If this is done,
(1.23) must be derived from them. This can be done in the following way:
Tentatively, let

Vectors and Tensors
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and dot-multiply both sides of this equation by 11:. This yields
1,'11: == aug/'II: == a,}~, = aUe
and, because of (1.24a),
aile

=g,,,.

Next, let us consider the product of base vectors from opposite systems.
From (1.20) we know that I, . gi == ~{ and, on the other hand, we have

I,' g/ == gUei"

gi'., == glkg}I~~ =

g,,,gJ".

Comparing both statements, we obtain the result
For a fixed value ofj and for i == 1,2,3 this yields three component equations
gugJl + gllgJ2

+ g13g}3 == ~{,
g2lg Jl + g22g J2 + g23g J3 = ~L
g31g}l + g32 gJ2 + g33 gi 3 == ~~,
which may be solved for the gi", k = 1,2,3 if the gj" are known. Conversely,
(1.26) may also be used to calculate the g'k from known gI".
As a last step in exploring the prope~ies of the g'j' we consider a line
element vector d$ as in (1.17) and dot-multiply it by itself:
tis • tis = II dx' . I} dxi == gil dx ' dxi.

(1.27)

This equation is often used to derive expressions for the gij in terms of the
coordinates. Its left-hand side is the square of the line element, and it is
usually easy to express it as a quadratic form in the coordinate differentials
dXi. Its coefficients are the g'j' In this quadratic form it is, of course, not
possible to distinguish between the coefficients of dx 1 dx 2 anp dx 2 dx 1, i.e.
between g12 and g21; but because of (1.25) this is not necessary since g12
and g21 are each half of the total coefficient of the product of these two
differentials. Once the giJ have been found, (1.26) can be used to calculate
the g'i.
The gij and g'J may be used to express the covariant and the contravariant
cOl!lPonents of a vector in terms of each other. Take an arbitrary vectoru
and write

u=u'I,.
Using (1.23a), we may write instead

§1.2]
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However, when we write the equation
J

•

ugijgJ = ujg ,

we cannot simply" cancel the factor" gi on both sides, since these expressions are not simple products but rather sums of three products containing the
factors g\ g2, g3, respectively. To get rid of the factor gj, we must use the
following procedure. We dot-multiply both sides by gk. This yields on the
left-hand side
i

iii

j

U gijg • gk = U gij(jk = U gik

and on the right-hand side
ujg j · gk

= uj(jl = Uk'

and now we can equate the results:
Uigik

=

Uk.

(1.28a)

In the same way one shows that
(1.28b)

The operation described by (1.28) is known as lowering or raising an index.
With the help of these equations we may obtain two more forms of the
dot product:
(1.29)

Here is a good place to pause and look back at what we have done. To
define the components of a vector, we need b~se vectors gi' gi, and since
these base vectors depend on the coordinates, for each vector we must choose
a definite point from which the base vectors are to be taken. Such a choice
cannot be meaningful unless the physical quantity, which the vector represents, is attached to a definite point in space. For a force, this is the point
where it is applied to a body. For a velocity in a flow field, it is the location
of a specific particle at a specific time. For a line element ds, it is the point
where this infinitesimal quantity is supposed to converge to zero. However,
a position vector r, as we used it on page 8, is not associated with one point,
but with two at a finite distance. Therefore, we cannot resolve it into covariant or contravariant components unless we arbitrarily specify from which
point we will take them. One of the essential difficulties of the theory of
large elastic deformations is that the displacement vector is not infinitesimal
and has to be considered with respect to two sets of base vectors-one located
at one end in the undeformed body and the other at the other end in the
deformed body.
Let us also have another look at the technique of handling the summation

Vectors and Tensors
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convention. In the- second member of (1.27) we have two independent sums
separated by the( multiplication dot. It is necessary to use two different
letters, i and j, for the dummy indices to make clear what belongs together
in one sum or the other. We may then shift the position of the factors and
combine them as suitable, and this has been done in the third member of
this equation.
In many equations we find indices which are not dummies. They occur
only once in each term and are either all subscripts or all superscripts, as for
example, the subscript k in (1.28a) or the superscripts i, j in (1.24b). This
means tbat such an equation is valid, separately, for any value this index may
assume. Therefore, (1.28a) represents three equations, written for k = 1,2,3,
and (l.24b) represents nine equations for the nine possible combinations of
i andj.

1.3. Coordinate TranSformation
Let us consider two reference frames, the" old" frame gl and the" new"
frame gi', where i' = 1',2',3'. We assume that a vector is known by its
components Vi in the old reference frame and we want to calculate its components in the new one.
In each of the two frames we can define a set of contravariant base vectors
gi, gi', which satisfy (1.20):
1;•.

If"' = t5 t)',·

(1.30a, b)

The new base vectors may be resolved in components with respect to the old
base vectors of the same variance:

../'
_ pl'Jg.J
K -

(1.31a, b)

These equations define two sets of nine quantities each, which express a
relation between the two reference frames. We introduce (1.31) with suitable
changes of the dummy indices into (1.30b):
t5~:

= II· . ,t = Pi: Ij . pfg' = Pt, Pfg) . g' == PI, Pft5J

and after summation over I:
(1.32a)
Slnce-this- equation can be written separately for any i' and k', it represents
nine equations between the various p. We may write them in matrix form:

Pt.
[ p~.

p~,

RI
1'"

R2
1'3'

p~,

M,][pr
pr
fll, fJf pf

PI'

R2'
1'3

""
1'3

(1'3'

RI'
1'3

prJ

[1 00]

=. 0 1 0 .

0 0 1

§1.3]
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In matrix language this means that the matrices formed of the Pi, and the
are reciprocals of each other. If one of them is known, the elements of
the other one can be calculated. One easily derives a counterpart to (l.32a):
R" k
k
f'fPr=Oi'
(1.32b)

P~'

Now let us multiply both sides of (1.31a) by Pf. This involves, of course,
application of the summation convention to i' and because of (1.32b) yields
(1.33a)
i,e. an expression for the old base vectors in terms of the new ones. Similarly,
one can show that
(1.33b)
We may now define components of a vector v in both reference frames:
(1.34)
To find a relationship between
V

Vi

and Vi" we make use of (1.33b):

Ri k'
= vig i = Vif'k,g
=

Ok'

vk,g ,

Again, we cannot simply" cancel the factor" t' from the third and fourth
members, but we may dot-multiply both sides by gj' :

'

Vi Pk' g . gj'
k'

= Vk, ..1<'
~ • gj' ,

i

k'

Vi

p~, =

t,;Pk,Oi' =

Multiplying both sides by
and hence

-k'
Vk'Oj"

(1.35a)

vj' •

Pf , we obtain on the left
Vi p), p{ = Vi ol = V k
(1.35b)

Equations (1.35) express the new covariant components in terms of the old
ones and vice versa. Similarly, one derives a pair of formulas for the contravariant components:
V j --

V i'pij"

(1.35c, d)

We may summarize (1.33) and (1.35) in the following form: Any quantity
which has a subscript, like gi' Vi' must be multiplied by a p~. to transform
it to the new reference, frame, and whatever has a superscript, like gi, Vi,
needs a fJf'. We arbitrarily take the base vectors gi as the standard of
comparison, and all qUantities which vary in the same way are called covariant
and those which vary in the opposite way are called contravariant.
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In a coordinate system
two forms:

Xi

[eh.l

we may write the line element dr in the following

and
!l

k'

uX

k'

i

dr = gk' dx = gk' ox i dx .
Equating the right-hand sides again yields an equation in which we would
like to cancel a factor:
k'

k'
'
ox
'
Pi gk' dx' = gk' ~ dx'.

vX'

To legalize the dropping of dx i , we proceed in the following way: The
dx i (i = 1,2,3) are the components of dr, and the equation is valid for any
choice of dr. Now choose a line element which points in the direction 1.
Then dx 2 = dx 3 = 0, and since the sums over i have only one term i = 1,
the factor dx 1 can be cancelled. Then consider line elements in directions
2 and 3 to find that, for every i separately, the relation
k'

Pi gk'

!l

k'

= gk' -ox',
uX

holds true. To get rid of the factor gk" we proceed as we have done already
on similar occasions. We dot-multiply by gi', find Kronecker deltas and
perform summations to find that

PI' = ox~'.
ax'

(1.36a)

Similarly,
ox i

p~, = oxP '

(1.36b)

Equations 0.36) can be used to calculate the transformation coefficients
and p}, by differentiating the equations which express one set of coordinates in terms of the other. Often it is difficult to invert the relations
Xi = xi(x}') or xi' = xi' (Xi) and only one of (I.36) can be applied. Then
(1.32) may be used to find the opposite set of Pcoefficients.
We obtain aninteFesting result when we ask hew the 9ij transform inte
the new coordinates. The answer may be found in different ways. One is
is to write (1.24) in the new coordinates and then to apply (1.31):

Pi'

gi'j' = Ii" gj' = P~gk' p~,g, = P~P~,gkl'
gl'P

= gi' . gi' = p:;gk • p(g' = P:;P{gkl.

(l.37a)
(1.37b)

Tensors
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The gii transform similarly to the covariant vector components in (1.35a),
but we need two f3 factors, one for each subscript, and the gij show what
we may call double contravariant behavior. We may now understand why
the 9 ij and gii are called components of the metric tensor. Metric because of
(1.27); they correlate the actual length of the line element (ds· dS)1/2 and
the increments dXi of the coordinates and thus establish the metric of the
space of these coordinates. Tensor because of (1.37), since we shall see in the
next section that this law of transformation is the essential property of a
tensor. Covariant and contravariant because of the type of /3 occurring in
each of (1.37).
There is a second way of deriving (1.37), and since it contains an important
technique of reasoning we shall demonstrate it here. We start from (1.27):
ds . ds

= gi'i' dx;' dxi' = gij dx;

dxi.

Since dx i are vector components, (1.35d) may be applied to them:

gi'i' dx i' dxi' = gij/3:, dx i'/3j, dxi'.
Since this equation holds for the components of any line element vector ds,
we first choose one for which only dx 1 ' =1= 0 and thus prove (1.37) for i' = j'
= I'. Then we do the same for i' = j' = 2' and =3'. Then we use a line
element for which only dx 3 ' = 0 and after cancelling from both sides of the
equation what is already known to be equal, we are left with
g1'2\

dx

l'

dx

2' + g2'1' dx 2' dx l' = gii/31'; /32'j dx l' dx 2' + /32'i /31'j dx 2' dx l').

We may cancel the differentials and in the last term we may interchange
i andj:
g1'2'

+ g2'1' = %/3~,M, + gji/3i,/3L

whence, because of g1'2' =g2'1' andg ij = gji' (1.37) is seen to be true for
This can be continued to cover the remaining components g2'3'
and g1'3"
We now know two techniques for "cancelling a factor" in an equation:
(1) We make use of the general validity of the equation and go through a
sequence of special cases, or (2) when the factor to be cancelled is a base
vector, we dot-multiply by another base vector to produce a Kronecker
delta.

g1'2"

1.4. Tensors
We shall now generalize the result we obtained when transforming the
components of the metric tensor. Consider two vectors a and b, which, in a
reference frame gi, have the components ai and bi . In a second (the" new")
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reference frame gi' they have components

ai'

[eh.l

and bi ,. We form the products

and

(1.38a, b)

Such products mllY represent physical quantities, but at present our thinking
is merely formal and not attached to any physical visualization. We ask how
the nine quantities Ci'j' depend on the nine cij'
The answer comes, of course, from the transformation formula (1.35a).
We use it to express ai' and bj ' in terms of ai and bj and find
(1.39a)
i.e. the same relation as (1.37a). Similarly we can use (1.35b) to find that
(1.39b)
We may also use the contravariant components of a and b and define
and

(1.40)

and we can derive the relations
i'j' _

C

-

ijni'aj'

C Pi Pi'

Cij _ c i' i' a i nj
-

Pi' Pi"

(1.41a,b)

In the terminology introduced in connection with (1.37), cij shows double
covariant behavior and cij is double-contravariant. We call them the covariant and the contravariant components of a tensor. The physical entity
which these components represent is not as easily visualized as a vector.
Since there are nine components cu, an arrow has not enough free parameters
and in this book we shall not make any attempt at the visualization of tensors.
We shall, however, get familiar with a number of physical quantities which
are tensors.
We may also define tensor components of mixed variance, e.g.
or
(1,42)
c.i j = a ib j
It may be left to the reader to show that
'j'
Ci'

=

'jn; ni'

Ci Pi'}J j ,

i.e. that one fJ of each set is needed to transform
Since, in general,

(1.43)

c/ into the new coordinates.

it is important to indicate which index comes first. The little dot used in
these symbols serves to mark a vacant space and is in handwriting more
useful than in print.
On the left-hand side of (1.38a) there are nine components Cij' but they
depend on the six components of the vectors a and b. It follows that not all

Tensors
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the cij are independent of each other. We arrive at a perfectly general
tensor with nine' independent components when we replace the right-hand
side of (1.38a) by a sum of at least two terms:
Cij

= aibj

+ diej •

Since all our conclusions apply to each term on the right-hand side of
this equation, all our results are equally applicable to these tensor components cij'
There is a second way to define a tensor c ij . We start from a set of nine
such quantities. Then the equation
(l.44a)
associates with every vector a another vector b; it is a mapping of all the
vectors a on all the vectors b. When we now change from one pair of reference frames gi' gi to another pair gi'; gi', we want to find quantities ci'j'
such that the equation
(1.44b)
connects the same pair of vectors a and b. We apply the transformations
(USb, d) to (1.44a):

a i'Pi'i cij =

bk , Pjk' •

When we multiply both sides of this equation by
hand ,side

H, we find

on the right-

and, hence,
we see that (1,44b) is satisfied for all pairs ai', bj' if and only if (1.39a) holds.
We now consider quantIties c/ found from the products of the components
of two tensors:
, k'
j'k'
(1.45a, b)
Cr
= a,'j'b •
We assume that a ij and ai,j' are the components of the same tensor in two
reference terms, i.e. that they are connected by the transformation (1.39)
and that similarly (1.41) apply for bjk and hj'k'. We ask whether also
are tensor components, i.e. whether they and c/' are related through (1.43).
We find the answer by introducing (U9a) and (l.4la) on the right-hand
side of (1.45b):

ct

=

This indeed is (1.43).

jk i
au bPi'
Pkk' = ci kiRk'
Pi' Pk •
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In (1.38), (1.40) and (1.42) we have defined tensor components of different
variance, starting from the same vectors a and b. We ask how these components are related to each other. I.,et us start from (1.38a) and apply (1.28a)
to one or both of Q, and bJ:
c'i =

Q, bkgkj

= a'g/j bkgkj •

Comparison with (1.40) and (1.42) shows that this. can be written
clj

= CI·kgki = CIkgligkj

(1.46)

and that the procedure of raising or lowering an index, which we derived
for vector components on page 11, applies also to tensor components.
The comparison also shows that we need one factor 9 Ii for each index to be
lowered and one factor gil for each index to be raised. This gives us the right
to consider ciJ' e/, e~j' and e ii as different sets of components of one object,
the tensor, although this tensor itself (different from the vectors a, b) will
never appear in our equations.
In general, eij ::F eJt, but we shall later meet with many tensors for which
the relation
(1.47)
holds. Such tensors are called symmetric. Raising one index, we find from
(1.47)
CIk

= eiigJk = ciigik =

ck i

and we may simply write c~ for either e/ or ek i • However, even for a symmetric tensor, there is not c~ = c~. This relation is not only wrong, but it
does not even have correct tensor form, having a subscript i on one side and
a superscript i on the other.
When we raise both indices in (1.47), we arrive at the relation
(l.48)

which holds for every symmetric tensor.
Occasionally we shall also meet tensors for which
(1.49)
This implies that eii = 0 when i = j. Tensors of this kind are called antimetric
or skew-symmetric. A general second-order tensor Ci i can always be written
as the sum of asymmetric and-anantimetric_tensor:
(1.50)

with

= Heij + eii) = aJI>
= He,j - Cil) = -bJt = -Hcjl -

(1.51a)

aij

b,j

eli)'

(1.51b)

§1.4]
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If aij is symmetric and b ij is anti metric, the sum
aij-b ij

=0

(1.52)

as may easily be verified.
Equation (1.26) may be interpreted as raising the second index of gik'
The result, which, because of the symmetry of the metric tensor, should be
written as g{ , turns out to be a Kronecker delta:

g{ = of·

(1.53)

It represents the mixed-variance components of the metric tensor in all
reference frames.,
Thus far, we have distinguished between" the vector a" and" the vector
components ai or a i ." Since the components define the vector completely,
we shall; from now on, ease the language and speak of .. the vector ai"
and in a similar sense of" the tensor cij ," which, of course, is identical with
.. the tensor cij."
The tensors which were introduced by (1.38), (1.44), and (l.45) always
had two indices, which we could choose as subscripts or superscripts. We
shall call these tensors, when necessary, tensors of the second order. We now
introduce tensors of higher order by relations like the following:
or

or

Since we may use covariant or contravariant components in the definitions,
this tensor of the third order may have a great many different components,
e.g. d ijk , d/k , d,i{, d/\ etc. We leave it to the reader to prove that: (i) all
these components are related to each other by equations like (1.46); (ii) these
components are transformed to another reference frame by equations similar
to (1.39) and (1.41). For raising or lowering every index one g-factor is
needed, and the transformation needs three fJ-factors-the choice between
f3':- and f3~ depends upon the variance of the component to be transformed.
All this applies to tensors of any higher order, which may be formed in the
same way.
Tensors of higher order may be symmetric or anti metric with respect to a
certain pair of subscripts. or superscripts. For example, the permutation
tensor <ijb to be defined on page 33, is antimetric with respect to any pair
of subscripts:
and the elastic modulus Eijim introduced in (4.11) is symmetric with respect
to the pair ij and with respect to the pair 1m:
Eijlm

but a relation

Eijlm

=

Eiljm

=

Ejilm

=

does not hold.

Eijml,
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In any tensor we may choose to make one sUbscript and one superscript
equal and to invoke the summation convention. When this is done to a
second-order tensor, no free index is left and the result is a simple number,
a scalar:

In a third-order tensor

c/k we have

and these are two different vectors. This operation is called contraction,
and since it always absorbs two indices, it lowers the order of a tensor by two.
Vectors are, in this sense, tensors of the first order, and scalars are tensors
of zero order.
The contraction may, of course, be applied to products of components,
which have tensor character. For example, the second member of (1.46)
is one of the possible contractions of the fourth-order tensor c/glj.
This equation demonstrates another important fact. All its members are
tensors of the second order with the free subscripts i, j, but they contain
different numbers of dummy indices, namely. none, one pair k, and two pairs
I, k. To make sense, every tensor equation must be an equation between
tensors of the same order and of the same variance and with the same symbols
for the free indices. It may, for example, have the form

with a free subscript i and a free superscript k, thus representing 3 ·3 = 9
component equations. When everything is assembled on the left-hand side,
the equation has the form

A/=O,
to be true for i, k = 1,2,3. When we now transform all quantities to another
reference frame. we see that

is a sum of terms which are all zero, whence

A/' =0.
This proves that any tensor equation which holds true in ,me reference frame
is also true in any other frame. This is a very efficient device for deriving
physical equations. All that is needed is to derive an equation in cartesian coordinates and to choose the notations so that every quantity is written as a
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tensor component. We &hall se~ later that thi~ 15 not always quite as simple
as it may look here, but still simple enough to make thi;, device an important
tool of tensor analysis.

Problel11"S
1.1. In the spherical coordinate system shown in Figure 1.5, let r =- Xl,

e=x

1,

cp = x 3 • (a) Starting from an expression for the square of the line element, calculate
and giJ. (b) What are the covariant components Vi of a vector whose contravariant
components vJ are known? (c) Calculate the transformation coefficients
and
Pi' which connect tt.ese coordinates ·,vith cartesian coordinates Xi'.

g'J

,8:.

i
r
..1.::--/"
fl
FIGURE

1.5

1.2. In (1.16) the base vectors g. have been chosen so that the contravariant
components of the line element vector as are the increments of the polar coordinates
r and e. Show that the covariant components dXi of ds cannot be intelpreted as
increments of any coordinates Xi.
1.3. Replace (1.16) by the equation ds = gi dXI and choose the contravariant base
vectors so that dXI = dr, dXl = dB. What is the relation between these dXI and those
to be derived from the dXI of-the original equation?

References
There exists a great variety of presentations of tensor analysis. At one end
of the gamut are the books serving abstract mathematical purposes, not of
direct usefulness in applied mechanics. At the other end one finds chapters
on cartesian tensors in many recent books on the theory of elasticity, con·
tinuum mechanics, and dynamics. Most of these do not go beyond describing
a shorthand notation for writing equations. Here we mention a few books
which present general tensors in a form that lends itself to use in applied
sciences.
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The book by Block (2) is a brief, very readable introduction to the subject.
Lass [17) gives a vector analysis in Gibbs formulation in Chapter 2 and an
introduction to t~nsors in Chapter 3. The books by Wills (35), Synge-Schild
(31), Coburn [4), and Duschek:"'Hochrainer [5) are substantial treatises,
which may be consulted for further detail beyond the scope of the present
book. Hawkins (14) aims directly at the applications. Brillouin [3] starts
from very general concepts and gradually narrows them down to the tensor
concept used here and elsewhere. In the first chapter, Green-Zerna [13]
give a presentation directly aimed at the theory of large elastic deformations.
Some of the authors use Gibbs notation to about the same degree as this
book, while others avoid it entirely.
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The Strain Tensor

We

CONSIDER A BODY before and after deformation. In the undeformed
body we establish a coordinate system Xl and permanently affix the values of
its coordinates to each material point (particle). This means that such points
will also be known by the same values Xi even after deformation, although
moved to a different place. In other words, the coordinate system undergoes
the same deformation as the body. Coordinates used in this way are called
particle coordinates or convected coordinates.
Before the deformation we have base vectors gi and a metric tensor g ii
such that a line element is

(2.1)

and its square

ds' ds = 9ij dxi dxi.

(2.2)

After deformation, the line element d§ connecting the same material points is
different in length and direction and may be written
d§ =Aldx i •

(2.3)

The square of the line element is now
d§' d§ = Oij dx i dxi.

(2.4)

Here AI is the vector into which the original base vector gi has been deformed,
and Ou is the metric tensor in the deformed coordinate system.
The degree of deformation can be described by the change of the metric
tensor, i.e. by the quantities
"/11

=

Ou -

gij'

W. Flügge, Tensor Analysis and Continuum Mechanics
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Both gii and g Ii are components of tensors, but in different reference
frames, and it is not evident whether their difference "iii is a tensor in the
undeformed reference frame gl' To clarify the situation, we transform
everything from the coordinate' system Xi to another one, Xi', in which

ds = gi' dx i ',

d§ =

Ai' dx i '.

(2.6)

The undeformed base vectors are related by (1.31a), which we rewrite as
gi' =Pl,g"
and a similar relation holds in the deformed state:

Ai' = P;,Ai'
Since we are using convective coordinates, there is no difference between
and i ' and from (1.36b) we have

Xi

oX' .
Pi'· - ax!'
- Pi' •
J

_toll

_

Therefore, both terms on the right-hand side of (2.5) are transformed in the
same way and

_

pi pi

"ii'i' - "iii i' i"

This proves the. tensor character of "iIi' and we call the entity of the nine
components "iij the strain tensor. Later (p. 27) we shall see how these "iij are
related to the quantities commonly called strains. Since gij and gij are
symmetric, the same holds for the strain tensor:
(2.7)

"iii = "ili'

Equation (2.5) derives the strain tensor from the covariant components of
the metric tensor. When we now define quantities
,ii = gii _ gil,

(2.8)

one might expect that these are the contravariant strain components
'Vii = "iklgikgll.

(2.9)

This, however, is not the case, as we may easily see. The components gij and
gii of the metric tensor of the deformed medium are, of course, related by
the formula
lIijll
_
11 II ik -

~i _
Ok -

;:I

Uk,

and when we use (2.5) and (2.8), we have
(giJ + ,ii)(g jk + "i jk)

= ~l + yi + Ci + ,ijyjk = I5I '
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The last term in the second member is quadratic in strainlike quantities.
When we neglect it, we find that for small strains
hence

-yL

,~=

and
(2.10)
The deformation of a body is completely described when, for each of its
points, we know the displacement vector u, which extends from the position
before deformation to that occupied by the same material point after deformation.It must, therefore, be possible to express YIj in terms of u. This
relation we shall now derive. In doing so, we shall have to differentiate
a vector u = glul' Since we have not yet learned how to differentiate a base
vector-a long story, which cannot be told in passing (see p. 66~we will
restrict ourselves to rectilinear coordinate systems Xi, in which the base vectors are constant. Then we have simply
I QU'

•

du=g -~dxJ.

Qxl

(2.11)

For the partial derivative of the vector component we introduce a new
notation and write
QUI

oxi =

Ui,j'

(2.12)

This comma notation will henceforth be used for all derivatives with respect
to coordinates. When we introduce it into (2.11), this equation reads
du

= glUl,) dxi

(2.13)

with the summation convention applied to i and j. However, we must keep
in mind that (2.12) does not imply that ui,i is a tensor. If it were, we would
have to prove it, but in fact it is not.
Now let us consider two adjacent material points A and B in the undeformed
body, Figure 2.1, which are the end points of a line element vector ds. During
the deformation, A undergoes the displacement u and moves to .4, while B
experiences a slightly different displacement u + do when moving to B.
From fFigure 2.1 we read the simple vector equation

u+di=ds+u+do,
and from this and (2.13) we have

di = ds + dd == ds + giUi,j dxi.

(2.14)
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A
FIGURE 2.1

Displacement and strain.

We may now write the square of the deformed line element:
d§ . d§

= (gi dx;

+ gkUk,i dx i )

.

(gj dx i

+ g/u/,j dx i ).

Since all indices are dummies, they have been chosen so that the final result
looks best. When we multiply the two factors term by term and switch the
notation for some dummy pairs, we obtain
d§' d§

+ 2gi • gluz'i + gk/Uk,iU/) dx i dxi.

= (gij

With the help of (2.4) and (2.5) this may be written
i

1'ij dx dx

j

= (2Ui,i

+ 9 kl Uk,i Ul.) dx i dx i •

In this equation both dx i and dx i represent, in different sums, the three
components of the same line element vector ds. Since this vector can be
chosen arbitrarily we may .apply an extension of the technique explained
on page 15. We first choose ds = gl dx 1 and prove that the factors of
dx 1 dx! on both sides are equal, and then we do the same for i = j = 2 and
= 3, but then the procedure differs because Ui,j =F Uj,i' When we choose a
line element ds = gl dx l + g2 dx 2 and cancel the terms which have already
been recognized to be the same on both sides, we are left with the statement
that
1'12 + 1'21 = 2(U l ,2 + U2,l) + gkl(Uk,lU Z,2 + Uk,2 Ul,l)'
In the last-term we make-use of the fact that gkl is a constant and incluoeit in
one of the derivatives and write
(gkIUk),lUl,2

and since

1'12

+ (gklU1),lUk,2 =

U1,lUl,2

+ Uk,lUk,2 =

= 1'21' we finally have
)/12

= U l ,2 + U2,1 + U k •1Uk,2·

2U k,lUk ,2'
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Proceeding to line elements with dx1 = 0 or dxf :::: 0, we prove that the relation

,·=u,,J.+U.,+Ul.U
L •
')I..J
J,
,1 rt.,J

(2.15)

holds for all i, j.
The last term on the right-hand side of this equation is quadratic in the
displacement and therefore negligible when the displacement is sufficiently
small. Equation (2.15) then reduces to
(2.16)
The statements made in (2.15) and (2.16) are independent of the forces acting
and of the elastic or inelastic character of the material. They are concerned
with the geometry of the motion which leads from the undeformed to the
deformed position and are known as the kinematic relations.
.On page 24 we called the ')I ij the components of the strain. tensor. This
imposes the obligation of demonstrating that they are identical with· the
quantities commonly called sirain, or at least closely related to them. For
this purpose, we specialize (2.15) and (2.16) to cartesian coordinates, writing

dx 1 = dx,

dx 2 =dy,

dx 3

= dz,

and
For i =j

= 1, (2.16) then reads
')Ill

and for i = 1, j = 2:
')112

AU

= 2-

ax

au av

=-+-.
oy ax

The equations are identical with the kinematic relations found in books on
the theory of elasticity, if one sets
'}Ill

= 2ex ,

112 = ')Ix,,'

When the nonlinear _equation (2.15) is- subjected -tathe same treatment, it
yields

au + (au)2 + (OV)2 + (OW)2,
ax ax
ay
oz
ou ov au au ov avow ow
112 = oy + ax + ox ay + ax oy + ax oy'

111 = 2
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Also these expressions are equal to lex and "IX'l' respectively, if one adopts
a strain definition based on the change of the square of the line element. In
this case they are not second-order approximations, but are exact for any
amount of deformation. This is not so if the strain ex is defined as the increment of length divided by the original length (linear strain).
In the future, as a measure of the strain, we shall prefer to use the tensor
(2.17)

mainly because products of the eij with the stresses are the work done during
the deformation. For later reference we rewrite the kinematic relations in this
notation:
small displacements (linearized formula),

+ ui,i);

(2.18)

+ ui,i + Uk,iUk)'

(2.19)

eij = !(ui,i

large displacements (exact formula),
tij

=

t(Ui,i

Since quantities like ui,i are not components of a tensor, these equations are
not tensor equations, but, on page 85, we shall see how one can use them to
derive tensor equations.
Problem
2.1. Use the general kinematic relations (2.18) and (2.19) to derive kinematic
relations in skew rectilinear coordinates.

References
The subject of this chapter is treated' in all books on the theory of
elasticity. The kinematic relation (2.16) in cartesian component form is
found in Love [19, p. 38] or in Timoshenko-Goodier [33, p. 7]. '
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The Cross Product

AFTER HAVING STUDIED STRAIN, we should next study stress. Since
a stress is a force acting on a certain area element, we have to see how such
an area element can be expressed in tensor form. Before we can do this,
we need some preparation, which is the purpose of this chapter.

3.1. Permutation Tensor
We define quantities ejjk
rules:

= eij\

the permutation symbols, by the following

eijk

= +1

if i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, or an even permutation of this sequence (that
is, 2, 3, 1 or 3, 1,2);

ejjk

= -1

if i,j, k is an odd permutation of 1,2,3 (that is, 3, 2, 1 or 2, 1,3
or 1, 3, 2);

eijk

=

0 if any two of the subscripts or all three are equal (for example,
1, 1, 3 or 2, 3, 2).

We call these sequences i,j, k cyclic, anticyclic, and acyclic, respectively.
There are altogether 27 possible sequences, which are represented in Figure
3.1 as the points of the cubic grid. In this figure the six combinations for
which eijk :I: 0 have been marked by heavy dots.
The permutation symbols can be used to expand a third-order determinant.
Let
a1 ai a~
(3.1)
a= ai a~ a~

a:

a~
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3.1 Permutation symbol eiJk.

Then one definition of a is that itis the sum of all the products ± a~ a~~ which
satisfy the condition that i, j, k are all different, the plus sign to be used when
the sequence i, j, k is cyclic and the minus sign when it is anticyclic. This can
be expressed in the form
(3.2a)
and in the alternate form
(3.3)
If we make any permutation among the subscripts in (3.2a), e.g. if we write
a~ a{~ eijk, this amounts to interchanging two columns of the determinant
and the result will be -a. A further permutation would change the sign
again and lead back to + a. This can be expressed in the form

(3.4a)
and similarly we have
(3:5)

When we replace the determinant a of(3.1) by the more general one

aOs aDt
aO
r
A= a~ a"• a"t ,
a"r a•q a1
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we have A = a if 0, p, q = r, S, t = 1, 2, 3 and any permutation in one of these
sequences changes the sign so that
(3.6)
Equations (3.2a) through (3.5) can easily be extended to other positions
of the indices. With a corresponding change in the definition of a we have

= \a = ailai2ak3elik = alla2ma3I1e'mll'
ae'mll = allaimaklle"k
'J

a

and

(3.2b)

pq \

_ Ia pqI --

(3.4b)

ailai2ak3elik -- all a2ma311eImll,

a -

ae'mll

(3.2c)

= ail aim alII e1ik•

(3.4c)

We use (3.2a) and (3.4a) to prove the following theorem: Given two square
matrices A and B. The determinant of their product C = AB equals the
product of the determinants of A and B. The proo; will be restricted to
3 x 3 matrices; it can easily be extended to larger and smaller ones by introducing permutation symbols with the proper number of indices.
Let A = [a/] and B = [bf]. Their product C = [en has the elements
k
e I k-aib
Ii'

The determinants of A and Bare

detB= b

with

Their product is
a

b = at 'm"
a2 a3 e'm"b

I
mbmj Q3 "b k elik =
= al 'b IQ2
II

C1 IC2i C3 k ejik

= C,

(3.7)

which proves the theorem.
For the transformation of vectors and tensors between two reference
frames of base vectors we used the quantities Pl· and pr, Because of (1.32),
the matrices formed by these two sets of coefficients are reciprocals of each
other and then (3.7) states that their determinants are also reciprocals:

[Pi, I =~,

IPn

=~.

(3.8)

Quite similarly we may arrange the nine components gij of the metric
tensor in a square matrix and then calculate its determinant
9 = Igijl =

gl1

g12 g13

g21

g22

g31

g32 g33

g23

(3.9)
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From (1.26) it follows that

and then from (3.7) that

hence
Ok

IgJ

1

1=-·

(3.10)

9

When we transform the gij to another reference frame, we have
gl'j'

i
= gijPi,P1·
°

and hence by repeated applications of (3.7):

g'

= IgI'i,1 = IUji pf,IIPj,1 = IUijIIPf,IIPj,1 = gM.

(3.11)

This equation describes the transformation of the determinant 9 from one
reference frame to another. Although 9 is a scalar (a tensor of order zero),
it is not the same in both frames. Such' quantities are called pseudoscalars,
and there are pseudoscalars of different classes, depending on the positive or
negative power of the transformation determinant appearing in equations
like (3.11). We shall occasionally meet with such pseudoscalars, but in this
book an effort has been made to avoid them, because they make the theory
more complicated without being very helpful.
Thus far, the permutation symbols ejjk have not been attached to any
coordinate system. We now attach them to a cartesian system Xi' and write
ei'j'k'

=

ii'j'k"

We ask what happens when we transform these quantities as tensor components to another coordinate system Xi. According to the general transformation rule, stated on page 19, we have
(3.12)
For i, j, k = 1,2, 3 this is (3.2a), that is the expansion formula of the determinant 1/.6.. Since in the cartesian !Y!te.!l1
g'

= lbi'i'l = 1,

(3.11) shows that in our case
1

-=J9
.6.
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and, hence,

+ j9

fijk

=

fijk

= -

j"9
o
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if i, j, k is a cyclic sequence;
if i,j, k is an anticyclic sequence;
if i, j, k is aft acyclic sequence.

}

(3.13)

The quantities fjjk' being derived by a tensor transformation, are the
covariant components of a third-order tensor, the permutation tensor.t
Using the metric tensor gij, one may form components of other variances.
The only set of interest are the triple-contravariant ones:
(3.14)
To find their numerical values, we start from the determinant of the
and apply to it the expansion formula (3.4b):

~ elmn _
9

gil

gl2

gl3

gm1

gm2

gm3

gn1

gn2

gn3

Because of (3.14) this is

flmn /

=

gligmignkejik

=

gii

gligmignk jl_g fjjk'

j9 and, hence,
elmn

"

= _ 1 elmn

j9

(3.15)

'

i.e. flmn has the values ± l/j9 or 0 depending upon whether 1, m, n is a cyclic,
an anti cyclic, or· an acyclic sequence.
From (3.13) it follows that fijk changes its sign when any two of its indices
are interchanged, and the same is true for fijk. In other words: the permutation tensor is antimetric with respect to any pair of indices. Therefore, its
contracted product with any symmetric tensor tij = tii is
fijk t ii

= 0

and

fiiktij

= O.

(3.16)

To prove the formulas, let, for example, k = 1; then i, j = 2, 3 or 3, 2 and
ij
t23 +
(32 _ (
+ f321 )t23 ,
fijk t = f231
f321
f231
and this vanishes because of (3.13).
As fijk and f ijk have tensor character, while the permutation symbols
eijk and e iik do not, it is useful to know that some of the determinant expansion formulas developed on page 30 can be written in terms of the f. Multiplying (3.4a) on both sides by
and dividing (3.5) by the same quantity,
we see that

vB

t Here we are facing one of the cases (not uncommon nowadays) where established
notations of two previously separated fields come to a clash. We shall use the" English"
character € for the permutation tensor and the" continental" character e for the strain.
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= at a~ a! Elj" ,
ijk
aE
= a:a~a!E'm".

(3.17)

aE'mn

(3.18)

The nine quantities c5~ are the elements of a unit matrix, and their determinant equals unity:

c5t c51
(j~

c5~

c5~

c5~

To this determinant we apply (3.6) and, -realizing that, because of (3.13) and

(3.15),
we find that

c5; c5m' c5 '
"
c5{ c5mj c5 j =
c5~ c5"m c5"n
/I

E/jk£'lmn.

Expansion of the determinant yields the formula
E

Ijfe

E'mn

= u, UmUn ~is.jd

d~j~~+~i~j~k

Un U'U", -

U, Un Um

~i~jd+l:il:il:"

UnU", U,

Um Un Ut -

l:il:jl:k

Um UIOn'

(3.19)

Through the process of contraction we derive from it the following useful
relations:
Eij/cEillln

== lJl(c5~lJ: - c5~lJ!) + c5!(c5{lJ! -lJ~c5n + lJ~(c5~c5~ - c5!15~)
= 15~ 15: - 15~ 15! ,

(3.20)

EljkE __

'In

£.

= 3lJnk -

Ijk

Elj"

=

k
/jin c5~J = 215n'
2·~k
Vk

= 6.

(3.21)
(3.22)

With the results just obtained, we may bring the determin'ant expansion
formula (3.17) into another,_ very useful form. We multiply on both sides
by E'mn and find that
(3.23)
In_a l1 an!i'!letr~c !en_sor I.1uJsee _p·I~)Jh~_c~_I}!Il2~e!lts_~~~'lth 1 ~ Lare zeI'o
and the others are interdependent in pairs by the relation b lj = -b jl • Therefore, such a tensor has just as many independent components as a vector.
The permutation tensor permits the association of a definite vector £l with
every anti metric tensor b/j through the relations
lj"
u" = b--E
IJ
'

(3.24)
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One of the components of this vector is
u1

= (b23 -

b32)€231.

Equation (3.24) may also be used with any unsymmetric tensor thereby
isolating from it the antimetric part.
Thus far we have always dealt with three-dimensional space, using coordinates Xi, i = 1,2,3. Many problems in mechanics are formulated in only
two dimensions. For example, plane stress systems and plane flow fields
are described in terms of plane coordinates Xl, x'-, and in the theory of shells
we use two coordinates Xl, x 2 on a curved surface. It has become general
usage to emphasize the difference betw(len equations valid in two and in three
dimensions by observation of the following
RANGE CONVENTION: All Latin indices have the range i,j, k, I, m, ... =
1, 2, 3; while all Greek indices have the range ac, p, ')I, ~, ••• = 1, 2.

This applies to free indices and to dummies. The vector equation aj = hi
represents three component equations, while a(% = b(% represents two. The
sum alb i has three terms, but the sum ~b(% has two terms.
We may consider any two-dimensional space as a subspace of the general
three-dimensional space, adding to its coordinates xrz a third coordinate x 3
with a unit base vector g3 = i3 normal to the vectors g(%. We have then
gl1.3 = g~ . g3 = 0 and g33 = I, and the determinant of the metric tensor is
9912
0(} -g -....; 9911
21
22
o 0 I

I I
g11

g12

g21

g22

•

(3.25)

In every nonvanishing component €ijk of the permutation tensor one of
the subscripts' must be a 3, and we can, by cyclic permutation, always arrange
it so that k = 3. Then i and.i are restricted to the range 1,2 .and we may
introduce a two-dimensional permutation tensor €(%(J' writing
(3.26a)
with
Ell = €22=

(3.27a)

0,

The contravariant components are
€ij3

=

€(%(J3

=

€I1.(J

(3.26b)

with
(3.27b)
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At the proper places we shall make much use of these quantities. At
present, we list a few formulas for later reference, leaving the proofs to the
reader (see the exercises on page 43).
For a second-order determinant

=

a

Iat a~ I
at

a~

the following formulas hold:
a£yl

= a; a~£/IP ,
2a

a~P

= a~ a~£y6,

= a;a~e/lp£Y/.

(3.28a, b)
(3.28c)

Products of the permutation tensors have the following values:
L/I{JL

"

_

"yl -

li:1lli:{J
U y UII

-

(3.29a)

li:/lli:P

UII U y ,

(3.29b, c)
For an unsymmetric tensor Ty6 , the difference TYI - Tlly does not vanis h
and can be written in the following form:
TYI -

If a tensor

Tft6

7;,y = 1;.{J(~; ~~

-

~6 ~~)

= T/I{J £ftP£y/ •

(3.30)

is symmetric, then

T/I{J £ft{J_O
-.

(3.31)

The vector v = Uft £/I{Jg{J is normal to the vector u = uygy. We prove this
statement by showing that the dot product of the two vectors equals zero:

v· u = Uft~{Jgp· uygY = UaUye,,{J~~ =
Since the tensor Tap =

U,. Up

uaup£rtP.

is symmetric, it follows from (3.31) that v . u =

o.

3.2. Cross Product
In a cartesian reference frame i, j, k we introduce the cross product of two
vectors by the equations

i x j = k,

j x k = i,

k x i = j.

Writing II or ff for the unit vectors, we may summarize these three equations
in the form
gi

X

Ii =

Since in the cartesian reference frame

gi x gi

ejik':.

e jik = eijk,

= Eli"""

we may write as well
(3.32)
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and this equation is written entirely in tensor symbols and carries over in all
other reference frames. If gl' g2' lh in this order are a right-handed frame,
so are the vectors gj, gj' g, x gj.
Instead of (3.32) we might have written
(3.33)
which is also a tensor formula and, hence, generally valid. Both € symbols
change sign when two of their indices are interchanged. We therefore have
(3.34)
When visualizing the cross product of two vectors, we shall find it useful to
adhere to the right-hand rule. It should, however, be kept in mind that there
is nothing wrong with left-handed reference frames and that, in exceptional
cases, the vectors gj associated with a curvilinear coordinate system may be
right-handed in some part of space and left-handed in another.
The definition of the cross product of two base vectors may easily be
extended to arbitrary vectors a and b by writing
(3.3Sa)
with
(3.3Sb)
or
(3.36a)
with
(3.36b)
Also in this case the product vector IS at right angles with each of the factors.
We show this for a by forming the dot product
q . a = qkd' = aibjfjikd' = aibiakeijk,,/g.
This is the expansion formula for a determinant whose rows are the components of the vectors a, b. a. Since two of these rows are equal, the determinant equals zero, and this proves the orthogonality of q and a.
For our purposes it is important that the absolute value of the vector
q = a x b is equal to the area A of the parallelogram whose sides are the
vectors a and b. We prove this statement by proving that the components of
q in a cartesian reference frame gi are equal to the areas of the projections
of this parallelogram on the reference planes. Let
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3

FIGURE

C

3.2 Calculation of the cross product.

then
q".=:

a1b'eu,,'

We consider now one of these components, say
ql

= a2 b 3 -

a3b2 •

In the plane of the unit vectors g2 and g3 this appears as the difference of
two rectangles. Figure 3.2 shows the projections OA and DB of the vectors
a and b on this plane. The area representing ql is indicated by contour shading. Half of it is the area enclosed by the heavy line, and this is obviously
equal to that of the triangle OAB. This, in turn, is half of the parallelogram
OACB, which is the projection of the par::tllelogram area A on the 2, 3 plane,
and a similar statement can be proved for the components q1, and Q3'
The fact that the cross product is the vector representation of an area
is of great importance in mechanics of continuous media, since we need an
area element to define stresses. Before we take up this subject, we will learn
a few useful facts connected with the cross product.
When we dot-multiply the cross product of two vectors with a third vector,
we-have

v, - aIbi

a x b . c -- aIb i Elil l!. " .C'g, -- aIb i C' Elj" d

-

On the other hand, from (1.2) and Figure 3.3 we have

a x b' C = la x bl Icl cos p,

CkEijk'

(3,37)
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3.3

The product a x b· c.

and this is the volume V of the skew block outlined in the figure, which,
hence, can be written in the form
(3.38)

In the double product a x b . c it is not customary to indicate by parentheses that the cross-multiplication has to be done first, because there is no
other choice. The dot product b . c is a scalar, and the cross product between
this scalar and the vector a is meaningless.
When we interchange any two factors in the product a x b . c, we must
interchange the corresponding subscripts in £ ijk' e.g.
j
j
a x c ·b = a ikb
C
£ikj = -a ikb
C£ijk = - V.

From this we see that a cyclic interchange of factors does not change the
result, while an anticyclic sequence of factors produces the opposite sign:

axb·c=cxa·b=bx c·a
= - c x b . a = - a xc· b = - b x a . c.

(3.39)

Moreover, since the two factors of a dot product can be interchanged, we
have

b xc· a = a . b x c,
and by comparison with the preceding equation

a . b x c = a x b . c.

(3.40)

This shows that it does not matter where we place the cross and where the
dot; all that matters is the sequence of the factors. The product is positive
when they are so arranged that they form a right-handed system (more
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precisely: a system of the same .. handedness" as the reference frame gi on
which the definition of the cross product is based).
Since, from (3.32),

we have
gl X g2 • g3

Jg g3 • g3 = Jg

(3.41)

1
= E123g3 . g3 = Jg'

(3.42)

=

and, similarly, from (3.33)
gl X g2 • g3

This interprets Jg as the volume of a blockt that has the covariant base
v~ctors for its edges.
When we rewrite (3.35) in the form
dA = dr x ds,

dAk = dr i dsi

Eijk,

(3.43)

we are representing an area element by a vector normal to it (Figure 3.4a).
On the other hand, a volume element
(3.44)

is a scalar (Figure 3.4b). In continuum mechanics we frequently meet
quantities which are defined per unit of an area or a volume. We shall now
inspect a few samples of this kind.

ciA
lis

dr

dr
(a)

(b)

FIGURE

3.4 Area and volume elements.

t Commonly called a parallelepipedon. It seems time that our language adopt a word that
is easier to pronounce and to spell than this monster.
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The mass dm of a volume element is the product-of the density p and the
volume dV:

tim = p dV = p drltJsItJtk lijk'
We subject the base vectors gl to a transformation

gj = prg",

dr i

= p;, dr"

and have
dm

= pP"I pim' pic d r"dsm'd t II'Pp'pq'P"
i "lp'q'"
i

II'

d r"d Sm' dt'" lp'g'"
=
.
= p d r P'dS q'd IJ ' Ep'g""
5:p's;q' s;,'
PUI' Um' U,,'

The volume element appears in the same form, as was to be expected, and p
is a scalar, the same in all coordinate systems.
The same is true for the pressure p of a fluid or a gas. Its product with an
area of element dA, on which it acts, is a force, and this force is normal to
the area, i.e. it has the direction of dA. If we arrange things so that dA is
the outer normal, the force is

dF= -pdA
with components
dF"

= -p dA" =

-p.dr i tJsi Eii'"

Again, when we transform to another reference frame, dr i dsi Eii" v!' transforms
into an expression of the same form in the new frame and the scalar p remains
unchanged.
The weight dW of a volume element dV is a vector, the product of the
volume and the specific weight
"I = },'g,.

hence
,

, . >-i

dW = }' g, dV ="1 g, dr'

d~-

'..I:

de Elile'

In another reference frame gj' the same weight of the same volume is
dW = }"'g" dr i ' ds!' df<'Ei'i'k"

and }" transforms like any contravariant vector component. The same is
true for the forces X' per unit volume (or per unit mass) which occur in the
equilibrium conditions of continuum mechanics.
Thus far, the two factors of our cross products had always the dimension
of a length. On page 2 we have introduced the dot product as the work
product of a length and a force. There exists a second product of a force
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and a distance, the moment of a force P at the lever arm r, and this is the
cross product of the two quantities:

M = r x P.

(3.45)

When all three vectors are represented in components with respect to a
reference frame, (3.35b). gives the covariant components of the moment as

(3.46)
In this book we shall mostly restrict our interest to the actual space of three
dimensions and to a two-dimensional subspace. In connection with the cross
product, however, it is interesting to have a brief look at its possible extension
to four dimensions.
Let us first go back one step and restrict the vectors a and b of (3.35) to
two dimensions:
a=d"g.,
Then k in (3.35) must necessarily equal 3 and the cross product q has only
one component
q3 = d"b ll €"II •
In any two-dimensional transformation, which changes the base vectors gIl
into new vectors gr" the unit vector g3 = g3 normal to gIl and gy' is not
changed and neither is q3; that is, the cross product is a scalar.
In four dimensions we use indices I, J, K, L ... with the range 1,2,3,4 and
define a permutation symbol e IJKL by the following rules:
if I, J, K, L = 1,2,3,4 or an even perm1,tation of this sequence,
eIJKL = -1
if I, J, K, L is an odd permutation of 1,2,3,4,
eIJKL =
0 if not all four subscripts are different.
Associating eIJKL with a cartesian reference frame and then transforming to
a noncartesian frame produces the permutation tensor €IJKL as described on
page 32.
We now have the choice of two courses to take. The first one is to define
the components of the ~ross product of two vectors
a

= dgr

and

b = bIgJ

as
(3.47)

This cross product is a second-order tensor. As in two or three dimensions,
its components change sign when the sequence of the factors is inverted:
b x a = - a x b,
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and in addition, the tensor qKL is antimetric:
qKL = -qLK·

The second choice of a generalization of the cross product consists in introducing a third vector c = CKgK and in defining a triple cross product
q = a x b xc = qLr
with
(3,48)

and this product is a four-dimensional vector. As in its three-dimensional
counterpart, the interchange of two of its factors changes the sign of the
result.
Each of these extensions of the cross product may be extended further to
spaces of any number of dimensions. It may be mentioned in passing, that
the extension of the dot product is trivial. All that is needed is to extend in
(1.13) the range of the indices.

Problems
3.1. Use tensor notation to prove the following vector formulas:
(a) (a x b) . (c x d) = (a . c)(b . d) - (a . d)(b . c),
(b) a x (b x c) = (a . c)b - (a . b)c.

3.2. Derive equations (3.28) and (3.29).

CHAPTER

4

Stress

To

DEFINE STRESS, we need an area element of arbitrary size and orientation without insisting that it have any particular shape. On the rear side of
this element there is some material and on its front side there is empty space.
An outer normal points into this empty space.

4.1. Stress Tensor
We have seen that area elements in the shape of a parallelogram can be
represented by a vector dA with components dA i • To visualize these components, we proceed as follows: We choose a plane of the desired orientation
and intersect it with the base vectors gi of a reference frame (Figure 4.1a).
We connect the points of intersection to form a triangle ABC and then move
the plane parallel to itself until this triangle has the desired size and thus is
the area element dA which we want to consider. Denoting two of its sides
by dr and ds as shown, we may write
dA = 1: dr x ds
(4.1)
and thus represent the element by a vector in the direction of its outer normal.
Since dr = db - da and ds = de - da, we may write (4.1) in the form
dA = !(db - da) x (de - da) = t(db x de

+ de

x da

+ da

x db).

The vectors
(4.2)

have each only one non vanishing contravariant component, and their cross
products point in the directions of the base vectors gi:

W. Flügge, Tensor Analysis and Continuum Mechanics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1972
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(a)

dP

C

dJ<'

o
(h)
FIGURE

dA = t(db 2 de 3 E231 gl

4.1

Definition 0/ stress.

+ de 3 da l

E312 g2

+ da l

db 2 El23 g3) = dAi gi

with
dA l

= lE123 db 2 de 3,

dA 2 = tE1 23 de 3 daI,

dA3

= tE123 da 1 db2.

(4.3)

On the other hand, the triangle OAB can be represented by its outer normal
t db x da = t db 2 da 1 E213 g3 = -dA 3 g3
and similar statements hold for OBC and OCA. The four vectors representing
the four sides of the tetrahedron OABC add up to zero, and the inner normals
of the three sides joined at 0 are the covariant components of dA.
Now let this tetrahedron be cut from some material and let forces dP,
dQ, dR, and dF act on it as shown in Figure 4.1 b. Each of them is proportional to the area on which it acts and can be resolved into contravariant
components
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They define nine quantities (Iii, which we may understand as force components
referred to the size of the areas in which they are transmitted. However,
(llj dA 1 is not exactly a force, but only becomes one when multiplied by the
base vector gj (which may not be a unit vector and may not even be dimensionless), and (J12g2 is not a force per unit area, because dA 1 is not an area
unless multiplied by gl (which is not a unit vector and may have dimension).
The quantities (Jij come as close to the usual concept of stress as it is possible
to come within the concepts of tensor mechanics.
Equilibrium of the tetrahedron in Figure 4.1 b demands that the sum of all
forces acting on it equal zero, whence
dF = - dP - dQ - dR

= (Jij dA

j

gj

= dEj gj

(4.5)

with the components
(4.6)

This equation shows that the (Jij do not only describe the forces acting on
three sides of the tetrahedron DABC, but also describe those in any arbitrary
area element determined by its components dA i . Since dFj and dAi are
vector components, it follows that (Jij are the components of a second-order
tensor, the stress tensor.
When we choose as the reference frame gi a cartesian system of unit
vectors i, j, k, the stresses (Jij become identical with the commonly used
stresses: (J11 = (Jxx = (Jx, (J12 = (Jxy = i XY ' etc. Since i XY = i yx , we may ask
whether a similar relation holds between (Jij and (Jji. To find the answer,
we study the moment equilibrium of the skew block shown in Figure 4.2.
Three of its edges are arbitrary vectors da, db, de. The forces acting on
three of the faces are
dP = dpm gm = (JIm db j dc k tljkgm'
dQ = dQm g". = (JIm d~ da i tiki gm'
dR = dR m gm = (JIm da i db j tlijgm'
There are equal forces of opposite direction on the opposite faces of the
block and, together, they form three couples, which have the moments
da x dP = da i dpm £imngn = (JIm da i db j dc k tjkl timngn,
db X dQ = db j dQm tjmngn = (JIm da i db j dc k £kiltjmngn,
de x dR = dck dR m tkmn gn = (JIm da i db) dc k tijl tkmn gn.
Equilibrium requires that the sum of these three moments be zero. This is a
vector represented by its covariant components, M = Mngn , and each component Mn must vanish:
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da
dR
FiGURE 4.2

Moment equilibrium 0/ stresses.

u"" do' dlJ del( £J'" £'IfIII + £til £JIJIII + £'JI £ bin) = O.

(4.7)

This equation is valid separately for each n, but contains five dummy indices
and, hence, 3' = 243 terms. Of course, most of them are zero. Still, it is
worthwhile to avoid a lengthy search for thenonvanishing terms and to
specialize, choosing the v~ctors da, db, de to be those described by (4.2).
Then we have always i = 1, j = 2, k =3. For n = 1, (4.7) then reads simply
The first term in the parentheses contains £1m1 = O. In the, other two only two
choices are left: 1 = 2, m == 3 and 1= 3, m = 2, respectively, and' all that is
left of the' many sums is
q23£312 £231

+ 0'32£123 £321 =.o.

The first three of the components of the permutation tensor have cyclic
SUbscripts, but in the last one they are anticylic, hence
q23 _ 0'32

=0.

Choosing in (4. 7) n = 2 or n = 3" yields similar statements for the other pairs
of stress components and proves in general that the stress tensor is symmetric:
(4.8)

Thus far, we have only considered the contravariant components of the
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stress tensor. We may, of course, make use of the metric tensor and introduce
other types:
i

_

(f'j -

Since

qik

=

qki,

ik

q gkj'

there is also
(4.9)

but as explained on page 18, this is not the same as a{. This fa.::t that there
are nine different components q{ while there are only six different aij makes
the components of mixed variance less desirable than the other ones.
It is easily possible to visualize the different components. We consider
(in a homogeneous state of stress) an area element formed by the base vectors
gl and g2 (Figure 4.3). Because of (3.32) and (4.5) the force transmitted
through it can be written as

with

dA = dA j
It follows that dAl

gi

= gl

= dA 2 = 0 and dA3

X g2

=

= [123g 3 .

[123,

hence

dF=q 3'J[123gj'

(4.10a)

The stresses are, except for the factor [123 = J9, the contravariant components of dF. Stresses of this kind, acting on four sides of a volume element,
are shown in Figure 4.4a.
We might as well use covariant components and write
(4.10b)
Some stresses of this kind are shown in Figure 4.4b. We may also consider an

'dF

FIGURE

4.3

Visualization of stresses.
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(a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

4.4 Stress components of different variance.

area element formed by the contravariant base vectors gl and g2. In this case
we use the alternative form (3.33) of the cross product and write the force
transmitted through this section as
dF = (11, dA i g.J =

with dA =

gl

x

g2

= £123 g3 ,

whence dA l

(1 •.

'J

dAi gi

= dA 2 = 0,

dA 3 =

£123

and
(4.1Oc,d)

Such stress components are illustrated by Figures 4.4c, d.
It should be noted that the stresses in Figures 4.4b, c are the same in magnitude although quite differently defined. This equality is particularly
surprising for the stresses (1~. On the other hand, in each of these fIgures
it is obvious why (1~ =I: (11, since the stresses (1~ and (1~ form two couples,
which participate in tht: moment equilibrium of the element.
Among the four choices of stress components shown in Figures 4.4a-d,
the first one is most appealing. The element is cut along the base vectors
gj, which are tangent to the coordinate Jines, and the forces on the sides of
the element are resolved in components in the same directions. It is not
surprising that these are the components of the stresses that appear in the
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equilibrium conditions. On the other hand, we shall see that Hooke's law
assumes its simplest form when written in mixed components, since this is
the compromise between contravariant stresses and the covariant strains
coming out of the kinematic relations. It is one of the special merits of the
tensor calculus that it affords an easy formal transition from one set of
components to another one when circumstances make this desirable.
We have thus far avoided the question of the "physical components,"
which makes other tensor presentations of the theory of elasticity so complicated, but 'we may use the stresses aii to explain this point. As is seen
from (4.l0a), the force (in actual force units) on an area element dA is obtained by multiplying aij by €123 = Jg and by vectors gj' which are not
unit vectors. Therefore, a ij is not a force per unit area, but is connected with
such a quantity by a conversion factor (..j9)lgj I, different for each component.
However, having these conversion factors does not fully answer the question
for the .. actual" stresses, since the aii are skew components and what we
ultimately want to have are normal and shear stresses in the usual meaning
of these words. However, it would be of little use to have these orthogonal
components for the non orthogonal sections Xi = const of a skew coordinate
system. The most sensible thing to do is to find the principal stresses defined
on page 177. They are physical components measured in stress units.
4.2.

Constitutive Equations

The mechanics of continua draws its physical information from three
sources: the conditions of equilibrium (to be replaced by Newton's law of
motion in problems of dynamics), the kinematic relations, and the stressstrain relations. We have dealt in a preliminary way with the kinematic
relations (p. 27) and shall come back to them after we have learned bow to
differentiate vectors and tensors. The equilibrium conditions will also have
to be postponed until then. The stress-strain relations, however, are essentially algebraic, and after having defined stress and strain, we are ready to
inspect them in detail.
The stress-strain relations are the mathematical description of the mechanical properties of the material-its constitutive equations. There are as many
kinds of such equations as there are different materials, and we shall study a
few of them.
We begin with a linear elastic material, but we do not require isotropy.
Then every stress component aij is a linear function of all strain components:
(4.11)

This is H-ooke's law for a general anisotropic solid. The elastic moduli
Eijlm represent a tensor of the fourth order. Since each of the superscripts
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i, j, I, m can independently assume any of the values 1, 2, 3, there are
34 = 81 components Eijlm, but they are not all different from each other.
Since aij = (iji, there must be Eijlm = Eiilm. Since elm = eml' it is at least
possible to choose Eijlm = Eijml, assigning to each of the two equal strain
components half of the influence which they exert together on aij. All
together we have then

(4.12)
which says that within each pair of subscripts, i, j and I, m, we can interchange
the order. If this is permitted, there are six different pairs left (1, 1; 1,2; 1,3;
2,2; 2,3; 3,3), and we have, at most, 62 = 36 different values Eijlm. A further
reduction in number comes from the existence of a strain energy.
In cartesian coordinates we have the strain energy per unit volume (the
strain energy density)

We bring the right-hand side of this formula in tensor form by letting
ax=a ll , ... , 'Xy=a 12 , ... , ex=e u ,· .. , 'YXy=e12 +e21' .... This yields
the expression
(4.13)

Since this equation is in tensor form, it is valid in all coordinate systems.
The left-hand side is a scalar.
Equation (4.13) shows that also in general coordinates each of the stress
components does work at the corresponding strain component (if contravariant stresses and covariant strains are used), the factor t being caused by the
fact that the work on a "displacement" eij is done while a "force" is gradually increasing from zero to its final value aij. From this we conclude that
for a small increment of stress and strain the increment of a is to the first
order the work of the existing stress done on the increment of the strain:
(4.14)
On the other hand, we may formally derive from (4.13) for da the expression

oa

..

da = 0 ij da'J
a
and, since

aU

and

elm

va

+ -0
deij
eij

are related through (4.11), this may be written

(4.15)
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Because of e ij = eji' the nine deij cannot be chosen entirely arbitrarily, but
we may choose one pair ij and let only that deij = de ji be different from zero.
It then follows that the sum of the coefficients of these two differentials
must be the same on the right-hand sides of (4. 14) and (4.15), that is,

Because of(4.8) and (4.12) this amounts to

Comparison with (4.11) shows that
(4.16)
which says that, in addition to the symmetry stated in (4.12), we are also
allowed to interchange the pairs i,j and t, m. This reduces the number of
different Eijlm from 36 to 21.
We shall now give life to Hooke's law (4.11) and to the moduli Eijlm by
writing explicitly the elastic laws of several materials in cartesian coordinates.
For an isotropic body we have the well-known relations
II
(J

12
(J

E

= (1 + v)(l _ 2v) [(1 = 2(1

v)ell

+ ven + VB33],

E

+ v) (e12 + e21),

in which we have already used tensor symbols. Comparison with (4.11)
yields E 1111 , £1122 = £1133 and EI212 = E1221 in terms of Young's modulus
E and Poisson's ratio v. Because of isotropy and the symmetry relations,
other moduli are equal to these:

=

£1111

=

E2233

= £3311

EI212

= E1221 =

E2222

=

£3333

= _

= E3322 =

£2112

v)

E(1 -

(1+v)(l--2v)

=

(1

Ev

+ v)(1

£2J21

=

= 2G

- 2v)

2(1

E

+ v)

~=
1-2v

= 2G

_v_

1 - 2v

= G = /1.

;. T 2/1,

= I.,
(4.17)

In the last line, eight more moduli can be added, formed with the pairs 23
and 31, but all other modlili are zero, for example
£1223 =£1112

= £;123 =0.
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In (4.17) the nonvanishing moduli have also been expressed in terms of the
shear modulus G and Poisson's ratio and in terms of Lame's elastic constants
A. and J.l, which are seldom used in engineering work, but are useful in some
three-dimensional problems.
One may easily verify that (4.17) can be summarized in the form
(4.18)
Indeed, if all four superscripts are equal, all the Kronecker deltas are equal
to I, and on the right-hand side we have A. + 2J.l. If i = j #= 1= m, only
Eijlm = A. remains, and if either i = 1#= j = m or i = m #= j = /, one of the ij
products in the second term survives and we have Eijlm = J.l.
Eq uations (4.17) and (4.18) are valid only in cartesian coordinates, but
as we have done before with other equations, we may generalize (4.18) by
replacing the Kronecker deltas with the proper components of the metric
tensor:
(4.19a)
Drawing upon another part of (4.17), we may write this in the alternate form

Eijlm =

2(1

E

+ v)

(~gijglm + gilgjm + gimgjl).
1 - 2v

.

(4.19b)

Both equations (4.19) are valid in any coordinate system.
As a second example, we consider an idealized porous material, as shown
in Figure 4.5. It consists of many thin walls of thickness t ~ a, parallel

y

I

I--a-..:

I

FIGURE

4.5

I

Model of a porous material.
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to the coordinate planes of a cartesian system x, y,'z. The size a of the pores
is small compared with the dimensions of a volume element cut from the
material. In each of the walls a plane stress system is possible, and we have,
for example, in the walls parallel to the x, y plane Hooke's law in the form

E

(1"

= - 12 (B"

+ VB,),

E

(1,

= - 12 (B,

+ VB,,),

1''';)1

= Gy"" = -1-

-V

-V

(4.20)

E

+V B", .

To explore the elastic behavior of this porous material, we subject it to several
simple states of strain and note the forces needed on the faces of a cube of
side length na with n ~ I, Figure 4.6.
z

I

x

I

r---na~

na

(a)
FIGURE

(b)

4.6 Element

0/ a porous material.

The first strain to be imposed is a simple stretching B" = Bl1 in the x direction
with By = B% = 0 and no shear strains. On the faces x = Gonst this requires
stresses (1" in the vertical and in the horizontal walls. They add up to the
force

The vertical walls normal to the x axis have no strain and no stress, and on
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the faces y = const we have only a contribution from the horizontal walls:
Fyy

Ev
= n 2 at(jy = n 2 at -I-v
-2611'

and a force of the same magnitude must be applied to the faces z = const,

F zz = F yy . There are no shear forces. When we divide each force by the

gross area (na)2 of the face in which it is transmitted, we have the gross
stresses for the porous material. We use for them the notation (j1l, (j22, (j33
and have
11
t 2E
22
t
Ev
(j
= - --611
(4.21)
(j
= (j 33 = - 611'
a 1 - v2 '
a 1- v2
When we subject the porous medium to a strain 6 y = 622 or 6% = 633' similar
formulas hold, and for a combined stretching in all three directions we find
by linear superposition
(j

11

t

E

a

-v

= - -1--2 (26 11 + V622 + V633)

(4.22a)

and two similar equations. Now let us subject the medium to a shear strain
= 8 1 2 in the x, y plane. Then only the horizontal walls are stressed,

6 XY

E

'xy

= -1-- 612'
+v

On the faces x = const and y = const the stresses add up to forces
Fxy

=

Fyx

=

2
E
n at - - 612'

1+v

from which we derive the gross stress
E
(4.22b)
(6 1 ? + 6 21 ),
a1+v
a 2(1 + v) Equations (4.22a, b) and their obvious companion equations for the other
coordinate planes represent the elastic law of the material in cartesian
coordinates. By comparison with the general equations (4.11) we read from
them the following expressions for the elastic constants:
(j

12

=

(j

21

t
E
t
=- - 61 2 = -

Ell11

=

E2222

=

E3333

=

~!.-

1 - v2 a'
(4.23)

E1212

=

E2323

=

E 3131

=

2(1

E

:

+ v) a
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The three numerically different moduli are not independent of each {)ther
since they all depend on the two parametersE and v, but their ratio is quite
different from that of the corresponding moduli of an isotropic solid. With
v = 0.3, (4.23) yields
E1111 : E1122 : E1212

while (4.17) yields
E1111 : E1122 : E1212

= 1 : 0.15: 0.175,

= 1 : 0.428 : 0.286.

The porous material with cubic pores has little lateral contraction and hence
needs little transverse stress to prevent iL This material is also much softer
in shear than the isotropic solid.
Since the pores have the same dimension a in all three directions, and since
the walls have the same thickness t, the material shows the same elastic
behavior in the directions of all three coordinate axes,but it is not isotropic.
This becomes apparent when we rotate the coordinate system.
We choose a cartesian coordinate system Xi' whose relation to a cubic cell
of the material is shown in Figure 4.7. Starting from the coordinate axes Xi,

A
FIGURE

4.7 Rotation of coordinate system.

which coincide with three edges of the cube, we subject them to a rotation of
45° about the axis Xl. This brings the axis X2 into its final position xl', while
the axis ~3 assumes the position of the diagonal OA of the bottom face of
the cube. Then we rotate the axes about X2' until the axis X3 coincides with a
space diagonal of the cube. In this position it is the new axis X3' and Xl' lies
in the plane OABC, which is a plane of symmetry of the cellular structure.
The transformation coefficients are the cosines of the angles between the
axes Xi and Xi'. One easily verifies the following numerical values:
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pf = 0.816,
pf = ,-0.408,
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Pi'1·=0,

f3I' =0.577,
f3f =0.577,

f3f = 0.707,
P32' = -0.707,

pr = -0.408,

1333' = 0.577.

From these and the general transformation formula
Ei'J'k'I' = E iik1prP{f3Z'PI'

(4.24)

the following values of
1 - v2 ~ Ei'i'k'I'

E t

may be computed:

~

1'1'

2'2'

3'3'

1'2'

2')'

3'1'

0
0
0
0.517

0
0
0
-0.236
0.683

0.236
-0.236
0
0
0
0.683

k'/,

1'1'

2'2'
3'3'
1'2'
2'3'
3'1'

1.500 0.467 0.633
1.500 0.633
1.333

The symmetry relation (4.16) may be used to fin the lower left part of the
table. The numbers show that the relation between stress and strain is not
the same in all directions. Also the shear moduli in the coordinate planes
are not all equal. A shear strain el'2' produces not only a shear stress 0'1'2',
but also a shear stress 0'2'3'. Because of the symmetry of Figure 4.7 with
respect to the 1'3' plane, the shear stress in this plane is not coupled with
shear strains in other planes. However, the strains e1'1' and e2'2' are coupled
with the shear stress 0'3'1' = 0'1'3'.
The elastic law of isotropic bodies may be cast in a much simpler form,
which we shall need later on. We start from (4.19b), which we introduce
in (4.11):
O'ii =

E

2(1+v)

(gilgim

+ gimgil +~. giinlm)e
1-2v

<!

1m'

We lower the index} and also move the index 1, down in the bracket and up
in the strain. This yields
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(l:i

I
E
s:m
1m
2v d s:m) I
(jj=2(1+v) UIUj+g gjl+1_2vUjUI 8m

('1m

d m)

E
2v
=2(1+v) 8j+g 8jm+1_2vUj8m
and final!y

(4.25)
A comparison with (4.17) shows that the elastic constants of this equation
are the Lame moduli:
(4.25')
Equation (4.25) [just like (4.11)] gives the stress in terms of the strain. It
may easily be inverted. To do so, we first let i = j and invoke the summation
convention for i. With c51 = 3 we have then

I

(I

E
3v
m)
E 8m
2 m•
2 8m = - 1
1- + V 81 +
V
.- ·v
This is used to express 8::: in (4.25) in terms of 0'::::
(j1=-1-

v

I

I

E

(4.26)

I

(j·---~~·=--8·

1+v J'

J

1+vmJ

Ee~

= (1 + 'v)O'~ - VO':::c5}.

whence

(4.27)

Equations (4.25) and (4.27) represent two versions of Hooke's law in general
tensor form, valid for isotropic materials. Because of the Kronecker delta,
their right-hand side has only one term for shear, but two for tension. The
quantities 8::: and (j::: occurring in these equations lend themselves to physical
interpretation. In cartesian coordinates, 8::: = 8t + 8~ + 8~ is. the cubic
dilation, while to-::: is the average of the normal stresses and IS called the
hydrostatic st::-ess. Equation (4.26) constitutes a relation between both:

1...............E
m
m
3" Om = 3(1 _ 2v) 8in = K8 m •

(4.28)

The equation states that the cubic dilatation, i.e. the elastic change of the
volume, depends only on the hydrostatic stress and, in a linear material,
is proportional to it. The constant K is the bulk modulus of the material.
An interesting and important variant of (4.25) and (4.27) is obtained when
we introduce a new notation. We write for the bulk quantities

3e =

8:::,

3s =

u:::

(4.29a, b)
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and introduce the strain deviation and the stress deviation
(4.30a,b)
Equation (4.26) may then be rewritten
(4.31a)

Ee= (1 - 2v)s

and (4.27) yields
E(e~

+ ec5}) = (1 + v)s~ + (1 + v)sc5~ -

3vsc5~ = (1

+ v)s~ + (1 -

2v)sc5~,

from which, after subtraction of (4.31a), there fo11o",s
Eej=(1

+ v)sJ.

(4.31b)

For the strain deviations, we find from (4.30a) that

eii = e; - ~c51 = 3e - 3e = 0,

(4.32)

which indicates that the tensor ej (called the strain deviator) describes a
change of shape without a change of volume (called a distortion). On the
other hand, when e} = 0, there are only three equal tensile strains
i _

ej -

s:i
eUj'

which describe a change of volume without a change of shape (called a
dilatation). Equations (4.29) and (4.30) describe the splitting of the strain
tensor in a dilatation and a distortion and the splitting of the stress tensor in
two similar parts. Equations (4.31) are that formulation of Hooke's law
which uses these concepts and which turns out to be particularly simple.
They may be written with the Lame moduli:
(4.33a, b)
After having studied elastic materials in some detail" we now turn to a few
other simple materials. A viscous fluid is characterized by the fact that its
stresses do not depend on the strains, but on the time derivatives of the
strain~-the strain rates

oe"
e. =-.
"

at '

.1

oe]

e·=J
at'

. oe

e=at'

For an isotropic viscous fluid, we may use (4.33), simply replacing the strains
by the strain rates:
(4.34a, b)
The coefficients A. and J1 are now, of course, no longer Lame's elasticity
moduli, but rather viscosity coefficients. Equation (4.34a) represents volume·
viscosity. Inmost flow problems its influence is negligible and we may get
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rid of it by letting A -+ 00. Then e= 0, and s is independent of the deformation or vice versa. The fluid represented by this modified law is incom~
pressible. Since real fluids combine elastic compressibility with viscous
distortion, we might combine (4.33a) and (4.34b) with a proper notation for
the coefficients:
(4.35)

s = 3Ke,

This leads us into the field of viscoelastic materials, which combine elastic
and viscous behavior in a more general form. Their constitutive equations
contai'" time derivatives of stress and strain and may be written in a form
analogous to (4.33) and (4.34):
~ "aks ~ "ake
~ p" at" = ~ qk at'"

2" Pk aat"ksi. = L" qk akeat' .
I

J

I

(4.36)

i
j

In these equations, i and j are tensor indices, while k is used as always in
writing derivatives of the kth order. Equations (4.36) contain as special
cases Hooke's law (4.31), the viscous law (4.34) and the law (4.35) of the
common, compressible viscous fluid, which is elastic in compression, but
viscous in distortion.

4.3. Plasticity
In the uni-axial tension test a material is called ideally (or perfectly)
plastic if stress and strain are related according to the followingruies: (i) They
obey Hooke's law (1 = Ee for stresses (1 < (1y. (ii) At the yield stress (1y the
strain can increase indefinitely, without any restriction on the strain rate
dsfdt except that this rate can never be negative. (iii) The stress cannot be
increased beyond (1t. These three statements describe the constitutive Jaw
represented in the first quadrant of Figure 4.8. A similar law holds on the
negative side.
In two and three dimensions the yield limit is reached when a certain

UY~----FIGURE

4.8

Stress-strain curvein ideal plasticity.
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function of all the stress components reaches a fixed value. In the early times
of the theory of plasticity attempts have been made to find "the" yield
condition. Several have been proposed and experiments have been made to
decide which of them is the right one. Today it is understood that there may
be as many yield conditions as there are materials, and interest has been
focused on establishing one which is suitable for mathematical handling and
still close enough to the facts. Two such conditions are in general use, those
of H. Tresca and of R. v. Mises. Between them the Mises condition is better
fitted for a tensorial presentation.
No yield condition is a general law of nature, but rather a part of the constitutive equations of a particular material. Therefore, it cantiot be derived by
mathematical reasoning from basic principles; but it can be made plausible
by correlating it with some basic concepts of mechanics.
We start from the expression (4.13) for the elastic strain energy density
and there introduce the stress and strain deviators from (4.30), which we
rewrite in the form
This yields

a = tcsgij

+ sij)(egij + ei)

= t(se!5:

+ se: + s:e + sijeij)'

From (4.32), which applies equally to the stresses, it follows that the
second and third terms in the parentheses vanish, and We are left with
a = t(3se

+ sije i ) ·

(4.37)

Using Hooke's law in the form (4.33), we may write this also as

a = 1"3( 3)',1 + 2)
/1. ee + /1e ije ij .

(4.38)

The first term depends entirely on the change of volume and the second one
on the change of shape. They are known as the dilatation energy and the
distortion energy, respectively.
In plastic flow there is practically no permanent change of volume and it
seems plausible that the occurrence of plastic yield should depend entirely
on the stress deviator, which represents the distortional part of the stress
system. The Mises yield condition in particular states that th~ yield limit
is reached when the distortion energy
1

ij

1

_

ij

_

1

i

j

- s e ..- - s s .. - - s· s·
2
I)
4/1
I)
4Jt J '

has reached a certain value, which is characteristic for the material. Wemay
write the condition in the form
s~

sf =

2k2

(4.39)
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and we may use (4.29) and (4.30) to express the stress deviations in terms of
the actual stresses and Write
.

F(u',;)

I'

..

== 3ajt1f- aia} - 6k" = O.

(4.40)

~

For later use we write the equation in contravariant stress components:
F(a ii )

== aikaj'(3gjk9i/ -

9il9j,) - 6k 2

= O.

(4.41)

In these equations, which represent the Mises yield condition, k 2 is the square
of a material constant k, which has the dimension of a stress. To understand
its physical meaning, we use cartesian coordinates and consider two very
simple stress states.
In simple tension we have a~ = a.. and (4.40) reads
3'7..2

_

a..2

whence

= 2a..2 = 6k 2 ,
,-

a.. = k..j 3.
In simple shear we have

a1 = a~ =

3(a~ a~

'f.., and hence

+ a~an - 0 =6'f../

= 6k 2 ,

whence
'f.., = k.
We see that k is the yield stress in simple shear and that the Mises yield
condition fixes the ratio between the yield limits in shear and in uni-axial
tension as 1 :
Once the yield limit has been reached plastic flow may begin. It is unbounded and the flow law regulates neither its magnitude nor its speed. As
long as the stress tensor is not changed, the flow may (but need not) continue and its progress in any time element dt is described by the components
Bij dt, where the dot-as elsewhere in this book-.-indicates differel}tiationwith
respect to· time. Since we decided to neglect as insignificant the dilatational
part of the plastic strain, the strain rate tensor Bij is a deviator, Blj = eiJ'
and the work done by the stresses during the incremental strain Bii dt is

J3.

A
ua

= a• dt = sii'eijdt = a tj •e/jdt.

(4.42)

To arrive at a reasonable flow law, we consider a change ~aii of the stress
tensor such that also the stressesa ii + ~aiJ satisfy the yield condition. This will
cause an elastic change of strain and the attendant change of strain energy,
with which we are not concerned, and the subsequent plastic flow will have
the strain rate Bij + ~Bij' leading to a plastic work rate
d + ~d = (a ii

+ haiJ)(Bij + ~Bij) = d + ~aljBij + a ij ~Bij'

§4.3]
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We postulate that the change od depends only on the change of the deformation and not directly on the change of stress, so that
(4.43)
On the other hand, we have, in view of (4.41),

"

..

..

F(a'J + oa'J ) = Fea' J )

of .. of ..
+ - ..J oa'J = - ..J oa'J =
oa'

oa'

O.

(4.44)

If every choice of the oa ii which satisfies (4.44) is also to satisfy (4.43), the
coeificients of both equations must be proportional to each other,
Bij

of

= Jl oaij'

(4.45)

where Jl is an arbitrary scalar factor.
Because of the symmetry of the stress tensor the choice of the oa ii is limited
not only by (4.44), and we cannot say that the coefficients of oa 12 and oa 21
must, separately, satisfy (4.45). We may state only that

.

B12

.
+ 821

( of

= Jl oa12

OF)

+ oa21 '

but since on either side the two terms are equal to each other, this confirms
the validity of (4.45).
Differentiating F trom (4.41) yields
iJF

oamn

./

'k

= a J (3g jn gm1 - gmngj/) + a' (3gmk g in - gikgmn)

+ 3anrn - al gmn
6a mn - 6sg mn = 6smn

= 3anrn - aJ grnn
=

and (4.45) can now be written as
(4.46)
with Ie = 6Jl. This equation is known as the Mises-Reuss flow law.
There exists an interesting way of "visualizing" the yield condition
(4.41) and the flow Jaw (4.45). We begin with introducing a new notation for
the six independent stress components, letting
a 1 = all,

a 4 = a 22 ,

a 2 = 0'12 = a 2l ,
as = 0'23 = 0'32,

a3 = 0'13 = 0'31,
a6 = 0'33.

We may then consider a six-dimensional stress space, in which aN with
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N = 1, ... ,6 are the cartesian coordinates of a point or the cartesian components of its position vector, the stress vector
cr = O'NiN •.

Here iN are six unit vectors serving as base vectors in the stress space and the
summation convention is applied to a repeated subscript N (different from
the general rule, which requires a subscript and a superscript).
In this stress space the yield condition (4.41) describes a five-dimensional
hypersurface, the yield surface. All points F < 0 lie in the interior of this
surface and represent elastic states of stress. When the stresses have been
increased so far that the point O'N comes to'lie on the yield surface, plastic
flow can occur. Points F> 0 represent impossible states of stress.
In the flow law (4.45) it was understood that Fis a function of nine stresses,
0'12 and q21 counting as separate variables. When we now replace F(O'i j )
by F(O'N), 'we have

of = of + of = 2 of
00'2

00'1l

00'21

00'1l

and this suggests introducing a strain rate vector iN with the components
i1 = ill'
i4 =·i 22 ,

= ill + i 21 ,
8s = 823 + 832 ,

i2

83
86

= 813 + i31>
= 833·

We may then write (4.45) in the form

.

of

8N=P.~·

IIO'N

(4.47)

On the left-hand side there stands a component of the strain rate vector

t

= sNiN

and on the right-hand side the corresponding component of the vectort

of.
grad F=~IN'
IIO'N

which is normal to the yield surface F = O. In terms of these vectors the flow
law (4.47) states that the strain rate vector is normal to the yield surface.
It may be noted that, in cartesian coordinates, .the components of the
six-dimensional strain rate vector t are the usual strain components ex, ... ,
"Ix1' •.. , and that the plastic work done during the strain increment t dt is

da

t See page 70, equation (S.20).

= O'NSN dt = tI • t dt.

(4.48)
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Problem
4.1. The truss work shown in Figure 4.9 extends indefinitely in all directions. It
consists of simple tension-compression bars connected by frictionless hinges and is
used as a model for an anisotropic plane homogeneous slab. Subject this truss
consecutively to uniform strains 8" , 8 y , and 8xy and calculate the forces which these
strains produce in the bars. Assume that all horizontal and vertical bars have the
same cross section A and that the diagonals have the cross section A12.
Interpret the internal forces as stresses in a slab of unit thickness and calculate the
elastic moduli. The relation between strains and stresses will have the form (7.27).
Transform the moduli to the coordinate system ;x"' shown in the figure.

/Xl

1

~~~~~~~~i
b

"1
FIGURE 4.9
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5

Derivatives and Integrals

W

HAVE DIFFERENTIATED VECTOR COMPONENTS on page 25 and
have introduced the comma notation for the derivatives in defi!1ition (2.12).
In rectilinear coordinates the changes of the vector components indicate the
change of the vector. This is no longer so when the coordinates are curvilinear.
As a simple example consider Figure 5.1 a. It shows a polar coordinate system
and in it three vectors v. The vectors are equal, but their radial components
VI are not and neither are the circumferential components v 2 • On the other
hand, the vectors in Figure 5.1 b are different, but they have the same radial
component "I and the same circumferential component 1,2 = O.

5.1.

Christoffel Symbols

When we want to differentiate a vector, we must differentiate the sum of
the products of the components with the base vectors:
v.J. = (l/g.)
. = vi.
g. + L,i g'..
, .J
.J
.J

( 5.la)

I

i). =
= (v.g
I
.• J

l! l!J
. . gi

+ v.g i
1

'.

,j

(5.1b)

These formulas contain the partial derivatives of the base vectors vvith
respect to a coordinate xi. These derivatives are also vectors and may be
resolved in components with respect to the base vectors gi or gi' We write
(5.::)

Dot-multiplying this equation by another base vector, we find
gi,j . gk

=

riil gl . gk

=

W. Flügge, Tensor Analysis and Continuum Mechanics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1972

rijl

c'iL =

r jjk ,

(5.3a)
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(b)

(a)
FIGURE

5.1

Vectors in a polar coordinate system.
(S.3b)

Either (S.2) or (5.3) may be considered as the definitiont of the Christoffel
symbols r/ jk and j . Before introducing them in the differentiation formulas
(S.I) we establish a few useful relations.
Dot-multiplying the second and third members of (S.2) by gl or gl, we find

n

(S.4a)
and
(S.4b)
which proves that the third index of the Christoffel symbols can be raised and
lowered like the index of a vector component. However, this is not true for
the other two subscripts, i and j in (S.2), and the Christoffel symbols do not
transform like a third-order tensor.
When we differentiate (1.18) with respect to xl, we have
gi,J

= r,il = r,li =

gj,i

(5.5)

and from (5.2)
which, after dot-multiplication by gk or gk, yields
(5.6)

t There exists a great variety of notations for the Christoffel symbols. For details see the
references on page 84.
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The Christoffel symbols are symmetric with respect to the first two subscripts.
When we differentiate (1.24a) with respect to X', we find

and with (5.3a)

(5.7)
We write the result three times, permuting the subscripts and making use of
(5.6):

f

kij

+ rJki

=

fjki

+ f jjk =
+ f ijk =

fkif

gij,k'

(a)

g jk,i,

(b)

..".-

.'"

gki,j'

'(c)

Subtracting (a) from the sum of (b) and (c), we obtain the relation
(5.8)
which may be used for the actual calculation of the Christoffel symbols in a
coordinate system when the expressions for the components of the metric
tensor are known. Formulas for the Christoffel symbols in the most common
coordinate systems may be found in many textbooks and handbooks, When
these formulas are used, attention must be paid to the notations, as explained
in the footnote on p. 67. Since in cartesian coordinates the gij are constants,
it follows from (5.8) that there f ijk = j = O.
Differentiating (1.20) with respect to x\ we find that

n

g"k ' gi

+ gi . g<k =

0,

hence
gi'

gj,k = -gi.k· gi = -rfk'

whence, after a change of indices,

(5.9)
5.2.

Covariant Derivative

We may now return to the differentiation formulas (5.1) and write
v. =
•J

Vi .J'
.g. + vifk. gk .
'J

By an interchanging of the notation for the two dummy indices in the last
term it becomes possible to factor gj:
(5.10)
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The quantity
.

.

vIii = V',i

'
+ vkr~k

(5.11)

is the i-component of the j-derivative of v. As (5.il) shows, it is different
from the j-derivative of the i-component, the difference being the term
ifr~k' It is called the covariant derivative of the vector Vi.
A similar expression can be obtained from (5.lb) by use of (5.9):
I

rI

k

k

I

I

v,i = vI,ig - VI ik g = (vi,j - vkrl)g = vilig·

(5.12)

This leads to the covariant derivative of Vi:
Viii = vi,l - Vk

rt .

(5.13)

We may bring the pairs of equations (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12), (5.13) into
another form, which will be useful when we formulate differential equations
of physical systems. When we proceed from a point xi to an adjacent point
xi + dxi, moving along a line element vector with the components dxi, a
vector v(xi) changes by the differential dv = VoJ dxi and we have
(5.14a)
or
(5.14b)
In cartesian coordinates there is no difference between covariant and
ordinary differentiation because all the r itk and r lj are zero.
When we call v'li and Viii covariant derivatives, we must prove that they
deserve this name. We write v in components in a second coordinate system
Xl':

Differentiation yields
v,i' = vi',j' g

i'

+ Vi' gi',j' = Vi' Ij' gI'.

On the other hand, using the chain rule of differentiation and (1.36b), we have
v,i' = v,i

oxi
..
oxi ' = Viii g'P} .

Equating the right-hand sides of both equations, we see that
vj,lrg i ' = viljgipJ'

and after dot-multiplication by
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it follows that

(S.15)
This shows that the v"l) are the covariant components of a second-order tensor. Similarly one proves that the v"l) ·are tensor components of mixed
variance. From this it-follows immediately that

Virgi" = v"1~,

(5.16)

and we may introduce the not\s.lion

viI" ;""v,t}ui"

(5.17)

After having learned how to differentiate a JleCtor. we have a brief look at
the derivatives of a scalar (jJ. We write

and have in a second coordinate system

04>

04>

ox

i

4>.I' = -.,
ox' = -,-.,
ox ox' = 4> .iP",

(5.18)

where again (1.36b) has been used. Equation (5.18) shows that the 4>.i
transform like the components of a vector. We acknowledge this by writing
(5.19)
and say that, for a scalar, common and covariant differentiation are identical.
Since the 4>1, are vector components, they define a vector
(5.20)
the gradient vector of the scalar field 4> = 4>(x i). The vector field u = U(Xi) is
called a gradient.field. When we proceed in a scalar field 4>(x i) from the point
Xi to the point x' + dx' or, in other words, when we move along the vector
dx i , the value of 4> increases by

d4>

= 4>.i dx i = 4>11 dx' = (grad 4»' dx.

(5.21)

The gradient vector measures- the rate of change of a scalar. field quantity
and points. in the direction of maximum cllange.
We may now turn our attention to second-order tensors. When we multiply a tensor Ai) by two vectors ui and iJl, we obtain· a scalar:
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We diffefentiate it with respect to >!' and make use of (5.11):
A..k
'+'.

j + A"Uikvi + A .. uV k
= A··ku'V
'J.
'J,
I

.

= Aij.k U II

'J,

..

. .

+ Aij U'lk v-' + A lj u'lIlk
,

..

. I

- Aij U f~,vJ - Aiju'v

nl'
.

We can write this in the form
(S.22)
if we define
i j

I j

I j

AijikU V = Aij,kU V - AijU v f

i i i j
kl - A,juvrk/'

By switching notations for the dummies this may be written
AI)k u'vJ = (Aij,k - Alj r Uc
. .

I

-

I

I'

Ail rk)u vJ •

This relation will hold for a certain A ij and for all vectors ui and vj if and only
if
(S.23a)
and this is the definition of the covariant derivative of A/j'
It is important that the covariant derivative A,jlk has been defined without
assuming symmetry of the tensor and that its definition holds also when
Aij ¥= A ji .
In a similar way one may derive the following relations:
i i '
A)k
= A·j,k + A. j

A/lk =
Aijl k --

A/ k -

r

r

i i '
k, -

A'I jk ,

+ A/ft"
j
l
Ali , k
+. Alirkl + Ailrkl'
Ajirlk

(S.23b)
(S.23c)
(S.23d)

and similar relations hold for tensors of higher order.
The derivation of (S.23) is rather abstract and we shall now try to visualize
what the covariant derivative of a tensor represents. As an example, we consider the stress tensor (Iii. According to (4.5) in an arbitrary section element
dA = dA j gl located at a point>!' the force
dF =

(Iij

dA, gj

is transmitted. When we shift our attention to another such section element,
located at an adjacent point xi< + dxi<, we find there a force which differs from
dF by dF,k dXk. Using (5.10) and (S.22),we write the derivative of the force
vector as
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Now let us choose at xl and xl + tJxk two area elements dA equal in size and
orientation. Then dA." = 0 and hence dAil" = 0 and the derivative of the
force dF is
dF." = (Til/" dAi 11'
This vanishes, for any choice of the ('omponents dAi of the two section
elements, if and only if (fill" = O. Each of the 27 quantities (fiji" expresses one
aspect of the rate of change of the stress tensor, namely the j-component of
the change of the force as far as it depends on the i-component of dA. Vanishing of all components of the covariant derivative means that between adjacent
points the physical stress tensor (as represented by its cartesian components)
does not change. A similar statement can be made for all other tensors; an
example is the tensor of the elastic moduli Eii/m (see p. 50). If EIJ/ml" = 0,
the material is homogeneous, i.e. it has everywhere the same elastic properties'
with the same orientation of its anisotropy.
We arrive at two important statements when we apply covariant differentiation to the metric tensor. and the permutation tensor. In cartesian coordinates
gil ~'l and £il" eil" and since these are constants, we have

=

=

gji,II = 0
and
£Iill.' = O.
Partial and covariant derivatives being identical in cartesian coordinates, we
may just as well write
(5.24)
giil" =0,
£il"IJ

= O.

(5.25)

These are two tensor equations, stating that all components of a certain
tensor of the third or the fourth order are ::ero and, therefore, these equations
carry over into all other coordinate systems. The tensors gij and £Uk (but not
their individual components!) are constants. The same can be shown to be
true for gii and £ii". Whenever one of these quantities is a factor in a product subjected to covariant differentiation, it may be pulled out of the
differential operator, for example

(v'gij)l" = Villlgi);
When we apply to £1231, an equation similar to (5.23a), but written for a
third-order tensor, we have
£1231,

= £123,/ -

=£123,1 = £123,' -

- £1113 r 2, -£12/1 11,
£123 r}, - £123 r!, - £123 r~r
£/1:23

r~J

£123

r:::,.

Because of (5.25), this vanishes, whence
(5.26)
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Since viii is a second-order covariant tensor, we may apply (S.23a) to it
and form its covariant derivative with respect to x!'. Let
then
v,lilk

= vilik = Aijlk
= (Vi,i - Vm rm,k - (VI,i - Vm rmr~

-

(Vi,l - Vm

rU)rL .

(5.27)

We ask whether this is the same as vilki' that is, whether the order of two
covariant differentiations can be interchanged. We find villj by simply interchanging the subscripts j and k:
Vilki

= (Vi,k - Vm r~),i - (VI,k - Vm r;nrfj

- (Vi,l -

Vm r~)nk .

Because of (5.6), the last term in both expressions is the same and cancels
when we form the difference. The other ones yield
v,lik - Vilki

= Vi,ik -

rl'j + Vm,i r~ - Vm rl'j,k
rlk + Vl,k rli + Vm rij rfk -

Vi,ki - Vm,k

+ Vm r~,i -

VI,j

Vm

ru: rlj

.

On the right-hand side the first two terms cancel each other since the order of
common partial differentiations is interchangeable. Among the other terms
there are two pairs which cancel, and there remains
(5.28)

Since the first member of this equation is a covariant tensor of the third order,
the same must be true for the third member, and then R'.jik must be a tensor
of the fourth order. It is known as the Riemann-Christoffel tensor. Our
question whether the order of two covariant differentiations is interchangeable is equivalent to the question whether· R'.jjk = O. Since this. is a tensor
equation, it either holds in all coordinate systems or not at all. Now, in
cartesian coordinates
= 0 and hence also R':;jk = O. This proves the
interchangeability of the differentiations.
There exists, however, an important limitation to this statement. In shell
theory we shall have to deal with equations which hold for the points of a
curved surface, i.e. for a two-dimensional subspace of the three-dimensional
space in which R'.jJk = O. On this curved surface a cartesian coordinate system
is not possible and the argument just presented cannot be repeated. Interchangeability of covariant differentiations on the two-dimensional curve~
surface depends on whether or not a two-dimensional Riemann-Christoffel
tensor R~a.PY with f.1., ct, /3, '}' = 1, 2 vanishes. This two-dimensional tensor is
obtained by omitting from the definition (5.28) all terms in which one or more
of the indices have the value 3. It is possible and really happens that the

rt
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remainder does not add up to zero and then it matters which of two differentiations is carried out first. We shall come back to this point on page 140.
The reader may expect that there exists a relation similar to (5.12) between
the second derivative V,jk of a vector v and the second covariant derivative
viljk' It is easy to show and important to know that the relation is more
complicated .. To find it, we start from the second member of (5.12) and
differentiate it with respect to xI':
v,lk

=

Vi,jk Ii

+

Vi,lli,k -

Vi,k

r~, g' - Vi r~',k gl - Vi r), g',k .

Making use of (5.9) and changing the notation of dummy indices where
convenient, we bring this into the following form:

Vj"
,

= (v. 'k l,)

V, ,)·r!LI... - vPII,ALr!'r.J! - vmr,"!"
) , + vm r,mJr!k)o'
.. e .

In the parentheses we recognize part of the right-hand side of (5.27) and
hence we have
V,ik

= viljkg' + (v", -

vmrj,)rrjg i ,

which, with the help of (5.13), may ultimately be written as
V,ik

= (vilik

+ ViI, r~k)I'

(5.29a)

and in the alternate form
(5.29b)
5.3. Divergence and Curl
In (5.20) we saw the tensor form of the gradient. It is a vector whose
covariant components are the covariant derivatives of a scalar function
¢(x i ). We can easily find similar expressions for the other two field derivatives
used in the Gibbs form of vector analysis, the divergence and the curl.
In cartesian coordinates the divergence of a vector field ~ is

ov" avy ovz
.
d IVV·=-+-+-.
oX ay OZ
To bring this formula into tensor form, we replace
and find
div v = Viii = vd i

av,,/ox by Vl,l = vIII

as an expression valid in all coordinate systems.
In cartesian coordinates the curl is defined as

(av:

(av"

y ).
_ - - OV
curI v- ov
-z ).J+ (OV
- .y - -OVX)k
oy az 1+ OZ ax
oi oy- .

etc.

(5.30)
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Each of the six terms of this expression involves three directions, that of a
component of v, the direction in which the derivative is taken, and that of the
unit vector with which this derivative is multiplied. These are always three
different directions, and when any two of them are interchanged, a term with
the opposite sign results. This points to the use of the permutation symbols,
and we rewrite the curl in the following form:

OVy

+ ( ox

e xy •

OVx

+ oy

)
e yXZ

k.

In cartesian coordinates, the permutation symbols are identical with the
components' of the permutation tensor, and the unit vectors i, j, k are the
base vectors gj or gi. We may therefore write
curl v = (OV3

ox 2

+ OV2 (321)g + (OVI £312 + OV3 (132)g

£231

OV2

+ ( ox! £

(Jx 3

123

ox3

1

OV! 213)

+ ox2 £

ox!

2

g3 •

Now we replace the common partial derivatives by covariant derivatives and
make use of the summation convention and thus arrive at the simple form
- I ijk gkw=curI V-Vji£

jli(ijkgk

V

(5.31)

which, having tensor form, is generally valid. In pure tensor notation it says
that the vector

w"

= V·I·(ijk
J ,

(5.31 ')

is the curl of the vector Vj' The covariant derivative vjli of a vector Vj is a
tensor. The curl is the vector associated with the antimetric part of this
tensor, introduced in (3.24).
Another differential operator which belongs in this group is the Laplace
operator. It may be defined in several ways, for example as the divergence of a
gradient:

V2¢ = div(grad ¢).
We write (5.20) in the form
u = grad ¢ = ¢Iig j =

Ujgi

and apply (5.30) to obtain

V2¢ = div u =

uil i = ¢Ii.

(5.32)
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Now let us take the curl of (5.20). Using (5.31), we find that

= tfJlJli~iJtlt = tfJIJ,£'Jtlt •

curl grad tfJ
Since tIIlJi = tfJl'J' this vanishes:

curl grad tb

= O.

(5.33)

A gradient field has no curl.
Another equation of this kind is found by taking the divergence of (5.31):
div curl v = (vJI,£,J~I" = VJlIk£'Jt.
Since vJ11k is symmetric with respect to; and k, also this vanishes:
mv curl v = O.

(5.34)

A vector field w == curl v is called a solenoidal field and v is called the vector
potential of the field w. We see that a solenoidal field has no divergence.
5.4. The Integral Theorems of Stokes and Gauss
Consider a plane or a curved surface S and in it a coordinate system JC%.
On this surface we draw a curve C and select in it a line element
ds = cis"" &Z.
If C is a closed curve and the contour of a domain A, we shall always choose
the direction of tis such that the interior of A is to its left.t To every line
element ds we define a normal vector do which has the direction of the outer
normal, is tangential to S, and has the same length as ds. . Assuming that in
Figure 5.2 a unit vector i3 is normal to S and points out of the paper, we may
write

whence

= dslZ£fJlZ'
Now let there be in S a vector field u = uYgy• We want to evaluate
tinfJ

(5.35)

~ u· do = ~ u Y dny
along the contour of the small quadrilateral ABCD in Figure 5.3, following it
counterclockwise as indicated by the little arrows. On each of the four sides
t This definition implies that one side of the surface is considered the upper side. In pictures
it is always obvious which side this is; but, when one faces the real object in space, this is
not so and an additional convention is required to give our statement meaning.
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FIGURE

5.2 Normal vector 0/ a
line element.

FIGURE

-

dr

5.3

Area element.

B

we choose for u the value at one end as· representative. This amounts to
disregarding contributions which are in the differentials of a higher order than
the terms carried. Using (5.35), we find

f u dny = uy dr"€y" + (u Y+ uYl p drP) ds"€y" - (u
Y

Y

+ uYl p dsP) drl%€y"

- u Y dslZ€y"

= uYlp€yidrP ds" - dr" dsP).

We change dummy indices and then apply (3.30) and (3.29):

f uydny = (uYlcz€yp - uY/p€y,,) drlZ dsP = uYI"€y{€'){€,,p
= uYloJ~€"p drlZ dsP = uYly€"p drlZ dsP.

dr" dsP
(S.36)

In a reference frame consisting of the base vectors gix and i 3 the area of the
quadrilateral ABCD is described by a vector dA = dA3 i3, and since there are
no other components, we may write dA3 = dA. From (3.43) we have then
dA = dr" asP
and hence

triP

f uYdl1y = uYl y dA.

Many such quadrilaterals may be assembled to fill the area A enclosed by a
curve C, Figure 5.4. In the sum of the contour integrals the contributions of
all interior elements dr and ds cancel because they appear twice with opposite
signs in adjacent area elements. Only the contributions of line elements of the
contour C of A are left and their sum, the integral of uY dny around C, equals
the sum of the contributions uYly dA of all area elements:
(5.37)
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FIGURE

5.4 Area elements and boundary curve
C.

This equation is the two-dimensional form of Gauss' divergence theorem.
We may write it also in the Gibbs notation:

f... div u dA = ~ cu· do.

(5.37')

A similar relation can be derived for a three-dimensional vector field
u = ulgj. We choose a volume element with edges dr i gi' dsi gj' and dt k gk as
shown in Figure 5.5 and calculate for it the surface integral

fu . dA = f u dA
l

j ,

where each of the vectors dA I g' representing one of the six faces is assumed
to have the direction of the outer normal.
For the face on the right we have dAI = ds i dt k (jkl and with the opposite
sign the same expression represents the face on the left. The corresponding
values of the vector components are u' on the left and ul + u'/ i dr i on the right.
The sum of the contributions of these two faces is
u'( -dA 1)

+ (u' + U'li dr i ) dAI =

u1li dr; dA, = U'li dr i ds i dt k (jkl.

dr
FIGURE

5.5

Volume element.
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Applying (3.21) and then (3.19), we bring this successively into the following
forms:
=

-!u'l m EmpqEipq E'ik
-!UllmEipibib~bZ - bibfbJ + b;'bf~' - Jrb,}b? + bjbfb? -

=

u'll Eijk -

u'liE'ik = u'lmb!,Eljk =

=![u'l,(£iik -

bjbfbD

Eiki) + u'lk(Eilj - Eijl) +u'lj(Eikl - Eilk))

u'lk Eij, - u'll Eilk •

The contributions of the other two pairs of faces of the volume element are
obtained by cyclic permutation of the free indices ijk and the total is

Iu' dA, = (U'I,Eijk - U'lkEijl - U'ljEilk + UI\,Ejki - U'liEjkl - ullkEj/i
I

I

I

•.

+ u, I, Ekij - u Ij Ekil - U Ii Ekl ) dr' dsJ dt
I

= (3u I,Euk - 2u

I

(S.38)

k

..Jr.
liE,jk - 2u I IjEilk - 2u I IkEij,) dr i dsj dr.

In the second, third, and fourth terms the sum over I contains at most one
term because / must be different from the other two indices of the E factor.
If there is no difference between these two indices, the term drops out altogether.
We consider two typical sequences i,j, k. When all three indices are different, for example i, j, k = 1,2, 3, we have

() = 3U I \,E123 -

2u 111£123 - 2u 212 E123 - 2u 3bE123 = UI],E123

and when two of them are equal, for example, i,j, k = 2,2,3, we have

() = 0 - 2u 11z E12 3 - 2u 11z E213 - 0= O.
We see that the expression enclosed in parentheses in (S.38) is nonzero only if
i ::f= j ::f= k and then equals u'l, Eijk' Hence,
(S.39)

Comparison of the right~hand side with (3.44) and (S.30) shows that it is the
product of div u and the volume dV of the element.
When we combine volume elements to form a finite domain V, the contributions offaces common to two adjacent elements cancel fromthe sum of
all integrals and we are left with the integral over the surface S of the domain,
and (S.39) shows that

Iv u'l, Eijk dri ds j dt k = Is u' dA,
or, in Gibbs notation,

Iv div u dV = t

U •

dA.

(S.40)

(5.40')
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This is the three-dimensional form of the divergence theorem of Gauss.
Both versions (5.37) and (SAO) of the theorem state that in any vector field
u the integral of its divergence, extended over a closed domain, equals the
integral of the normal component, extended over the boundary.
Let us consider once more a vector field u = U, gi and place in it the infinitesimal triangle shown in Figure 5.6. This triangle is represented by the
area vector
(5.41)

FIOURE

5.6 Triangular area element.

We calculate the integral § u, ds i extended counterclockwise over the contour
ABCA. When we follow the little arrows, ds' is in sequence identical with
drl, dt' - dr', and -dt'. On each of these sides we use for u, the average of
its value at the endpoints and find

f

Uj

+ -lull i dri ) dr' + [u, + fu,lidrj + dti)](dt' + (Uj + -lUll) dti )( -dt')

ds l = (u;

= "ZIJ
-lu.I.(dri dt' - dr' dtl)

= u·I·(~J
I J mlJl
n -

dr l )

51nm"Z
51 )ldrm dtn •

To the last expression we apply (3.20) and this leads to the result

f

Uj

ds'

= U,ljEllkEmnkfdrm dr".

Comparison with (5.31) and (5.41) shows that this is the product of the
k-component of curl u and the component dAk of the area vector of the triangle and, after summation over k, it is the productCcurl u) . dA.
Any area A with contour C in a plane or on a curved surface may be
covered with triangular elements like the one just considered. In the sum
of all their contour integrals of u, as' the contributions of interior boundaries
cancel again and only the integral over the contour C is left and this equals
the integral of the right-hand side extended over the entire domain A:
(5.42)
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or, in Gibbs notation,
feu' ds =

t
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(S.42')

(curl u)' dA.

This is Stokes' theorem. The integral on the left-hand side is called the circulation of u along the curve C.
In (5.42) the components of the permutation tensQr have been pulled before
the integral sign although each one of them depends on the space coordinates
in the domain A. This was possible since the product €jik€mnk = ejikemnk and
has only the values ± 1 or 0 and, hence, is a constant.
On page 70, we learned how to derive from every scalar field 4> = 4>(x i )
a vector field
(S.43)

We invert the problem and, starting from a given vector field u, try to find a
scalar field 4> of which it is the gradient. The problem does not necessarily
have a solution and we shall see under which condition it does.
We choose a fixed point 0 and a variable point P, which may take any
position in space, connect both by a curve and integrate:

fa

p

fa

p

u' ds

=

fa

p

u j dx i

= 4>,j dx i = 4>(P) -

4>(0).

(5.44)

In order to yield a unique value of 4> for every point P it is necessary that the
integral is independent of the path chosen for the integration. If we choose
two paths, OQP and ORP, and the integral for both of them is the same, then
the integral over the closed loop OQPRO vanishes. This is the condition
for the existence of a potential 4> of a vector field u. It amounts to requiring
that the integral on the left-hand side of (S.42) must vanish for any closed
curve C, and this in turn is only possible if curl u = 0 everywhere. On
page 76 we saw that in every gradient field the curl vanishes. Here we see
that the opposite is also true:
If curl u = 0,

then u = grad 4> ;

(S.45)

every vector whose curl vanishes is a gradient.
It is also possible to prove the inverse of (5.34), namely, that any vector
field w whose divergence vanishes is a solenoidal field and has a vector
potential v connected with it by (5.31) or (5.31'). It suffices to prove the
theorem in cartesian coordinates. Since it is a statement about vectors, it
will then hold true in all coordinate systems.
In cartesian coordinates Xi, (5.31') reads
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_

1

Vl,3 -

V2,3 - W,
_
2
V3,1 - W ,

V2,1 -

V I ,2

V3,2 -

(a)
(b)
(c)

= w3 ,

and we consider these as three simultaneous partial differential equations for
the unknown components Vi of the vector potential. To construct a particular
solution, we arbitrarily let
(d)
Then, from (b) and (a),

fo

X3

V2

= -

Wi

dx 3

+ f(x 1 • X2),

(e, f)

thejntegrals being extended along any line Xl = eonst, x 2 = const (that is, a
coordinate line X3)~ Upon introducing these expressions for VI and V2 in (c),
we find that

- fo (w
X3

2

+

Wi
,2,
1)

dx 3

+ f ,1 =

w3 •

We now make use of our assumption that div w = 0, that is, that
WI ,1

+ W 2 ,2 + W 3 ,3= 0

and find that, for fixed values of Xl and x 2 ,

For x 3 = 0 this yields
and then

f(x 1 , x 2 )

= fo

X'

w3

dXl.

When this is inserted in (f), this equation together with (d) and (e) represents
in cartesian coordinates a vector potential v of the field w. It is not the only
one. In view of (5.33), we may add to it an arbitrary gradient field u = grad iJ>
and thus have a more general vector potential m= v + u of the field w. This
proves that every vector field whose divergence vanishes can be written as the
curl of another field:

If div w = 0,

then

w = curl m.

(5.46)

The result is a property of a vector field and this may be restated in any
mathematical language, in particular in tensor notation, valid in all coordinate systems.
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Now let us consider an arbitrary vector field u
divergence and its curl:

= uigj

and calculate its

(S.47)
We propose to find a vector field
curl:

Vi

which has the same divergence but no

This is a gradient field
and hence

(5.48)
This is Poisson's equation. It always has a solution, and the solution is not
even unique unless we subject it to a boundary condition. The difference
(S.49)

has no divergence, but the same curl as ui :

and is a solenoidal field. This proves that every vector field may be split
(in more than one way) into a grl\dient field and a solenoidai field and hence
may be written in the form
Uj

where 4> is a scalar and

Wk

= 4>li + wkli£ijk'

(S.SO)

a vector potential.

Problems
5.1.
5.2.
5.3.
by the

For the vectors~hown in Figure 5.1a, show that vIIJ = 0 while V,.J #:- O.
For the vectors shown in Figure 5.1 b, show that V'!J #:- 0 while V,.J = O.
In a plane polar coordinate system r = Xl, 8 = Xl a vector field is described
equations
Vi

= A cosx2,

Find the covariant derivatives v-I,.
5.4. For spherical coordinates r = Xl. 8 = X2, rfo = x 3 (see Figure 1.5) write the
square of the line element and use this expression to calculate gl}, g'J, r IJ., J •
5.5. Establish the transformation from cartesian coordinates to the spherical
coordinates of the preceding problem. Using this transformation, calculate for the
coordinates x, the following quantities: g" g', Uti> glJ, r ,l.,

n

n,.
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5.6. With reference to a cartesian coordinate system x«' the elastic moduli for
plane strain are given in the following form:
El'l'l'l'

= A,

E1'1'2'2'

E 2 '2'2'2'

= C,

E 1 '2'1'2' = G.

= B,

All moduli not dependent on these by symmetry relations are zero.
For a polar coordinate system r = xl, (J = x 2 calculate E 1122 11. Make a plan how
to find this derivative and then calculate only those moduli Eljlm and only those
Christoffel symbols which are needed to answer the question.

References
For collateral study the reader is referred to the books mentioned on page

22.

There is more diversity of notation'for the Christoffel symbols than for
other quantities and operations occurring in tensor analysis. The oldest
notation used for r/ jk and j seems to be I1!] and {~}. It has practically
disappeared from the modern literature. Madelung [20] mentions it, but
uses rk,1j j • Brillouin [3, p. 119], does the same and adds" Les notations
r de Weyl paraissent plus pratiques,parce qu'eUes placent les indices en des
positions haut et bas correspondant Ii nos conventions." Many authors of
the last decades, like Synge-Schild [31]; Aris [1], Eringen [6], Block [2],
Sokolnikoff [30], and Hawkins [14], have tried to combine logic and conservatism and use [ij,k], {~j}' which, at least in the second symbol, brings the
indices into the proper position. Levi-Civita [18] and Wills [35] use [ij,k]
and W,k}. Duschek-Hochrainer [5] write r kij' r~ij but mostly use [ij,k]
and {~j}' Coburn [4], Green-Zerna [13], Lass [17], and Schild [28] have the
notation adopted in this book.
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CHAPTER 6

The Fundamental Equations
of Continuum Mechanics

CONTINUUM MECHANICS draws its equations from three sources of
physical information. In Section 4.2 we have already discussed the constitutive equations, which describe the empirical properties of the material.
The kinematic relations between the displacement vector and the strain tensor
have been explained in Chapter 2, but the treatment given there had a
preliminary character because we approached the subject before we had
learned how to differentiate a vector. We shall have to come back to this
subject. The equilibrium conditions and their dynamic counterpart, the
equations of motion, have not yet been touched upon. All this will be done
now, and then we shall see how one can condense all these equations to a
single one for one surviving unknown.

6.1. Kinematic Relations
Equations (2.1,8) and (2.19) are the linearized and the exact forms of the
kinematic equation, but their validity is restricted to coordinate systems in
which every component of the metric tensor is a constant, i.e. for which
gij,k = O. Because of the presence of the partial derivatives Ui,j etc., these
equations are not tensor equations. However, on page 69 we saw that in
cartesian coordinates the partial derivatives are identical with the covariant
derivatives so that we may replace one by the other. Therefore, we may write
Bij

= t(u;lj

+ Ujl i)

(6.1)

for the linear version of the kinematic equation anG
Bij

= t(u;lj

+ Ujli + ukliUkl)

W. Flügge, Tensor Analysis and Continuum Mechanics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1972

(6.2)
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for the exact equation. In this form they are tensor equations and can be
carried over into all coordinate systems.
Comparison of (6.1) with (l.SJa) shows that for small displacements the
strain tensor is the symmetric part of the tensor"ofthe displacement derivatives
ud j . According to (3.24) the antimetric part -!-(u;!j - Ujli) may be associated
with a vector
_2rok = Udjfijk.
(6.3)
Comparison with (5.31) shows that
rokgk

=

t

curl u.

A geometric interpretation is easily obtained by applying (6.3) in a cartesian
coordinate system. In this system,
ro 3 = -t(U 1,zE 123 + UZ,l( 213 ) = t( U2,1 - u1,z),
As may be seen from Figure 6.1, the derivatives u2 , 1 and - u 1 ,2 are the angles
of rotation of line elements dx! and dx 2 , both positive when counterclockwise. The vector component ro3 is their average and may be considered as
"representing one component of the average rotation of a deformable volume
element.
There are three displacement components U i , but six different strain
components Bij • If we want to uSe (6.1) to calculate the strains from the
displacements, we· have one equation for every Bij' but if we consider them as
differential equations for the U i , we have three more equations than unknowns.
We cannot expect that these equations are compatible with each other for
any given set of six functions Bij(X<). There must exist some conditions to
which these functions are subjected.

FIGURE

6.1 Average rotation of a deformable element.
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We find these compatibility conditions by eliminating the displacements
from (6.1). We calculate the second derivative
26ijlkl

=

U.ljkl

+ ujlikl

and see that the first term on the right is symmetric with respect to the indices
€.jln vanishes.
Similarly, the product of the second term and €.ikm is zero, and when we
multiply the equation with both factors, we have
~ I L"ikmrJln ... 0
"'ij kl'"
'"
-.

j and I. Its product with the anti metric permutation tensor

This is the compatibility condition. There are six essentially different component equations (6.4) for the choices mn =11,22,33, 12, 23,31. Let us
look at two typical samples.
For m = n = 3 we have
8 11 122 £123£123 + 612121 £123€.213 + 621112 £213£123 + 622111£213£213

=0

or
6 11 122 +622111-2612112

=0.

Transcribed into cartesian coordinates x, y, z, this yields the well-known
equation
026x

+ 02By _

02yXY

oy2 ox 2 oxoy

= 0

.

Now consider a case where m =F n, for example m = 2, n = 3. Then
Bl1l32 £132€.123 + 60bi €.132€.2i3

+ B3ti12 €.3i2€.123 +

632111 €.312€.2i3

= 0,

in cartesian coordinates, after multiplication by a factor 2:

2

026 x

=!... [Oyzx + oYXy _ OYyz]

oy oz ox oy

oz

ox'

and this is also one of a set of three compatibility equation known from the
theory of elasticity.
The compatibility conditions belong to the general group of kinematic
relations. However, they are not the primary equations of this group, but a
result of mathematical operation performed upon (6.1), which is the
primary relation.
6.2. Condition of Equilibrium and Equation of Motion
We now turn to another group of fundamental equations of continuum
mechanics, the conditions of equilibrium.
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Figure 6.2 shows an infinitesimal block with parallel faces, cut from a
solid or ftuid material supposed to be in equilibrium. Its edges' are vectors
dr' I" tJsl I}, dt lit. The face on its right-hand side has the area dA, =
tJsl df£jt,. Through it and through the face opposite it forces are transmitted
which, in first approximation, are dA, O'lmg". and which, in second approximation, differ by

(dA,O"m)l, dr' g". = dA,O'lmi i dr' g".

= tJsl df £)leIO',ml l dr' g"..

dt

dr
FiGURE 6.2

Stresses acting on a volume element.

This is the amount by which the force on the right-hand side is greater than
that on the opposite face. The other two pairs offaces of the volume element
produce similar unbalanced forces; and all three contributions add up to

dr'dsi dt"(O"ml I £}Ie' + 0"81 I) £leU + 0"'" lie E,}I)lm'
(6.5)
We met a similar expression in (5.38), but in that equation we were
dealing with a vector u' instead of the tensor 0"81. Repeating the argument
presented there, we verify that the expression (6.5) equals
dr' tJsl. dt"O"m, 1 EI}1e g"..
This is the resultant of all the stresses acting on the volume element. Because
of (3.44), it may be written in the simpler form 0""'1, dV g", or, with a change
of the dummy indiC\."S, uill} dVI,. In addition there may be a volume force
(mass force), which we write in the form Xi dV Ii' The sum of the unbalanced
stresses and this volume force must be zero :
(crill)

+ X')dV Ii := O.

This equation must hold separately for each of the three components, whence,
after dropping the constant factor dV, 'we have

uiil J + Xi == O.

(6.6)
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This is the condition of eqll il ibriiiln lor the forces acting on a volume element.
The equilibrium or moments is taken care of by (4.8), that is, by the symmetry
of the stress tensor (Ill.
If the body is in moti, 1, we have the choice between two formulations of
the problem. In the LagrL 'Igian or particle formulation we attach coordinates
(thltt is, names) to the ind vidual particles and write the dynamic equations
in terms of these coordinates, which are moved and deformed with the
material. In the Eulerian or field formulation we use a fixed, rigid coordinate
system and let the material move in it. In the first case our equations say
what happens to a certain particle, in the second case they say what happens
at a certain point in space.
For the small motions of a solid· both formulations coincide. We can
associate a certain, time-dependent velocity with each particle, but since the
particle always stays close to the position which it has at rest, the same velocity
is also associated with that point in space. The velocity is simply the partial
derivative of the displacement u,

u= au

at'

. au,

",=at

with the understanding that u is a function of time t and of the coordinates

xi attached to the material. The negative product of acceleration and mass

density p is the d'Alembert inertia force per unit of volume and must be
added to the volume force X, in (6.6). This leads to the dynamic equation,

_ill j -_ - X' + pu.
··1

u-

(6.7)

6.3. Fundamental Equation of the Theory I)f Elasticity
We now have all the basic equations which describe the equilibrium and
the small motions of an elastic solid, namely, (i) the kinematic relation (6.1),
(ii) the eqUilibrium condition (6.6) or, in its place, the dynamic equation (6.7),
and (iii) Hooke's law (4.11) or (4.25). They stand for 6 + 3 + 6 = IS component equations and contain as many unknowns, namely, the 6 components
of the symmetric strain tensor 8 ij , 6 components of the sti:ess tensor (Iii, and
3 displacement components U" It is possible and desirable to eliminate the
majority of these unknowns between the equations and thus to reduce the
rather large system to a set of three differential equations for the displacement components Ui' We show this separately for the anisotropic and the
isotropic cases.
If the material is anisotropic, we introduce the expressions for the stresses
from (4.11) into the equation of motion (6.7) to obtain
(E/ilm8Im)l)

= - X, + pii',
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and now use the kinematic relation (6.1) to express the strain in terms of the
displacements:
(6.8)

This tensor equation, valid for i = I, 2, 3, represents three component
equations for the UI and is called the fundamental equation of the theory of
elasticity. In a homogeneo'us material the covariant derivative of the elastic
modulus vanishes and we may pull E'jlm before the differential operator:

Eijlm(ullm

+ UmII)l j = _2XI + 2pu ' .

(6.9)

In the isotropic case we uSe (4.25), in which we must raise the index j.
This is done by multiplying the equation by git and, after j has disappeared
in the process, replacing k by j:

aIJ = ~ (/ij + _v_ e':.91}).
1+v
1- 2v
When this is introduced in (6.7), the following equation results:
(1

+ V)~1 _

2v) [(1 - 2v)elj li + ve':.lili] =

_Xl

+ pUI.

(6.10)

In order to com:bine this with the kinematic relation (6.1), we must there
raise one or both subscripts:

eii

= !(u'li + uil i )

and
whence

8':. = !(uml m+ uml m) = uml m•

(6.11)

The results are used on the left-hand side of (6.10), which then reads
(1

E

+ v)(I- 2v)

[1 -

2v ( Ii
:J ,
- 2 - u Ii. + u Ii)

+ VU

= 2(1

m

Imj9

E

Ii]

+ v)(1 _

..
..
2v) [(1 - 2V)U"I~ + uJlj].

Thus we arrive at the following fundamental equation:
2(1

E
+ v)(1
_

2v)

[(1

-

2)

vu

Iii
j

+ U ill]j -_

-

Xl

+ pU··1,

(6.12)

which again stands for three component equations. Equations (6.8) and (6.12)
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are two forms of the fundamental equation of elastodynamics. If the term
with ai is dropped, they are valid for problems of elastic equilibrium.
It is, of course, possible to derive (6.12) from the more general equation
(6.8) by introducing there the expression (4.19b) for the elastic modulus.
For the discussion of further details we drop the body force Xi and introduce the Lame moduli A, j1 from (4.17). Instead of (6.12) we then have
(6.13)
We apply the divergence operator (5.30) to this equation and then interchange the dummies i andj in the 5econd term:
j1u%

+ (). + It)U% -

pail i = O.

Using the Laplace operator from (5.32), we may write our equation in the
form
(6.14)
V 2 u i l i - c 2 jj i l, =0,
where c2 is not a tensor quantity, but the square of a quantity
c

=

JA:

(6.15)

2j1'

which has the dimension of a velocity.
Another important equation is obtained when (6 l3) is subjected to the
curl operator (5.31):
j1UiW€kil

+ (A + j1)ujl~k€kil -

pii'lk€ki/

= O.

In this equation the second term vanishes because uj ~k
tion assumes the form

= ujlY and

the equa(6.16)

with
(6.17)
Every solution of the fundamental equation (6.13) must satisfy (6.14) and
(6.16), which have been derived from it. Both these equations are homogeneous and have trivial solutions.
Equation (6.16) has the trivial solution
I.e.

curl u

= o.

(6.18)

A vector field satisfying this condition may be written as a gradient field
u = grad ¢,

ul

= ¢I\

(6.19)
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where 4> is the displacement potential. In a gradient field we have

u'l/ = 4>1'/ = 4>1/1 = uil ',

and when we introduce this in (6.13), it simplifies and reads

(). + 2p)u ' H- pa' = 0

or

(6.20)
with c from (6.15).
On the other hand, (6.14) has the trivial solution
i.e.

div 0 =0.

(6.21)

Then the second term of (6.13) drops out and the equation again assumes
the form (6.20), but with c from (6.17).
To get a physical understanding of the phenomena represented by the
two versions of (6;20), we write it in cartesian coordinates x, y, z and for the
corresponding displacement components u, = u':
;)2u/

ax

-2

a u/ a
2

2 UI

+ -ay2 + -az2 -

2

C

a2 UI 0
- z =,
at

(i = 1, 2, 3).

(6.22)

These equations are satisfied by
Uj

=

Adi(x - ct),

(i = 1; 2,3),

(6.23)

with three arbitrary functions /;. This solution represents a stress system
which moves in positive x-direction with the speed c through the elastic
body, i.e. an elastic wave.
We may either choose c from (6.15) and satisfy (6.18), or we may choose
c from (6.17) and then we must satisfy (6.21).
Equation (6.18) is satisfied if we let A z = A3 = O. Then only U 1 ~ 0 and
8 11 = 8", = oufox is the only nonvanishing strain component. This leads to
an elastic dilatation
8:::

= 8",

+ 8, + 8",

but there are no shear stresses. Such waves are called dilatational waves.
On the other hand, we may satisfy (6.21) by choosing Al = A3 = O. The
only nonvanishing displacement is then

U2

= A2fix -ct),

which is at right angles with the direction in which the wave propagates.
The only strain is a shear strain
8 12

lou2

= 2a;

and the dilatation is zero. These waves are called shear waves.
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Generalizing from this experience, we conclude that solutions of (6.20)
with curl u = 0 are dilatational waves and propagate with the s~d c given
by (6.15) and that solutions with div u = 0 are shear waves, whose speed of
propagation is given by (6.17).
6.4. Flow of Viscous Fluids
For the description of fluid flows the Eulerian formulation is generally
preferable. Besides the coordinate system xi, which is. tied to the particles
and is deformed with the fluid, we introduce a rigid coordinate system y',
in which we ultimately want to write our equations. While the same particle
has always the same coordinates xi, its change of position is described by the
time dependence of its coordinates y'. When we write partial derivatives with
respect to time, we must, in each case, specify what is to be held constant,
xi or y'. In this section we shall use the notation o( )i at = ( . ) when y' = const
and D( )/ Dt when xl = const. In the first case· we are measuring the change
occurring at a fixed point in space (" local" tithe derivative), while in the
second case we are following a particle on its way (" particle" time derivative).
The change of the coordinate yl of a particle is identical with its displacement ul and in particular the infinitesimal displacement du l , which takes place
in a time element dt, is identical with the increment dy'. We may, therefore,
write the velocity of a particle in the two forms
I
Du l Dy'
v =-=_.-.

Dt

(6.24)

Dt

The two time derivatives of any field quantity p (scalar, vector, tensor) are
connected through the relation
Dp

op

op DYi

op

Dt

at

oyi Dt

at

i

op

-=-+--=-+v - ..

(6.25)

oy'

We want to write our final equations in terms of y' and, therefore, use
base vectors gl = orjay' and derive from them the metric tensor 91}' the
permutation tensor (ijk' and the Christoffel symbols. All these quantities
are time-independent, while the metric based upon the deformable coordinates xi is changing with time.
We have already introduced the dot notation for the time derivative at
constant y'. We shall use the comma notation for partial derivatives with
respect to i and the slash notation for covariant derivatives with respect
to these coordinates:
op

P,I=

ai'

iJv

.

k.

J
v·" = -.
OY' = (v "• + v

.

[lk)g·
= vll·g·
I
J
, J.

(6.26)
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We may then write (6.25) in the form

Dp
•
i
-=p+vp·.
Dt
.'

(6.27)

The acceleration is the time derivative of the velocity for constant xi:

Dv

.

a=-=v+
vJv·,J'
Dt
in components:
j
Dv i ·i •.J il
a=-=v+vVj'
Dt

(6.28)

The formula is easily interpreted. When the flow is not stationary, the velocity
at a fixed location changes with time and Vi measures the rate of this change.
When the flow is stationary, Vi = 0; but even then the velocity of a particle
changes because in the time dt it moves to another point of the flow field
where the velocity is different. The amount of acceleration stemming from
this cause depends on the space derivative of the velocity and on how far the
particle moves in the time dt, hence on the product of vilj and vi.
The dynamic equation of fluid flow is the same as that used for solids,
(6.7), but we avoid the use of displacements and replace iii by' ai, for which
we use (6.28). Hence,

qjil j

= _Xi + p(i/ +

vjvilj)'

(6.29)

When we differentiate the kinematic relation (6.1) with respect to time for

xi = const, we arrive at the strain rate
De·· 1
--.!l.
Dt = -2 (v.I.
'J

+ v·I·)
J
I

(6.30)

•

In view of the constitutive equations to be used, we split this into a rate of
dilatation and a rate of distortion according to (4.29) and (4.30). Using
also (6.11), we find that
(6.3Ia)
and

De;

ikDejk

~iDe

I(

-Dt = 9 -Dt- - u·J -Dt = -2 v·
)

1

k

+ Vk I)ik
). 9 -

~i
-31 vml mu·
) ,

whence finally

J

De= -1 ( v· Ii +v il). --v
1 ml ~i
Dt 2 J
J
3 m U·J.

(6.31b)
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Here we shall consider a viscous, incompressible fluid. For this material,
(4.34a) degenerates into the kinematic statement DelDt = 0, whence
(6.32)
This incompressibility condition is also known as the continuity condition
of the flow field. It states that the divergence of the velocity field is zero.
Equation (6.31b) simplifies in this case and there is no difference between e}
and e}:

De] De; 1 .
= = -(v·I'
Dt
Dt 2.1

-

.

+ v'l.).
J

(6.33)

In a fluid at rest and also in an inviscid fluid in motion, the pressure p is
the same in all directions. When a viscous fluid is in motion, the volume
elements are undergoing a deformation and there are compressive stresses of
different magnitude in different directions. If we still want to speak of a
pressure in the fluid, we may define it as the average of the normal stress,
to be counted positive when compressive,
p=

-s = -1-u:;:.

(6.34)

When this is introduced in (4.30b), it reads
and this may be used in the constitutive relation (4.34b), in which the time
derivatives are, of course, particle derivatives:

ui.
J

+ pc5i.J =

2p. De J
Dt .

(6.35)

With the help of the kinematic relation (6.33) we bring this into the form

u} = - pc5} + p.(vi + vii).
We r~place j by k and then multiply by gik to obtain a similar expression in
the contravariant components:
(6.36)
This equation combines the information contained in the kinematic relation
and in one of the constitutive equations (4.34). Our last step on the way to a
fundamental equation is the elimination of uij between (0.29) and (6.36).
We find that

- plj gii

+ p.(vt + vilj) =

- Xi

+ p(i/ + vivil).

On the left-hand side, ci l5 is the i-derivative of z:ili' which, from (6.32),
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vanishes identically. Rearranging the remaining terms, we bring the equation
in the following form:

pv' + pviv'IJ - J.tvllj == X"- pl".

(6.37)

This is the Navier-Stokes equation. It stands for three component equations
and contains four unknowns, Vi and p. Together with the continuity condition (6.32) it determines the flow of the fluid.
In the velocity field Vi we may conceive a set of curves which are everywhere
tangent to the vector T. They are called the streamlines of the flow field.
Similar lines are possible in any other vector field. Magnetic and electric
field lines are well-known examples. When we draw the streamlines that
pass through all the points of a closed curve C, they form a tube called a
stream tube. Now let us choose a special coordinate system y' in which the
base vector gt has the same direction, though not necessarily the same
magnitude, as the velocity vector T. Then v == V1g1 and V Z == v3 = O. For
the curve C we choose a quadrilateral with sides dr = dr z gz and tis = tis 3 g3 •
The area enclosed by C is then

dA == dr x tis = dr z tis 3 £231g 1
and the flux of fluid through it is
T • dA

= VI dr z tis 3 £Z31'

When we intersect the stream tube at some other place with a surface
== const, the cross section is again the cross product of some vectors
dr 2 g2 and tis 3 g3 and since the wall of the stream tube is formed of lines along
which only yl varies, the components dr z and tis 3 of these vectors are the
same as for C, although the base vectors may be different. Therefore, the
rate of change of the flux from one cross section of the stream tube to an
adjacent one is

yl

(T . dA),1

= dr 2 tis 3(V 1£231),l = dr 2 ds 3(V 1£231)ll = dr 2 ds 3 £231 v1 11

and this vanishes because of the continuity condition (6.32). We thus arrive
at the result that in a unit of time the same amount of fluid passes through
all cross sections of a stream tube. For the velocity field of an incompressible
fluid this is physically obvious, but the same mathematical reasoning applies
to all vector fields which satisfy (6.32), that is, whose divergence vanishes.
We shall soon make use of this fact iIi a vector field for which the result is not
physically obvious.
If the fluid flow is stationary (Vi = 0), the streamlines are the paths followed by fluid particles during their motion in the flow field. If the flow is not
stationary, the shape of the streamlines changes with time and an individual
particle follows only one line element of a streamline and continues to follow
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a line element of a slightly changed streamline and so on. The pathlines
xi = const are then different from the streamlines.
When the fluid is at rest, the velocity terms must be dropped from -(6.37)
and all that remains is the statement

(6.38)
which determines the hydrostatic pressure. Since p is a scalar, X I must be a
gradient field,

(6.39)

Xj=OI"

and, hence, must satisfy the condition
curl X

Xil,f'}/r. = o.

= 0,

(6.40)

Otherwise, the fluid cannot be in equilibrium.
In many important fluids, like water and air, the viscosity J.f. is small and
can often be disregarded. In such inviscidflow the Navier-Stokes equation
(6.37) loses the viscosity term and reads as follows:
PVI + pviv;!i

= Xi - pl,.

(6.41)

Comparison of the left-hand side of this equation with (6.28} shows that it
equals p(Dv;/Dt).
Now let us consider a closed space curve C in the velocity field, its points
attached to the fluid particles, and calculate the time derivative of the circulation integral (see p. 81) of the velocity:
-D
Dt

f

f

D v.dy i =
v·dr=Dt'

f

Dv;
d yI
Dt

+

f

D dyi
V·--.
' Dt

The line element fir = d"y' gi is the difference of the position vectors pointing
from a fixpoint to two adjacent particles on C. We may interchange the two
differentiations in the last integral and then use (6.24) to obtain

!jViDi"""=.
D dyi

f

v,d

Dy'
=
m

f .

I!
.
I
v, dv'="2j (v,dv'+dv,v)=

.
21[V, v'].

The bracketed term represents the difference of the values Vi Vi at both ends
of C. Since the curve is closed, its ends coincide and the difference equals
zero. This leaves us with

:t f

VI

dy'

f

= ~:i dy' = ~

f

(Xi - pi,) dyi,

which, with (5.19) and (6.39), yields
-1

p

f

(0,1 - P,i) dy I

= p-1 [0 -

p],
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and also this difference of terminal values equals zero for a closed curve C.
Thus we arrive at the statement that for an inviscid fluid moving in a conservative force field

f

Vi

dy' = const

(6.42)

for any closed curve moving with the particles of the fluid. This is in particular true for any infinitesimal curve bounding an area element dA. From
Stokes' theorem (5.42) we conclude that then curl V· dA is also a constant.
Since, in a general flow field, dA changes magnitude and direction, this does
not mean that the vorticity
ro = curl v
is a constant.
Also the vorticity vector ro forms a vector field and we may define a kind of
streamlines, owhich we !)hall call vorticity lines or vortex filaments and we
may consider a vortex tube formed by the vortex filaments passing through
all the points of a closed curve C. The product ro' dA is the flux of vorticity
through the cross section dA of such a tube. Since we saw on page 76 that
every curl field has a vanishing divergence, we may repeat the reasoning
given for the stream tub~s and conclude that along a vortex tube, for constant
time, the flux ro' dA is constant. The flux through the wall of the vortex
tube is zero by its definition. When we now attach the points of this tube
to the fluid particles, we see that the flow through any element of its wall will
remain zero and that these particles will for all times be the wall of a vortex
tube. We also see that a cross section of the tube, no matter how it may
change, will always remain a cross section of this tube and will have the same
flux ro' dA. The volume integral of the vorticity vector ro extended over an
element of a vortex tube will always be the same and will stay with the same
particles.
Many unsteady flows start from rest and in many steady flows the fluid
approaches from infinity with a uniform velocity toward an obstacle creating
a nontrivial velocity field. In both cases there was originally curl v = 0 for
each fluid particle, and since the dot product of the curl with any area element
is constant, it follows that in these cases curl v = 0 throughout and that,
according to (5.45), the flow field is a gradient field. The velocity may be
written as the gradient of a ~calar <1>, called the velocity potential:
Vi

= <l>li = <1>.;.

(6.43)

A velocity field of this kind is called a potential flow. IntrodUCIng (6.43) into
the continuity condition (6.32), one obtains a differential equation fo!" the
flow potential:
(6.44)
<1>1: = 0,
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the Laplace equation. The introduction of (6.43) into (6.41) yields an equation for the pressure p:
(6.45)
The boundary condition for the differential equation (6.45) is a statement
regarding the velocity component normal to the boundary S of the domain
in which fluid flow takes place. Let ni be a unit vector normal to the surface
S, then the normal component of the velocity is
vln i = <l>li ni.

It may not be prescribed entirely arbitrarily, but is subject to an integrability
condition imposed by the divergence theorem (5.40). When we apply this
equation to the velocity field I)', then, because of the continuity condition
(6.32), the integrand on the left-hand side vanishes identically and the
boundary values ofvln i must be so chosen that

6.5. Seepage Flow
The fluid flow considered thus far is the flow of a mass of fluid filling a
certain part of space. We now turn our attention to a quite different kind of
flow, the seepage flow of a fluid through a porous medium..
There are two kinds of porous materials. In those made to be used as
floats the pores are closed cavities, not connected with each other and not
accessible from the outside. In these materials no flow is possible. Other
materials, such as sand, porous rocks, concrete, filter materials, etc., have
a system of communicating pores and a fluid may flow through a maze of
tiny channels, bifurcating and recombining randomly. In most cases the flow
channels are so small that the movement of the fluid through them is domina~ed by viscous friction and its velocity is proportional to the pressure
gradient.
Since the flow channels are very irregular, the actual velocity of the fluid
varies within a wide range and nothing is known about the details. The
velocity which we shall use in our equations is not any average of the actual
velocities, but is based on the observable mass flow through the bulk volume
of the porous medium. To get a precise definition of this velocity, we consider the tetrahedral element shown in Figure 6.3. This element has the
same shape as the one shown in Figure 4.1 and the geometric statements
made there may be used. In particular, the outer normal of the triangle
ABC is
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Definition of the filter velocity.

where dA 1gi, dA 2 g2, and dA3 g3 are the inner normals of the triangles OBC,
OCA, and OAB, respectively. If the tetrahedron is small enough, the volume
offluid which enters or leaves it per unit of time through anyone of its sides is
proportional to the area of that side. Let the fluid entering through OBC
be Vi dA i . Similar amounts enter through OCA and OAB, and the sum of
all three is
Vi dAi = vilJ) dAi = vigi . gi dAi = V • dA.
The same amount of fluid must leave through the face ABC. The vector

v = vigi
is the velocity of the fluid flow with respect to the bulk cross section. It has
been called the filter velocity. If the area element ABC is at right angles with
v, then its normal vector dA and the velocity vector v have the same direction
and the flux through the element is the product of Ivl and the total area,
solid and pores, of that side of the tetrahedron.
The flow through the pores of a solid body is a viscous flow and no flow
will take place unless there is a force field to produce and maintain it. If a
certain piece of a porous medium is saturated with fluid and so enclosed
that the fluid cannot move, there will be a hydrostatic pressure field satisfying
(6.38), where Xi is the force acting on a unit of the fluid volume (not of the
bulk volume of the porous medium). The vector Xi may simply be the specific
weight of the fluid referred to the base vectors gi, or an electrostatic force,
or a d'Alembert inertia force like the centrifugal force acting on the fluid in a
rotating filter.
To make the fluid move, pli -Xi must be different from zero and if the
pore geometry has no preferential direction, the filter velocity follows the
direction of the force field Xi - pi i and is proportional to its intensity:
(6.46)
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This linear law is known as Darcy's law. Some porous media are anisotropic. The pores may be arranged in long strings going all in one direction,
or the material may have layers, in which flow is easy, while flow at right
angles to these layers meets with much more resistance. To cover such cases,
we replace the permeability coefficient k by the permeability tensor k ii
and write
(6.47)
Continuity of the flow again requires that the divergence of the velocity
field be zero,
(6.48)
and when this and (6.47) are combined, a differential equation for the pressure
p results:

(6.49)
In a homogeneous medium kiil i

= 0 (see p. 72), and then we have simply

k I'Jplij = k''J Xjli'
which in the isotropic case k ii = kg'i simplifies to

(6.50)

kgijplij =kgiiXjl i ,
whence
(6.51)

This is the Poisson equation and, in the absence of body forces, the Laplace
equation.
There seems to be no fundamental physical law which would require that
the permeability tensor be symmetric. Proofs of symmetry may be found in
the literature [7], [27], but these are based on a somewhat vague idea of flow
channels in a random arrangement and are not fully convincing. The author
has tried to find a counterexample and has studied several regular, twodimensional pore systems, which were complicated enough to appear promising. in all cases the tensor ka.jJ turned out to be symmetric. Of course, the
negative result of this effort is not a conclusive proof of the symmetry, but
unless there is a valid demonstration to the contrary, it seems to be safe
to assume that k ij = kii.
The fluid moving through the channels of a porous medium is exerting
pressure and friction forces on the solid matrix, which act on it as. an external
load producing stresses. Before we can study these stresses, we need a
geometric concept, the porosity.
Figure 6.4a shows the same element as Figure 6.2, but embedded in a
cartesian coordinate system x, y, z. The dark part of its surface represents
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(b)

6.4

Volume element of a porous material:

solid matter while the small circles are sections through pores. When we cut
the material by several parallel planes, the share of the pores in the total
cross section vacillates around an average, in which alone we are interested.
Let the section dy dz on the right be an average section and let 4> dy dz be
the area of the pores and (1 -4» dy dz the solid area of the section.
The dimensions dx, dy, dz of the volume element are, as. in Figure 6.3,
infinitesimal in the sense that they are very small compared to the dimensions
of the tlow field, but they are still large compared to the dimensions of the
individual pOles. We consider now a slice whose thickness bx is of the order
of the pore diameter or even smaller. In the statistical average, the solid
volume in this slice is (1 - 4» dy dz DX. When we add the volume of all the
slices which constitute the element dx dy dz, we find that its solid volume is
(l - 4» dx dy dz and its pore volume 4> dx dy dz. Thus the same quantity
4>, called the porosity of the material, describes the amount of pores in a
volume and in a cross section. From this fact it follows that 4> must be the
same for sections in any direction, even if the arrangement of the pores has a
preferred direction.
It is worthyvhile to draw attention here to a few details of pore geometry.
(i) The pores whose cross sections appear in Figure 6.4a are not isolated
cavities, but parts of a system of coherent channels. In a material with
isolated cavities no seepage tlow is possible.
(ii) If a material contains both pore channels and closed bubbles, the latter
ones count for our purposes as part of the solid matrix.
(iii) The figure represents a spongelike material. In a gravel bed, the pores
are the coherent part of the section and the solid particles appear as islands.
Nevertheless, the definition of ¢ and all later statements including the equilibrium condition (6.53) are equally valid.
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Now let us turn to Figure 6.4b, which shows the same element, but with
notations appropriate for the use of general, curvilinear coordinates Xi.
On the side
ds x dt = ds i dt k tiklgl = dAl gl
two forces are acting, the resultants of the stress (jIm in the solid matrix and
of the fluid pressure p in the pores. It is convenient (and unobjectionable)
to define the stress in terms of the gross cross section so that the force is
(jIm dA, gm, as indicated in the figure. The fluid pressure p acts on the cross
section </> dA, g' of the pores and is opposite in direction to the outer normal
of the section. Therefore, the total force acting on this side of the volume
element is
(6.52)
This force takes the place of the force (jlm dAl gm used in the derivation of
(6.5). When we introduce it there and then follow the derivation of the
equilibrium condition (6.6), we find in its place the equation
«(jii _ p</>gii)Ii

+ Xi = 0,

which we may write in the form
(6.53)
The body force Xi is the sum of all actual body forces (gravity, centrifugal
force, etc.) acting on the solid and fluid material in a. volume element. We
see that the presence ofa pressure field in the fluid has on the stress system in
the solid material the effect of an additional body force. It is remarkable
that even a constant pressure p produces stresses (jii if the porosity is variable.
For the formulation of stress problems in a solid subjected to a seepage
flow, (6.53) must be combined with Hooke's law (4.25) and the kinematic
relation (6.1). Since the measurement of elastic constants is based on the
gross dimensions of the test specimen, the use of gross stress (jii is practical
and unobjectionable. If the solid matrix breaks under the stress caused by
the pressure field p, the surface of rupture will deviate from a smooth surface
in the sense that it seeks the weakest places in the pore structure, where the
walls are thinnest and the pores largest. This, of course, is equally true if a
tensile test is performed with a dry specimen and the gross stress of rupture
includes this weakness as in any other tensile test. However, in the actual
surface of rupture the porosity has a value higher than'the average </>. Since
the total force dF transmitted through one of its area elements is the same as
in a surface of average character with which it almost coincides, it is seen
from (6.52) that in the surface of rupture ez;en the gross stress, if tensile, is
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higher than the value calculated from the differential equations of the problem. Since the porosity in an irregular rupture surface is hard to measure, it
appears necessary to determine the strength of the material not in a tension
test, but in an actual flow field.

Problems
X3

6.1. Express the kinematic relation (6.1) in cylindrical coordinates Xl
= z shown in Figure 6.5.

FIGURE

= r, x~ = 0,

6.5

6.2. Drop the dynamic term from the fundamental equation of elasticity (6.12)
and then write this equation as three component equations for the spherical coordinate system shown in Figure 1.5.
6.3. Write the continuity condition (6.32) and the Navier-Stokes equation (6.37)
for plane polar coordinates.
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the solid medium has first been considered as a kind of static buoyancy.
A rational formulation was given by FlUgge [9] and the problem has been
taken up again by Ferrandon [7].

CHAPTER

7

Special Problems of Elasticity

THE

SOLUTION OF the differential equations of the theory of elasticity is
greatly simplified when it is known in advance that certain components of
the displacement vector Uj, the strain tensor 8jj' and the stress tensor qij
are zero or are so small that they may be neglected. It is a historical peculiarity
of the literature written in English on the subject that only problems of the
first class are considered to belong to the Theory of Elasticity, while those of
the second class are relegated to her humble sister, caned Strength of Materials. From the point of view of the engineer there is no reason for such a
class distinction and we shall accept them as equally honest and equally
good attempts to obtain solutions for practical problems.

7.1. Plane Strain
There are two plane problems in the theory of elasticity, the problems of
plane strain and of plane stress. In plane strain, the actual object is a cylindrical or prismatic body (Figure 7.1), which is so loaded and supported that
all stresses and deformations are independent of z. We may cut from this
body, at any place, a slice of any thickness and study the stress problem in it.
The same stresses, strains, and displacements will occur in all such ~lices.
In formulating and solving this problem, we use as coordinates z = x 3 and
two arbitrary, possibly curvilinear, coordinates x" in the x,y plane.
In plane stress we are dealing with a thin slab with free surfaces, loaded
only by forces in its middle plane, that is, in the plane which halves the thickness everywhere. The thickness of the slab is not necessarily constant, but
should not vary abruptly. Also in this case we use a general plane coordinate
system XIIl and a coordinate X3 measured normally to the plane of the other
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FIGURE

7.1 Prismatic body in plane strain.

two, but instead of choosing xl- = Z, we may choose x 3 such that it assumes
the values ± 1 on the free surfaces of the slab. This is particularly advantageous when the slab thickness varies with XII.
The base vectors L of our coordinate system can make any angle with
each other, but g3 is always at right angles to both of them. Borrowing from
the terminology of the crystallographers, we may say that we are using a
monoclinic reference frame. In this system
gll3

=L 'g3 =0

and the metric tensor has the following components:
gtl
[ g21

o

gl2

gu

0

o ].
g33

In the coordinates XII, x 3 some of the general formulas simplify. For
example, if we let k = 3 in (5.3a) and restrict i, j to the two-dimensional range,
we find that
r llP3

= L,p . g3 =

0

(7.1a)

because g3 is at right angles to g""p, For a similar reason
r",3P = r 311P

= g3,,,,' gp = 0;

(7.1b)

rt

and also any other r ijk or
vanishes if one or more of its indices are equal
to 3.
To write the covariant derivative of a vector

we use (5.11), where we split the sum over k
and a separate term for k = 3:

= 1, 2, 3 into a sum over'}' = 1, 2

i + 3r i
vil j = vi ,j + V'ri7
V j3 •

§7.1]
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The last term vanishes. What remains needs to be inspected for different
cases. First, let i = IX, j = p; then
(7.2a)
which is simply (5.11) with a reduced range of all indices. Now let us have
i = IX, but.i = 3 :

v"h = V",3 + v1r~1 = V",3
Similarly, with i = 3 andj =

(7.2b)

•

IX:

v 3 1«

= v 3,a + v 1r «:'13 = v 3

(7.2c)

,(I

and
(7.2d)
In these three cases, the covariant derivative is identical to the common
partial derivative. Similar equations hold for the covariant components,

and also for tensors.
In plane strain, which we shalI now study, the third displacement com·
ponent U3 = and the displacement

°

is a plane vector. The linear kinematic relation (6.1) applies to the in-plane
components
(7.4)

while in all other formulas the covariant derivatives are equal to the common
derivatives:
B0;3

= t(U .. ,3 + U3, ..)

and

B33

=

U3,3 •

In the first of these equations, u.. does not depend on x 3 and
the second equation again U3 = 0, hence

U3

= 0, and in

(7.5)
For a general, anisotropic material. Hooke's law is derived from (4.11)
For the in-plane stresses we write
(laP

= E',plm B1m =

E'"/3YDB

yo

+ E a/3y3 By3 + E a/330B3D + Ea/333 e33'

Because of (7.5) the last three terms may be dropped and we have
(la/3

= E",PYOBYD'

(7.6a)
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In addition, tliere is a stress

al 3 =
which is needed to keep 633

(7.6b)

E33 711e,."

== 0, but there might as well be stresses
__3 _ E'GI3711"
u
-z;.
"711 '

(7.6c)

if there are nonzero moduli of this type. We ~hall look into this matter on
page 113 and restrict ourselves at present to the case of plane anisotropy,
in which all those moduli vanish which have one or three superscripts 3.
Later there will arise the need to invert (7.6a), that is, to express the strains
6 YII in terms of the stresses Jl~P. If, we take proper account of the symmetry
of both these tensors, (7.6a) represents three linear equations for a.fJ == 11,
12, 22, and with the unknowns 6w 612' 622' They can be solved and the
result has the general form
(7.7)
The quantities C~P711 are called elastic compliances and, like the moduli,
constitute a plane tensor of the fourth order. A similar inversion is, of course,
also possible for the three-dimensional equations (4.11), but it leads to
compliances C iJlm which are not identical to C~PYII' While the component
equations (7.6a) are.a cut out of the equations (4.11), the same is not true
for the equations (7.7) in relation to their three-dimensional counterpart.
For an isotropic material we start from (4.25), which, with 6 3== 8! == 6~ == 0
simply reduces to

~ == 1 +
E V (~
v
'J:~)
6p + 1 _ 2v 6,up ,

(7.8)

up

uj ==

,u: == 0,

u 33 -- (1

Ev

+ v)(l -

6'

2v) ,.

To invert (7.S), we use the same technique as on page 5S. We first let
and find

_~(~

u: - 1 +v

~,)_

6~ + 1 _ 2v 6,

-

(1

E

fJ

=

a.

,

+ v)(1 _ 2v) 6"

and then

'J:~
up~_
- -E- 6p~+ vu,up.
. 1+v

whence

"

t + v( ~

, ~II)

6p=,£ up-vu,up.

(7.9)
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Obviously this is not what would be obtained by restricting in (4.27) all
terms to the two,.dimensional range. One obtains, however, the correct
result if he uses the relation between O'~ and e~ following (7.8) to ~xpress 0'::
in terms of ~, that is if he makes use of the side condition e~ = 0 to· eliminate
from (4.27) the stress O'~, the only nonzero quantity which is not part of the
plane tensor up.
The equilibrium conditions can easily be extracted from (6.6). Since
0'311 = 0, we obtain, for i = ex,
U"lIlp

+ XII =

0,

(7.10)

and the equation for i = 3 has only vanishing terms.
Equations (7.4), (7.10), and either (7.6a), (7.7) or (7.8) are eight component
equations for the eight unknowns u U , UU, 0'22, eu, e12' e22' U10 U2' There
are two ways of reducing this system to smaller size by elimination of unknowns.
One way is to eliminate stresses and strains and thus to derive differential
equations for the displacement components UII • To do this, we introduce the
stresses from (7.6a) into (7.10):
(EIIPYley,)l p + XII

=0

and then use (7.4) to express the strain in terms ofthe displacement:
[E"PY'(uyl,

+ u"ly)]lp = -2XII.

(7.11)

If the material is homogeneous, the covariant derivative of the modulus
vanishes and we have instead
E"PY"(uyl"p

+ u"l yp) =

(7.12)

-2XII.

In the isotropic case we rewrite (7.4) and (7.8) in the form
e~ = t(u"l y

qIIP =

+ uyl

(ell

ll

),

~ gPY +
1+ v y

_v_ s' gllP)

(7.13)

1 - 2v '

and proceed as before to obtain the following differential equation, which,
of course, is a special form of (7.12):

alP

U P

_1_ PI" 2(1 + V) XII + 1 _ 2v U P + E
-

0

.

(7.14)

Each of the tensor equations (7.12) and (7.14) represents a pair of simultaneous differential equations of the second order. Boundary conditions to
be imposed upon displacements or stresses can easily be formulated in terms
of u" and u"l p ' After the equations have been solved, strains and stresses
follow without further integration.
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The second way of simplifying the basic equations is more complicated and
is not applicable when boundary conditions for the displacements are
prescribed. Nevertheless, it enjoys greater popularity (is, in fact, the only
one treated in several well-known books on the theory of elasticity), because
it leads to one simple equation, which, in the isotropic case, is the bipotential
equation.
We begin by postulating that the stress components are the second derivatives of a scalar <1>, the stress function:
(7.15)
whence
uaPl p = EaA EP/l<1>l p)./l'

There are two such equations, one for IX = I and one for IX = 2. Once IY. has
been chosen, A. also is fixed to make Ea ). '# O. This value EaA is multiplied by
the sum EP/lcDlp)./l' which vanishes because of (3.31) and <1>l p)./l =<1>I/l).p, We
see that stresses u"P from (7.15) satisfy the equilibrium condition (7.10) with
X"=O.
The procedure may easily be generalized to cover the case that the body
force xa is conservative and, hence, can be derived from a potential 0:
X"

= Ola.

(7.16)

We replace (7.15) by
(7.17)
and have
a"Pl p = Ea).EP/l<l>I)./lp - gaPOl p •

The first term on the right vanishes again and thus we have
uaPl p = _gaPOl p =

_01" =

_xa,

which agrees with (7.10). We continue our work using (7.17), which includes, with 0 == 0, the commonly treated case of vanishing body forces.
We need one differential equation for <1> and have at our disposal the
kinematic relation (7.4) and Hooke's law (7.7). We begin with (7.4) and
form the expression
2s y6 1vp EFi;.6p = uyl~vp EyvE~P

+ uJlypv EdPE Yv•

After a change of notation for the dummy indices in the last term, this may
be written

III
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For every possible pair yv there are two terms in this sum, and because of
= uy!pvo and (3.31) they add up to zero. Therefore
(7.18)
eylj !vp f yvf /jp- - 0.

U y l.1vp

This is the tensor form of the compatibility equation of two-dimensional
deformation. It could, of course, have been derived from (6.4) by restricting
there the dummy indices i,j, k, Ito the two-dimensional range. Then necessarily
m = n = 3 and the three-dimensional permutation tensor reduces to its
two-dimensional counterpart shown in (7.18). This is a second-order differential equation, which the three strain components must satisfy to make it
possible to calculate them from the derivatives of only two displacement
components uy. We now use the elastic law (7.7) to write this condition in
terms of the stresses,
- "Pylj U"P)! vp f yvf ljp- - 0,
(C

and then express u"P in terms of <II according to (7.17):
(C"Py/j <II!.l./l)!vP f".l.f{l/lfyvf/jP = (C"PY/j O)!vp g"PeYVe/jP.

(7.19)

This is the desired differential equation. It is of the fourth order, and as
long as all boundary conditions are prescribed in terms of the stresses, they
can easily be formulated in terms of second derivatives of <II. For a material
which is homogeneous though still anisotropic, we may again take the
compliance C"Py/j out of the covariant derivatives and have
- "Pyl>
. ""I
a..l. /J1l yv op _ C-"1 vp 9 "Pe yv€ /jp•
C
(7.20)
'V .l./lVP e
f e €
"Pylj 'u.
In the isotropic case we replace (7.7) by (7.9), which we rewrite in the form
_l+v(l1.p

Sy/j -

E

U

gl1.ygP/j

_

VU

"P

)
gl1.pgyo·

(7.21)

Introduction of this expression in the compatibility condition (7.18) shows
that
qll.Plvp(gl1.ygP/j

- vg"pgy/J)fyve/jP = 0

and introduction of<ll from (7.17) yields the differential equation
<III.l./lvp(g"ygpa - vg"pgyo)ft%).e/JlLfYVe/JP = g"POlvigaygpa - vgapgyo)fYVe/jP,

(7.22)

which, of course, is again of the fourth order. It is still amenable to simplification. We work at the coefficient of <II!).JlVP and bring it successively into the
following forms, making use of (3.29b):
(f/f/- Vf'/ff)fPJlf YV = (e yljgOAepl1.g"'P - vfp"g"Afy"gbP)£PILeYV
= (gbAg"P _ vg".l.g8P)b~b6 = g.l.VgILP _ vgAILgVP.
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When we now multiply this by CX»I AllYl" we interchange the dummies Il and v
in the first term. This must, of course, be done in the superscripts of the
coefficient and in the subscripts of the derivative, but in the latter it does not
change the value and we may restore the fonner order and have

4>!..Ilyp(l·"g·P - vgAIlgYP) = (1 - v)4>11:.
When the right-hand side of (7.22) is SUbjected to a similar treatment, it
subsequently assumes the following forms:
Ol.p(~ £/ - 2W:/)E7Y = OlyP(Ei -

= (1 -

2v)nl~ Eyp(.Y"

2VEiW"

= (1 ~ 2v)OI~c5; = (1 -

2v)OI~.

The differential equation. of the problem is now reduced to the following
simple form:

(1 -

v)4>I:= = (1 - 2v)ol:

(7.23)

and in the case of vanishing body force it is simply

4>1:= =

o.

(7.24)

As may be seen from (5.32), this is the tensor form of the two-dimensional
bipotential equation V2 V2 4> = O.

7.2. Plane Stress
This terminates our study of plane strain and we now turn to plane stress,
restricting ourselves to a slab of constant thickness h. On the faces x 3 = ± hj2
there are no external forces, i.e. the stresses (13,. = (133 = O. Since the slab
is thin, we may then expect that these stress components are zero across its
thickness, while the strain e33 can develop freely.
In the anisotropic case we start from the itiversionofthe elastic law (4.11),
i.e. from the equation
8'm

= Clj1mqIJ.

(7.25)

For a plane stress system it yields the strains

= C"/lya q"I',
e y3 = Ca/l y3 (1"/1,
e33 = C"/l33 qtZ/I.
e y,)

(7.26)

In most cases C"/ly3 = 0,. and we will assume that this is true. When (7.26)
is inverted, the result has the form
qtZ/I = Ea./l y6ey6 ,

and the

Ea./ly,)

are different from the

Eijlm

(7.27)

of the three-dimensional law, as

Generalized Plane Strain
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explained on page 108. In this case the strain equations (7.26) are a segment
of the three-dimensional system, and the stress equations are an inversion
of this segment.
In the isotropic case we start from (4.27) and let ~ == O'! == 01 =- O. Then

Ee; = (1 +v)a"6 - vafap,}

s3 = e! == 0,

Ee~

==

(7.28)

-v~.

and (7.28) can be inverted using the technique demonstrated on (7.8). The
result is the following equation:

c
u"_ == 1E+ v (<<ell + 1- v ecu"
•
V

u )

(7.29)

Once the elastic law has been obtaine~ the procedure is the same as for
plane strain. The differential equation taking the place of (7.12) differs
from it only through the appearance of the moduli E«IIY' of (7.27) instead of
E."""y6. In the isotropic case, (7.14) must be replaced by
U

"I" 1 + v u"1« 2(1 + v) Xllt.: 0
"+I_v ,,+ E
'

(7.30)

which differs only very little from it.
In the approach using the stress function, the definition (7.1S) and its
alternate (7.17) remain unchanged, and so does the compatibility equation
(7.18). For the anisotropic material, (7.26) replaces (7.7),'which means that
in (7.20) the compliances C""y6 of the three-dimensional law replace the
compliances C""Y4 of plane strain. In the isotropic case (7.9) is to be replaced by (7.28), which ultimately leads to the differential equation

<1)1:: = (1 - v)nl:,

(7.31)

which for vanishing body forces reduces to (7.24).
7.3. Generalized Plane Strain
We now come back to the more general case of plane strain mentioned
briefly on page 108. Figure 7.2 illustrates an anisotropic material of the more
general type. The shading indicates the direction of some grain or fibers,
i.e. a principal direction of elasticity. When a tensile stress all is applied,
the right angles of the element will not be preserved unless a shear stress.
a 31 of a certain magnitude is also applied. Both stresses occur if the deformation consists of nothing but a strain 8 11 , The shear stresses a 13 and al 3 ,
which thus are inevitable, are subjected to an equilibrium condition, which
follows from (6.6) with i == 3 and X 3 == 0:
(7.32)
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FIGURE

7.2 Element of an anisotropic material.

and this equation upsets the balance between the number of unknowns and
of equations (the two new stresses are covered by two additional component
equations in Hooke's law and the corresponding new strains by kinematJc
relations). This makes it necessary to admit the existence of a third displacement component U3 = w, which is a function of the X', but, of course, not of
x 3 , and represents a warping of sections x 3 = const.
We write Hooke's law for this general anisotropic material in the inverted
form
By/l

= C«py{Jq«P + C«3Y60'«3 + C 3Py6 0'3P + C 33y1l 0'33.

The second and third terms represent the same sum and may be combined
into one:
By{J --

C «py{jO'«P

+ 2C«3y60'«3 + C 33y60' 33

(7.33a)

and, similarly, we may write

= C«PY30'f1.P + 2C«3y3 q«3 + C 33y3 0'33,
833 = C«P33 O'«P + 2C«333 0'«3 + C 3333 0'33 = O.
By3

(7.33b)
(7.33c)

The kinematic relation (7.4) is still valid and leads again to the compatibility
condition (7.18), but now we have the additional relation
8y3 = t(UylJ

+ u3I y)'

Since uy does not depend upon x 3 and since we want to set
this kinematic relation as

U3

= W, we write
(7.34)

By differentiating it with respect to x' we obtain a new compatibility
condition:
We write it in the form
(7.35)
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Finally, we have the equilibrium conditions. For vanishing body. forces
they are
(1a p Ip

= 0,

(1a3 la

= 0.

(7.36a, b)

It may be left to the reader to extend the theory to the case of conservative
body forces obeying (7. 16}.
Omitting all duplications caused by the symmetry of the tensors involved,
we have in Hooke's law (7.33), the compatibility conditions (7.18) and (7.35),
and the equilibrium conditions (7.36), a total of 6 + 2 + 3 = 11 equations for
as many unknowns, nainely 6 stresses and 5 strains, not including 8 33 , which
is known to be zero.
One of the equilibrium conditions (7.36) may again be satisfied identically
by introducing the stress function ct> according to (7.15). To take care of
(7.36b), we use a second stress function 'P, for which
(7.37)
The two stress functions and the stress (133 are the surviving unknowns of
the problem, and for these we shall now establish three equations. Two of
them are based on the compatibility conditions (7.18) and (7.35). We use
the elastic law to introduce the stresses and then (7.15) and (7.37) to introduce
ct> and 'f' and thus obtain the followirig differential equations, valid for any
anisotropic, yet homogeneous material:
(C apy') <J)1 ..l'vP £«.l.£PI'

+ 2C,,3yd 'Pbyp £aA + C 33y,) (133 Ivp)£yv£dP = 0,

(C"Py3 ct>1 ..1" £a,.l.£PI' + 2C«3y3 'P1 .. y £"A

+

C 3 3y3 (1331.)£YV

= 0.

(7.38a)
(7.38b)

The third equation of the set is simply (7.33c) written in terms of the stress
functions:
(7.38c)
Since this is an .algebraic equation, it may easily be used to eliminate (133
from the other two with the following result:
[(Ca,pya C 3333 -

Ca,P33 C 33y.5)ct>1 ..l'vP £PI'

+ 2(C"3),,,C 3333 [(Ca,Py3 C 3333 -

Ca,333 C 3 3ya)'PI"vp]£a,A£yV£,)P

= 0,

(7.39a)

= 0.

(7.39b)

C liP33 C 33y3 )ct>IAI'Y £{JI'

+ 2(Ca,3y3 C 3333 -

Ca,333 C33y3)'PI"y]E:a,"E:YV

This is a system of iwo simultaneous differential equations for ct> and '¥
It is of the sixth order, while we found one fourth-order equation when the
material was isotropic or had plane anisotropy.
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It is interesting to specialize (7.39) for plane anisotropy. It amounts to
setting
C d7,

== C lI333 == C lIII73 =

C 3373

== O.

This uncouples the equations, which now read
(C"/l1/J C 3333 -

C«II33 C 33y/J}ff>IA""P ~ff1"E7YE'P

== 0,

Cd73 '1'1.11' ~E7Y == O.

(7.4Oa)
(7.40b)

In addition there is (7.38c) for 0'33, which reduces to
C 3 '333 0'33

== -ClI/l 33 ()IA" ~E/l".

(7.4Oc)

Equations (7.40a, c) are connected with the stress system a«1I, 0'33, which we
have studied before, and we surmise that (7.40a) is identical with the homogeneous form (0 == 0) of (7.20). This may easily be verified. The elastic law
consists in this case of the two equations
By/J

= C«IIy,a«/l + C3 37,';3 ,

B33

=

C lI/l 33 a«fl

+ C 3333 0'33 == 0

and after elimination of 0'33 this yields the relation
_

By, -

ClI/ly/JC 3333 -

C lI/l 33 C 3 3y/J -«/l

C3333

fJ

Comparison with (7.7) shows that the coefficient between parentheses in
(7.40a) equals ClI/l?/J C3333 , and the scalar C 3333 may, of course, be factored
out and dropped.
Equation (7.40b) represents a second problem, which we have not treated
as part of the plane strain problem. The stress function 'I' is related to the
shear stresses a«3 normal to planes x 3 == const, and the compliance C",3y3
is a shear compliance connecting these stresses with the strains 8 y 3, as may
be seen from (7.33b), which for plane anisotropy simplifies to read
By3

=

2C",3y'3 ad

=

C dy3 a«3

+ C3l1Y3a3",.

This shear problem is of the second order and is a special case of MiIneThomson's antiplime problem [23]. In the case of general anisotropy it is
coupled with the ordinary plane strain problem.

7.4. Torsion
We consider a 'straight bar of constant cross section (a prism or a cylinder)
and choose two coordinates ;x!Z in the plane of a cross section and a third
, coordinate x 3 = z measured in the direction of the generators of the cylindrical

Torsion
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Torsion bar.

surface. This is again a monoclinic coordinate system (see p. 106) with
= 0, 033 = 1.
The bar is loaded by couples M at both ends (Figure 7.3). In every cross
section, stresses must act which transmit this torque from one side to the
other. They are shear stresses q3z = a3 .
The deformation consists in the first place of the rotation of the cross
sections, each in its plane, about an axis parallel to thez axis. Since every
element of the bar of length dz undergoes the same deformation, the angle
of rotation 1/1 is a.linear function of z, in the simplest case proportional to z:

0'1.3

1/1 = Oz.

(7.41)

The quantity (} is called the twist of the bar.
During the rotation the cross section does not change its shape, that is,
the in-plane strain components vanish:

8,.p=0,

8; = 0.

(7.42)

From (6.1) it follows that
(7.43)
and hence

u,.lpy

= -upl,.y.

Since the sequence of covariant differentiations is interchangeable, we conclude from (7.43) that

u"lpy = u"l yp = -uyl"p = -uylp,. = +uply,. = ulIl"y
and this contradicts the preceding equation, unless
u,.IIIY =0.

We conclude that this statement must be true.
Because of (7.42), each area element of the cross section rotates in its
plane like a rigid body and the component co 3 of the "average" rotation
defined by (6.3) is simply the rotation l/I of the cross section:
(7.44)
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In addition to the rigid-body rotation of each cross section in its own plane,
a warping of the section takes place, consisting of a displacement u 3 = w
normal to the plane of the cross section, dependent on X'". but independent of
z. This leads to the strains
(7.4S·a)

833 = 81= Wl3 = 0,

= t(u..b + u 3 1,.) = t(U.. 13 + wi ..),
8~ = 8p3 gP.. + 8 3 3 g3.. = t(uexb + wl«).

(7.4Sb)

8.. 3

(7.4Sc)

Since wlexp = wlpex we have wlexp£'"P =0 and find from (7.44) and (7.4Sb) that
(7.46)
and also
83I P£«p

= -e.

(7.47)

This completes the kinematics of the deformation.
When we introduce the strains from (7.42) cind (7.4Sa) in Hooke's law
(4.2S), we see that

ex

( l p =E
--

1+v

[a8p+--21V

V

~a]

(8"
.. +833)up

=

°

and also (I~ turns out to be zero. The only nonvanishing stress components
are (13 = (l3a in the cross section and (13 = (1",3 in longitudinal sections. The
former ones transmit the torque M and form a plane vector field (1jga'
for which we may use the alternate notation Tag.,. From (4.2S) we have
a
T

=

..
(13

= -E- 6 '3" •

1+v

(7.48)

In combination with (7.47) this leads to
E ealPL" _ - Ee
,..aIPL"
___
•
<;ap - 1
1 -.
+ v 3 <;ap +v

(7.49)

The last item of physical information needed is the equilibrium condition
(6.6). We drop the body force term and let i = 3, j = a:
(7.S0)

This equation is identically satisfied if we write the stress components as the
derivatives of a stress function <I>:
(7.51)
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When this is introduced in (7.49), a differential equation for ttl results:
ttll/J £ £Y" = _ EO .
Y ,,/J
1 +v
With the help of (3.29b) the left-hand side can be simplified to read
ttll:£fI/J£Y"= -ttll~£fI/J£"Y= -ttll:I5~= -ttliS
and this ultimately leads to Poisson's equation
ttll: = EO = 2GO.
l+v

(7.52)

This is the differential equation of the torsion problem. It should be noted
that in deriving it we started from the assumption expressed by equations
(7.42), but that in the course of the derivation it turned out that all the
equations of the theory of elasticity could be satisfied. Therefore, the initial
assumption does not have the character of aD approximation made to simplify
the analysis, but rather that of a partial anticipation of the result of an exact
theory.
In most problems of elasticity, the boundary conditions are obvious since
they consist of prescribing a number of mechanical quantities (stresses or
displacements) along the boundary. In the present problem the boundary
condition to be imposed upon tl> needs closer inspection.
The only load to be applied to the torsion bar IS the torque M at its ends.
The cylindrical surface is to be free of external tractions, in particular of
shear stresses 0',,3 and, hence, the shear stress vector t" at boundary points of
the cross section must not have a component normal to the boundary. Let
dxll g/J be a line element vector of the boundary; then the fact that the stress
vector tag,. is parallel to it may be expressed in the form that the cross product
of both vectors vanishes:
t" dx/J

£"'/J = O.

Making use of (7.51) and (3.29b), we bring this into the form
tl>1 Y£YII dx/J £a/J = - «1>1 y!5~ dx/J

= - «1>1/1 dx ll = O.

From this we conclude that along the boundary
tl> = const.

(7.53)

If the cross section is simply connected, we may set on its boundary tl> = 0,
because any other choice of the boundary value would only add a constant
to «1>(xY) in the entire field, and we are only interested in the derivative
«1>ly = «1>,1' in which an additive constant does not show up. If the cross
section has one or several holes, its bol;lndary consists of several separate
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curves. We still may assign the value ~ =0 to the exterior boundary, but the
valu. of <I» along the edges of the holes are not free for arbitrary choice, but
follow from the requirement that. the warping displacement w is a unique
function of x«. To formulate this requirement in terms of 1" or of <1», we start
from (7.45c) and (7.48):
1'..

= 2G8«3 == G(u,,13 + wlJ.

We solve for wi .. = w,.. and integrate along a closed curve which lies entirely
inside the material cross section, that is, in the domain in which w is defined.
Uniqueness of w requires that this integral vanishes:

f

wi .. dx" = ~

f

1'..

dX« -

f

u.. h dx" =0.

(7.54)

The plane vector u.. describes the rigid-boqy rotation of the cross section in
its own plane. Although it has physical significance only in the material
cross section, it is uniquely defined in the entire plane including the holes.
Therefore, we may apply Stokes' theorem (5.42) to the last. integral in (7.54):

in which B is the area enclosed by the integration path and
tEA"

dr A dt"

= dB

is an area element. We use (7.46) to express u.. in terms of 8:

f u..h dX« = 2 IB0 dB= 20B
and equate this to the stress integral in (7.54), which may be written in terms
of <1». This ultimately yields the condition
(7.55)
which the stress function must satisfy when the integral is extended over any
one of the interior boundaries of the cross section (the edges of the holes).
"For a cross section with 11 holes the practical computation is done in the
following way: One first finds the solution <1»(0) of the differential equation
(7.52) which satisfies. the condition <I» =0 on all boundaries. Then one
calculates solutions <1»(1)' k = 1,2, ... ,11 of the homogeneous equation
<1»1: = 0, preScribing <I» = 1 along the boundary of the kth hole and <I» = 0
on all other boundaries. For each of the solutions one ev~,luates the integral
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(7.55) for each of the interior boundaries. The correct solution is then found
by linear superposition:

the free constants elk) being determined from.n linear equations resulting
from the application of the boundary condition (7.55) to each, of the interic{
boundaries. The subscripts in parentheses are not subject to the range
convention and the summation convention and do not imply tensor character.
Thus far, we have solved the torsion problem in terms of the twist o.
Usually it is not the twist that is known in advance, but rather the ·torque M.
To make our solution useful, we must find a relation between the two quantities. In addition, we might want to assure ourselves that the stress field 'til
in the cross section Can really be reduced to a couple and does not have a
resultant force.
Here we st!lDd before an intrinsic difficulty of the. tensorial method. The
resultant force (if there should be one) is a vector which is not attacbed to a
specific point in the plane of the cross section; but the base vectors g..,
which we need for defining vector components, vary from point to point
and, therefore, there is no reference frame to which the resultant might be
referred. A similar difficulty arises for the torque. In principle, it is a vector,
but its only component points in the direction g3. Therefore, with respect
to the frame g.. it is a scalar. But to write the moment, we need the lever arm
of each infinitesimal force 'til dA with respect to some fixpoint, and this again
is a finite vector not attached to the metric of any particular point of the
plane. We shall see how, in the present case, this difficulty can be avoided.
We can deal rather easily with the question whether or not the shear
stresses have a resultant R. If there is one, it will have to be the same in all
cross sections, and when we cut a piece of arbitrary length 1 from the bar,
there will be two forces acting on its ends as shown in Figure 7.4. They form
a couple, which requires some other forces for equilibrium. Since 'til == (1311
and ~3 are the only nonvanishing stress components and since ~3 == 0 on
the surface ofthe bar, we know that there are no forces with which the couple
_---~.. R

--1

R4Ir-----~

FiGURE

7.4 Fmite length element 0/ Q torsion bar.
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lR could be in equilibrium. On the other hand, the stress system satisfies the
equilibrium condition (6.6), which assures the equilibrium of each volume
element and, hence, also that of the entire piece shown in FIgure 7.4. Thus
we are forced to admit that R = O.
We now turn our attention to the torque M. Since the shear .stresses fIX
have no resultant, M is their moment with respect to any reference point 0
in the plane of the cross section. In (7.51) we have connected fIX with a
scalar function 4l: We may plot the values of <I> as ordinates normal to
the (horizontal) XIX plane. This yields a surface, which covers the area of the
cross section, rising from zero values at the boundary. It is known as the
stress hill. At any point of the section the gradient vector 4ll p gP points in
the direction of the steepest ascent of the hill and, according to a statement
made on page 36, the shear stress is at right angles to this direction, hence
tangential to a Hne 4l = const.
We'cut the hill by two horizontal planes at levels <I> and 4l + d<l> and project
the intersection curves into the x'" plane. There they form two concentric
loops enclosing between them a narrow strip as shown in Figure 7.5. We
consider an area element of this strip, described by the vectors ds and dt. Its
area is
dt x tis = dt' dsP E6Pg3 = dA3 g3 = dA g3.
The shear force acting in this element is

-r:dA

= 4ll y EYIXg,. dsP dt' E6P'

Applying (3.29a), we write it in the form
fIX

dA = <l>ly dsP dt"(<51 <5p- <5b <56) = <l>ly(ds lX dt Y - ds Y dtlX).

According to (5.21), <l>ly ds Y is the change of 4l along the vector tis, which is
zero since the vector follows a line 4l = const, and <l>ly dtY = d4l, the change
of <I> across the strip. Therefore,
fIX

FIGURE

7.S

dA = d<l> ds",

Torsion bar, lines ~ = const in the cross section.
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which confirms that the shear vector has the direction of the lines <I> = const.
The moment of the force 'tel dA g" with respect to the point 0 is

r x

't"

dA g" = r x ds d<l>

and this is twice the product of d<l>, the triangle shaded in Figure 7.5, and the
unit vector g3' The sum of the moments of all the shear stresses acting in
the strip is 2B d<l>, where B is the area enclosed by any of the curves bounding
the strip. The product 2B d<l> is twice the volume of a horizontal slice of tl'i'e
stress hill of thickness d<l>. It is a contribution dM to the torque M. The
entire torque is twice the sum of all such slices, that is, twice the volume of
the stress hill. This may be expressed by the integral of products of <I> and
area elements dA of the cross section:
M

= 2 f <I> dA = 2

II <I> ds" dta,£a,/J'

(7.56)

It is now possible to solve the differential equation (7.52) of the torsion
problem for an assumed value of the twist 0, then calculate the torque M
from (7.56) and adapt the solution to any prescribed torque value by simply
applying a proportionality factor.

7.5. Plates
We again consider a thin plane sheet of elastic material, but this time we
assume that it undergoes a deflection normal to its middle plane. We again
use a coordinate system consisting of two coordinates x" in the Jiliddle plane
and a third coordinate X3 normal to it. We choose as base vector g3 a unit
vector, and then X3 = z is simply the distance of a point from the middle
plane. Let us assume that the middle plane is horizontal and that g3 points
upward.
.
Figure 7.6 shows a section through the plate before and after deformation.
The Xl axis ,lies in the middle plane and AB is a normal to it. When a load is
B

--------1'::--A

C
FIGURE

--it}
--1

7.6 Section through Q plQle before flIIt:I D/ter deformation.
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applied, the point A moves downward by the amount w to position 1, hence
W

= -U3'

In the deformed plate, line elements A C of the middle plane are no longer
horizontal and normals like AB are no longer vertical. The difference between
the rotations of both is a shear deformation of the plate material. In thin
plates, as in slender beams, this shear strain is small enough to be neglected,
and plate theory is built on the assumption of the conservation of normals:
All material points that lie on a normal to the middle plane before deformation, lie on a normal to the deformed middle plane after deformation.
The shear strain between a normal and the middle plane has two
components
B,,3

When this equals zero, then

u"b

=

1(u"i3 + u31 ..).

= -u31". Making use of (7.3), we have

and after integration
(7.57)
From the displacement u" we find the strains parallel to the middle plane
(7.58)
Since these strains are proportional to z, the stresses to be calculated from
Hooke's law also have the same distribution, and in each section of the plate
they can be combined to form a couple. We shall now proceed to find these
internal moments.
We cut the plate normal to its middle plane,along an arbitrary line element
dr

= dxY gy.

In the area element of height h we define a subelement of height dz as shown
in Figure 7.7. Its area is represented by the vector
dA

= dr x

dz g3 = dxY dz

€y3"

g"

= €"Y dx Y dz got,

which has the direction of the outer normal if we assume that the material
of the plate lies behind the section. In this subelement, the force

dF = dFP gil + dp3 g3
is transmitted. Using the definition (4.6) of stress, we write its component'l as
dpP
dp3

= fIlP£"1 dx7 dz'

== (1"3£"7 dx7 dz.

§7.51
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FiGURE

7.7

Section through a plate.

The vertical components dF 3 g3 in all the subelements have a resultant, the
shear force' of the plate:

f

+~2

-h/2

dF3 g3

= EI%'" dx'" g3 f

+~2

-h/2

= - Ea..., dx'" QI%g3 •

(/'3 dz

(7.59)

In the same way, we may write the resultant of the in-plane components

dFfJgfJ :

f

+11/2

-11/2

dF/IgfJ = E1%.., dx"'g/I

f

+11/2

-h/2

(/'fJ dz = E1%..,. dx'" NI%fJg/I'

(7.60)

but we shall soon see that it vanishes in the case of plate bending.
The moment of dF with respect to the center of the section is
zg3 x dF

= zg3 x (dF/I gfJ + dF 3 g3) = dF/I ZE3fJ6'1

and by integrating across the thickness of the plate we find the resultant
moment

J

+~

-11/2

dF/I ZEfJ6 g6 = EI%'" E/I~ dx'" g6

f

+~

-h/2

.

(/'fJz dz

= - EI%'" EfJl> dx'" Ma./lgl>.

(7.61)

From (7.59) through (7.61) we extract the following definitions for the
(transverse) shear force

~=
the tension-and-shear tensor
Na.fJ

-f

+11/2

-11/2

=J

+11/2

-11/2

uddz,

(/'/1 dz,

(7.62a)

(7.62b)
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and the moment tensor

M"P

=-

f

+h12

-h12

u«Pz dz.
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(7. 62c)

These quantities are called stress resultants, and they take the place of the
stresses when we describe the stress system of the plate. The minus signs in
two of the definitions have been added arbitrarily. They reflect the sign
conventions traditionally used in plate theory.
We shall now try to visualize the meaning of these definitions by applying
them to sections along coordinate lines of a skew, rectilinear coordinate
system. Figure 7.8 shows a plate element cut out along such lines. For the
line element vector AB the component dx l = 0 and the last member of (7.61)
reduces to
-E 12 Ep6 dx'1: M l fl g 6 = -E12 cfx2(E12 Mllg2 + E21M12gl).
The two components of this moment vector are shown in the figure in the
directions corresponding to positive values of Mil and M12. In rectangular
coordinates, Mil is the bending moment and M12 is the twisting moment, as
shown in Figure 7.9 in the commonly used notation.

fiGURE 7.8

Moments acting on a plateelement.

x
FIGURE 7.9

Bending and twisting moments acting on a cartesian plate element.
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By repeating the argument for the sides BC, CD, and DA, the reader will
find the other moment vectors shown in Figure 7.8. It should be noted that
the direction of the line element vectors has been so chosen that the plate
element lies to their left. This assures that the vectors dA of all section elements point in the direction of an outer normal.
The function of the two ( factors in (7.61) goes beyond regulating the
positive directions of the moment vectors in Figure 7.8. Because oLthe
factor (ay the first index in Map is opposed to the one indicating the directidn
of the section element, and (pb makes the second index oppos('d to that of
the base vector gb.
The shear force components Qa have only one index and, therefore, are
the components of a vector
lying in the middle plane of the plate. This vector is not in any sense the
resultant of the shear forces Ql and Q2 acting in two different sections
Xl = const and x 2 = const of the plate. The proper meaning of this vector
will become clear in a discussion of the principal axes problem on page 180.
Since the stress component 0'33 is either zero or rather small and since the
shear stresses O'a3 do not affect the in-plane strains BaP' every thin layer of
thickness dz in the plate is in a state of plane stress. We may apply the
elastic law (7.27) with the meaning of the moduli as defined on page 112, and
introduce it into the definitlOns (7.62b, c). Making use of the kinematic
relation (7.58), we find
Nap =

f

+h12

EaPYGwlyb

-h12

MaP = -EaPYGwIYG

Z

f

dz = EaPYGwlYG

f

+1112
Z

dz = 0,

-h12

h3

+~2
Z2

-h/2

dz = -EaPYG 12

wl y6 '

(7.63)

The first of these equations eliminates Nap from further consideration, and
(7.63) is what might be called the elastic law of the plate. It should be noted
that in this equation Z2 and h 3 designate powers, not components, of these
quantities.
For isotropic plates, we use the elastic law (7.29), which we write in the
form
(7.64)
This leads to
Map = _

Eh 3
12(1 + v)

wi

(
y6

ga yg (J6

+ -V- gfl.Pg Y6)
1_

V

= -K[(l- v)wl aP +

vwl YgaP]
Y

(7.65)
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as the elastic law of the plate. The quantity
Eh 3
K = 12(1- v2 )

(7.66)

is called the bending stiffness of the plate.
There is, of course, no relation of a similar kind for Q"', since the assumption of the conservation of normals denies. the existence of a deformation
directly attributable to the shear force.
The equilibrium of a plate element like the one shown in Figure 7.8 can
be expressed in terms of the stress resultants. To obtain the equilibrium
conditions, we choose a formal procedure, in which the plate element will
never appear. We start from the general equilibrium condition (6.6) and
rewrite it here for i = ex. Splitting the summation over j = 1,2,3 into a
summation over f3 = 1, 2 and an extra term for j = 3, we have
O''''Plp

+ u"3 b + X'" =

o.

We multiply this equation by z dz and integrate:

f

+h/2

-h12

u"Plpz dz

+

f

+h/2

-h12

u" 3 b z dz

+

f

+h12

-h12

X"'z dz

= O.

(7.67)

In the first term we recognize the covariant derivative of the moment M"P,
and in the second term we have
u"31 3

=

u"3 ,3

3 =
+ O'y3 r"73 + 0'''7ry3

u"3 ,3

because of (7.1) and the statement attached to these equations. This allows
integration by parts:

and this brings (7.67) into the form
-MIIPlp + Q" + [u"3 Z ]

+h12
-h12

+

f

+h12

-h12

X"z dz

= O.

The third term represents the moment of some surface shear stresses 0'«3
at lever arms ±hj2, and the fourth term is the moment of volume forces
acting on the plate material. We may combine them into an external moment
m", the moment per unit area of the middle surface. The equilibrium condition
thus assumes its final form
MtzPl p = Q"+m".

It represents the moment equilibrium of a plate element.

(7.68)
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We return to (6.6) and now write it for j = 3:

+ 0' 33 13 + X 3

0' 3P lp

= O.

We mUltiply by dz and integrate:

f

+~2

0' 3P l p

dz

-~

+

f

+

f

0' 33 13

=

+~2

0'33h

-~

In the second term we may again write
obtain
(0'33):= +h12 -

dz

+~2

X 3 dz = O.

-~

0'33,3

and then integrate ~o

(0'33):= -5/2'

which is the resultant of normal surface tractions (positive when upward)
and may be combined with the volume forces of the third integral into the
load P3 (positive when downward) of the plate. The equilibrium condition
of vertical forces then reads
(7.69)
Equations (7.68) and (7.69) are the equilibrium conditions of the plate
element. Together with the elastic law in the form (7.63) or (7.65) they are
2 + I + 3 = 6 equations for three moments MItP, two shear forces QIt and
the deflection wand, hence, a complete set of equations.
We may now proceed along well-esta.blished lines of plate theory to condense these equations into a single differential equation for the deflection w.
First we differentiate (7.68) with respect to x'" and introduce QIZIIZ from
(7.69):
(7.70)
Then we use the elastic law to express M"P in terms of w. For the anisotropic
plate, (7.63) leads to
(7.71)
and for the isotropic plate we find from (7.65) the corresponding form of the
differential equation:
K[{l - v)wl:~

Changing the dummy y into

(X

+ vwl~~] = p3 - m"I".

simplifies this to read

Kwl~ = p3 - mltl lt •

(7.72)

As explained on page 112,
wl:~ = V 2V 2 W

is the bi-Laplacian of w, and (7.72) is the tensor form of the well-known
plate equation.
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Problem
7.1. A plane curvilinear coordinate system x· is defined by its relation to cartesian
coordinates x, y:
x(Cosh Xl
y(Cosh Xl

+ cos x 2 ) =

+ cos x

2)

c Sinh

= c sin x

Xl,
2•

Sketch a few of the coordinate lines. Transform the plate equation (7.72) into these
coordinates. Assume m· == O.
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CHAPTER

8

Geometry of Curved Surfaces

ONE OF THE most spectacular applications of tensor calculus in the field
of continuum mechanics is the general theory of shells. To study it, we shall
need some knowledge of the theory of curved surfaces and we shall now
embark upon this mathematical subject, keeping in mind the application we
later want to make of it.

8.1. General Considerations
On a curved surface it is, in general, not possible to trace a cartesian network. This fact has far-reaching consequences and it is worth while to begin
with some general thoughts about the geometry of curved surfaces.
We are living and thinking in a three-dimensional, Euclidean space, in
which the curved surface is embedded. We can obtain all necessary geometric
information from a three-dimensional analysis, and this will be the way to get
into the problem. In the end, however, we want equations valid on the twodimensional surface. This is a two-dimensional subspace of the general
three-dimensional Euclidean space, but it is curved and. in it some of the
basic concepts of Euclidean geometry do not apply.
To illustrate the situation, let us look at Figure 8.1, which shows one
octant of a sphere. On this spherical surface we want to define vectors. Since
vectors are usually considered to be elements of straight lines, there is no
such thing as a vector on a curved surface, but we may reconcile the con~radiction if we restrict ourselves to vectors of infinitesimal length (line
elements) or to vectors representing physical quantities like velocity or force.
Such vectors have direction and magnitude and they obey the transformation
laws, but they do not have· any "length" in the geometrical sense, and the
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A

FIGURE

B

8.1

Vectors on an octant of a sphere.

lines which we use to represent them are only geometrical symbols of nongeometrical objects. When we use this modified (or generalized) concept ofa
vector, it makes sense to speak of vectors on (or in) a curved surface and to
ask whether two vectors are equal, that is, whether they have the same
magnitude and direction.
The vectors shown along the great circle AB in Figure 8.1 are of equal
magnitude and, in three-dimensional space, parallel to each other, hence
equal. Now consider another set of vectors along AB, each of them normal to
the vector shown and pointing from A toward B. They are tangents to the
circle AB and, in Euclidean, three-dimensional terminology certainly not
parallel to each other. However, on the curved surface, they are the only
ones which are at right angles to a set of admittedly parallel vectors and we
should not hesitate to call them parallel. If we were to follow a sequence of
such arrows on the curved surface of the earth, we would certainly say that
we are going" always in the same direction." These vectors are as parallel as
they possibly can be on the curved surface, but whether we can accept this
new definition of parallelism depends on whether or not we can apply it
without somewhere running into a contradiction.
To explore this problem, we go from A to C and, at subsequent points of
the great circle AC, draw vectors which, in this new sense, would be called
parallel. They are shown in Figure 8.1. Now we do the same on the great
circle BC and thus obtain at C two vectors at right angles to each other,
which are both members of a set of allegedly parallel vectors. This shows that
the concept of parallel directions does not exist on a spherical surface and
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that there is no way of saying that two vectors located at different points of
this surface are equal. The situation is quite different on a cylinder. Any two
vectors which are parallel in a plane may still be considered as parallel when
this plane is wrapped around a cylinder.
Another well-known peculiarity of spherical geometry is the fact that in a
triangle formed by pieces of great circles (that ir., geodesics, the straightest
lines available on the curved surface) the sum of the angles is not 180°, but
more, 270 0 in the triangle shown in Figure 8.1. Neither of these facts i!
particularly relevant for our purpose, but later (p. 141) we shall meet with
a very important one, which shakes a well-established mathematical prejudice.

8.2. Metric and Curvature
In shell theory we shall consider points located on a certain curved surface,
called the middle surface, and in its immediate vicinity. We use a coordinate
system consisting of two curvi1inear coordinates x" on that middle surface
and the normal distance x 3 from it. This is a three-dimensional coordinate
system and all that we have learned about such systems can be applied.
We shall be interested in comparing quantities defined for points of the
middle surface, that is, as functions of x", with quantities defined for another
surface at a small, constant distance z from it. It will be advantageous to use
two different notations for related quantities, one for the middle surface
x 3 = 0 and another for the generic surface x 3 = z = const, as shown in the
following table.
Middle surface
(z=o)

General surface

s
ds
a., a·, a3 =a 3

r

a./I, a"

g.,I,g.,I

ft.iI, ft·'

ft.,I,
ft-«II

(zi=O)

Geometry

position vector
line element
base vectors
metric tensor
Christoffel symbols
permutation tensor
De/ormation

displacement
strain tensor

rJ,

u = u.a· + u3a 3
Blj, B.,I

dr
g., g., g3 = g3

n,

v = v.g« + vaga
Till>

TI.,

For easier reference, this Jist contains a few quantities that will not be used
immediately. All formulas to be derived for z·.p 0 are, in the limit, also valid
for the middle surface and may be restated in the symbols applicable to it.
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To the in-surface base vectors (1.18) is applicable:
a"

= s,,,,

(8.1)

where sand r are position vectors emanating from a fixpoint 0 outside the
surface. Since x 3 is a linear distance, the third base vector is a unit vector,
(8.2)
and the symbols g3' g3, a 3 , and a 3 may all be used interchangeably. The
base vectors g", g3 are a monoclinic reference frame; only one of the angles
between them is not (or not necessarily) a right angle. Since g3 is normal to
g", we have
9,,3

= gil . g3 =

O.

(8.3)

The metric tensor has the following components:
(8.4)
and its determinant is

9=

I::: ;~~ ,.

(8.5)

The monoclinic character of the base vectors causes some important
simplifications in the Christoffel symbols, but they are not as sweeping as
~hose found on page 106, because of the curvature of the surface. From (8.3) it
follows by differentiation that
ga, p • g3

+ g3,P . gil = 0,

whence, with (S.3a) and the symmetry relation (5.6),

f"P3= -f 3P"

= -fp3,,=fp"3= -f3aP= - f..3p ·

(8.6)

Similarly, differentiation of (8.2) yields
g3,,,' g3 = 0,
hence

r 3"3 = fa33 = 0

and flom

g3, 3

= 0 one derives that
r33a = r333 = O.

Equations (S.7) state that any
a3

(S.7a)

(S.7b)

r ij" vanishes if more than one of its subscripts is

Metric and Curvature
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From (S.4) it also follows that

and then (S.4b) yields

f33" -- f 3,,{J g{J3 + r 3,,3 g33 --- r 3,,3-- 0,

(S.Sa)

and, similarly,
(S.Sb)
These results may be introduced into (5.11) and (5.13) and lead to the
following formulas for the covariant derivative of a vector:

v"l{J = v".{J - Vy f~{J - V3 f;{J ,
}
v31" = V3.,. - vyf~,.;
v"b = V".3 - Vyf!3'
v"'l (J = V"'.{J + vYfpy + V3rp3 ,
. \
v" 13 = V".3 + Vyr~3'
v31", = v3.", + vYf;y' J

(S.9)

(S.10)

In further formulas, we shall restrict ourselves to the surface z = 0 and use
the corresponding notation.
A line element ds in this surface is what we may call a plane vector; it has
no component in the direction of a3 :
ds = a,. dx"'.

The square of the line element is
ds . ds = a" dx'" • a{J dxP = a,,{J dx'" dx{J.

(S.11)

In differential geometry this expression is known as the first fundamental form
and its coefficients all' a12 = a21' a22 were, in pretensor days, usuallY-denoted
by A, B, C.
The normal vector·a3 is a unit vector. Its direction, but not its length,
depends on the coordinates x"'. Its derivative is, therefore, a plane vector
(8.12)

whence
(813)

The quantities b"'li are the covariant components of a plane tensor. called the
curvature tensor of the surface. Before attempting to justify that name, we
derive some useful relations.
By differentiating the orthogonality relation
a.. 'a3 =0
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with respect to xfJ and by using (8.13), we get
8""fJ' 83

We rewrite

(S.~)

= -8",' 83,fJ = bfJ",·

(8.14)

in the new notation and have
a",fJ

= r"'fJy aY + r"fJ3 a3

bfJ"

= 8",fJ' 8 3 = r"fJ3'

(8.15)

and, hence,
Since the Christoffel symbols are symmetric with respect to 0( and /3, b"fJ is
also symmetric with respect to 0( and /3, and, making use of (8.6), we can write
(8.16)

b"'fJ = r"fJ3 = r:fJ = -r3"fJ = -r3fJ" = -r,,3fJ'

From b"fJ we may derive mixed and contravariant components
bj

= byfJa"",

(8.17a, b)

From (8.16) we find then that
bj =

-r3fJy a"" =

-r~p

=

-r;3

(8.18)

and rewriting (S.3b) wiih ijk = 3fJO( or /330(, we find
. (8.19)
Equation (8.12) may be written in the alternate form
83,,,

= .-b!ap,

(8.20)

from which follows that
b"p 8Pdx"

(8.21)

dx" = -b,.p t5~ dx" dx" = -b"fJ dx"dxfJ.

(8.22)

da3 = 83,,, dx" = -

and
d8 3 • ds = -b"fJafJ dx""

8.,

In differential geometry the last member of this equation is known as the
secondfundamentalform and its coefficients bu , b12 = b21 , b22 are denoted by
E;F,G.
Now let us try to visualize the components bj of the curvature tensor and
thus justify its name. We assume for a moment that only b~ #: 0 and consider
a normal section through the surface along an xl-line as shown in
Figure'8.2a. Since la3 1= I, the length of the vector
da3 = a3,1 dx1 ==

equals the angle

-

b~81 dx 1

dt/J by which the normal to the surface rotates when we go

Metric and Curvature
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das

\

\

as

B
(b)

(a)
FiGURE

8.2

Visualization 0/ the curvature components.

from A to B. When we divide this angle by the length tis of the vector 81 dx 1,
we have the curvature of the surface,

dt/J = Ida 31 = Ib 1 1.
da la 1 1dx 1
1
We see that b~ is the curvature of the surface in the direction x 1 •
Now let us assume that b~ == 0, but let b~ #: O. Using Figure 8.2b, we see
that
da3 == a3,1 dx 1 == - b~a2 dx 1
and find for the twist of the surface

dt/l == l da 31 = Ib211a21.
da la 1 ldx 1
l1a 1 1
If la1 1== la2 1, then b~ and b~ are equal to each other and to the twist of the
surface with respect to the coordinates~. If la1 1 #: la21, also b~ #: bi. but
both are closely related to the twist.
From the curvature tensor two important scalar quantities can be derivedits invariants. The first one is

(8.23)
It represents the sum of the two principal curvatures (see p. 179)'and is often
called the mean curvature, although it really is twice that average. The other
invariant is the determinant

b = b~
b~

I

b~1
b 1 b2
b~ == 1 2 -

called the Gaussian cun'ature of the surface.

b21 b2I'

(8.24)
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8.3. Covariant Derivative
In Section 5.2 we studied the covariant derivative, which describes the rate
of change of a vector in a vector field. Now let us consider a vector v which is
defined for all points of the surface as a function of the coordinates :x!'-, but
which is not necessarily a plane vector and may have a normal component:
(S.25a)
or
(S.25b)
We follow (5.12) and write the derivative of v with respect to the coordinate

xP:

(S.26)
with

v«l, - v«,J -

Vy r~,

v3l1 -

Vy

V3"

-

- V3 r;, ,

11, -

V3

r~I'

Making use of (S.Sb), (S.16) and (S.IS), we can rewrite the last two equations
in the following, simpler form

. v«l, = v«., v311 - V3.,

Vy r~,

- V3 b«"

+ Vy bp•

(S.27)
(8.28)

The first two terms in (8.27) are a two-dimensional counterpart to the covariant derivative defined by (5.13). We need a symbol for it and write
(8.29)
whence

v«I, = vO!!I,- vlbrz,·

(8.30)

Equation (S.26) may now be rewritten as

+ v31,a 3
== (vrz . , - Vy r!, -V3 b,.,)arz + (V3., + Vy bp)a 3 •

v. 1 == (vrzll, -

V3

blZP)atl

(8.31)

Similar reasoning, based on (5.10) and (5.11), leads to the definition of the
plane covariant derivative of if:
(8.32)
and the relation

vO!I, == v«lIp - v 3 bp
and yields an alternate form of(8.31):

(8.33)

Covariant Derivative
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v 3 bp)aa + V3/lla3

+ VYIpy -

v 3b;)aa

+ (V 3,p + vYbyp)a 3 •

(S.34)

If" is not only defined for points on the surface, but also for points adjacent
to it, we may speak of a derivative V,3' for which formulas may easily be
deduced from (S.9) and (S.10):
",3

= vab aa + v3b a 3 = (Va,3 + Vy b~)ael< + V3,3a3
=

v"b alZ +

v 3 13 a3

= (VIZ,3

-

vYb~)alZ +

(~.35)

V3 ,3 a 3 •

There is, of course, no difference between a 3 and a 3 nor between V3 and v3 •
In the special case when v is a plane vector, we have V3 = 0, and there is no
difference between the single-dash and double-dash (three-dimensional and
two-<iimensional) covariant derivatives. Equations (S.31) and (S.34) then
simplify ta
v, p =vlZlpael< + Vy bp a 3 = vlZlp a .. + vYbyp a3
(8.36)
and in (8.35) the second term has to be dropped. It is remarkable that v,phas
a third component although v has none. .
To establish similar formulas for tensors, we start from (S.23d):
(8.37)
If we restrict ourselves to plane tensors with A 3P = A IZ3 = A 33 = 0, two terms
in (8.37) drop out and what is left is the plane covariant derivative. For
i, j = 01, Pwe may write
AaPly == AIZPlly = Atz{J,}. + A"PPy" + AeI<"rf".

(8.38)

However, there are also components AIZ31y and A 3P ly, for which we find
A IZ3 1y-- A IZ3 ,¥

3 - AatJby8,
+ A,,3rlZy8 + A d r Y,,-

A 3P l y = A/jPby",

(8.39)

while A331y = O.
From (S.15), which we rewrite in the form
a",p

= r!p a" + baP a3 ,

(8.40)

we may proceed to the second derivative
alZ,py = r!p,ya" + r!pa",y + blZP ,ya3 + blZp a3•y.

We use (8.20) and (S.40) to eliminate the derivatives of the base vectors:
8a,py = r!p,¥a" + r£p(rtya" + b,ya3) + blZP ,ya3 - blZpb~a"

and by collecting terms we find
"T'CT"I
'"
a".py = (rlZP,y
+ 1 &p 1 '7 - btz{J by)a"
+ (rtz{J bey + btz{J,y)a3'.

(8.41)
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This must be equal to the partial derivative a",YII' which we obtain by interchanging p and y. For the a 3 components the comparison of the secondorder derivatives yields the relation

blllP ,' -

l1y b'lI = b"y"

- r;p b,y.

Since

blll/lli r = blllll,r - b"pr!r - bdryy,
we see that this may be written as
(S.42a)

b"plly = blllyll,
or

(S.42b)
These ar~ two tensor forms of the Gauss-Codazzi equations of differential
geometry.
Comparing the coefficient of a" in (S.41) and its counterpart for alll,yll yields
the relation

r!y" - r:"y + r;y r!p - r;, rty = b"y b~ -

bill' b~.

(S.43)

Comparison pf the left-hand side of this equation with the coefficient of Vm in
(5.2S) shows that it is the Riemann-Christoffel tensor in the two-dimensional
space of the coordinates x":

r!y,lI- r!"y + r;yrt, - r;,rty,
(S.44)
and (S.43) states that, on this curved surface, R~ "lIy -::F O. This has far-reaching
R~a.'7 =

consequences, because, as we have seen on page 73, the order of two subsequent covariant differentiations is not interchangeable unless R~",y = O.
If we wish, we may lower the index () and, for the Riemann-Christoffel
tensor, have the two equivalent statements

R~III/Iy = billY b~ - ba.p b~, )
R6Iil/Iy

= billY b"

(S.45)

- bill' by,.

With the help of (3.29a), the last formula may be further simplified:

R6Iil/Iy = b! b~(07l0pp - O,lOyp) = b! b~({)l (); =b;b:EPYEplO,p a ry == b!b~EprEpl'

bf b;)OppOyy

Now we apply the two-dimensional version of the determinant expansion
formula (3.17) to the Gaussian curvature b:

bE,,, = b~ b! E"A. •
multiply both sides by E'7 and find that

R6Iil/I7 ... bE'lIl E/7 •

(S.46)
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Covariant Derivative

This equation shows that all components of the Riemann-Christoffel tensor
R a/llP1 vanish if and only if the Gaussian curvature b = O. Then and only then
can the sequence of two covariant differentiations be interchanged. The same
equation also shows that
Rarz.f17 = - Rup., = - R6IJl.,p = Rdyp.

(8.47)

If R6IJlP .,:F 0, then also v/Illlp 1 :F v/Illl.,p and we may ask how much they differ.
We derive from (5.27) a definition of the second covariant derivative simply by
restricting the range of all indices to two dimensions:

v/Illlp., == {V/Il,p - v,.r:p),., - (V.l.l- v,.r1j)r!, - (V/Il,.l- v,.r!Jr;p.
(8.48)
According to (5.28) and (8.46) the differencebetw.een this and v.II." is
v/IlII,., - v.II." == v6R6IJl"

=:" «,.E,.,.

(8.49)

Later we shall jleed a similar relation for the second covariant derivative of
a second-order tensor. We start from (5.23b) and apply this equation to a
symmetric, two-dimensional tensor A~/Il == A!:

A!II, == A!" + ~rt, - AtIi,.

Differentiating now with respect to x", we find

A!llpy = (A!,p + A~rtp - AtI'..p),., + (A!.1 + A~1(p - Alr;,)r:,
- (A:"

+ A~rt, - Atr;p)r!., - (A!.., + A~rt., - AtI'...,)f}.,·

When we now form the difference A!II'lwe are left with

""!II", very many terms cancel and

A!ll p7 - A!lIyp = A~(rt,.y - tty,p + r:, T& - r:p 11.,)
+ At(n,.I-

n"., + I1pr!, - I1.,r!p).

With the help of (8.44) this can be brought into the form
(8.50)

Problems
S.l. On a circular cylinder of radius a-a coordinate system is defined as folloWB
(see Figw-eS.3):
Xl = Z - a8 tan cu = z - c8,
= 8,

r

where w and c = a tan w are constants. Find the metric tensor a.1I and the curvature
tensors h.1I and b~ .
S.2. In a cartesian coordinate system x, y, z a hyperbolic paraboloid has the
equation z = xyjc. The cartesian coordinates x = Xl and y = x 2 are used as coordinates x· of a point on the surface. Calculate, in terms of these x·, the following
quantities: a.lI,a.p, ba" bi, b·',r ••" rh,

r.••,.
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8.3. On a right circular cone (Figure 8.4a) coordinates x a are defined as shown.
Starting from the. expression for the line element, calculate a.p, bap , r apy , R6. py •
Do the same for a skew cone (Figure 8.4b).
8.4. Write the Navier-Stokes equation (6.37) as three component equations in
the spherical coordinate system of Figure 1.5. Then assume that the radial component of the velocity is zero. This leads to the differential equation of fluid motion
on the surface of a sphere.

FIGURE

8.3

r-~t;
h/

1

I
I
I

.

'I

r--c-+f->j

(a)

(b)
FIGURE

8.4
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9

Theory of Shells

IN THE PRECEDING CHAPTER we studied the geometry of curved surfaces with the intention of applying the results to the theory of shells. By a
shell we understand a p~ece of solid matter contained in the narrow space
between two curved surfaces which are parallel or almost parallel to each
other. Their distance is the shell thickness h, which is supposed to be small
compared with other dimensions of the shell, in particular, with its radii of
curvature. The surface which halves the shell thickness ev~rywhere is called
the middle surface and serves in the stress analysis the same purpose as the
middle plane of a plate or the axis of a beam. The deformation of the shell is
described in terms of the deformation of its middle surface, and the stress
system is described by stress resultants like <those in plates and slabs, referred
to a unit length of section through the middle surface.

9.1. Shell GeometryWe consider a shell of uniform thickness h and count the coordinate x 3 = Z
from its middle surface. The outer faces then have the equations z = ±h/2.
Now consider a. point B(x", x 3 ). Our goal is to express all the quantities
associated with this poil\t; like g.., grtfl' r IIfly' etc., in terms of z and of the corresponding quantities all' 'Qllfl' r llfly , etc., associated with the midsurface point
A(x", 0) (Figure 9.1). BOll! points have the same cocrdinates x". Anotherpair
of corresponding points, D and C, have the same coordinates x" + dx". The
plane vectors AC and BD have the same components dx", but in different sets
of base vectors, art and g.., respectively.
. We read from the figure that

r

= s + za3

W. Flügge, Tensor Analysis and Continuum Mechanics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1972
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dr=dx G ga
J
D
.

B

z=o

o
FIGURE

9.1

Section through a shell.

and find by differentiation that

r, .. -

S...

+ za3,..

and with (1.18) and (8.20):

&. - a.. -zb!a,. = p!a,.

(9.1)

Pp - ~p - zbp•

(9.2)

with
This defines a tensor Pp, which relates the base vectors at the points Band A.
To obtain similar formulas for the contravariant quantities, we introduce a
tensor A.~ by tentatively setting
(9.3)

Then,
g" It! - A.~a"· pla,. - A.~pl~; - ).~p:.

In connection with (1.20) this shows that
A.~p: = ~~,

(9.4)

and from this equation the A.~ can be calculated. They are fractions of two
polynomials in z. For our purposes we need A.~as a power expansion in z,
correct to the quadratic term:t
A.'CI - A'.. + B'a z + C'« Z2 +

...•

t Note that z. not being a tensor symbol, will be used with exponents indicating powers.
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When this and J.lj from (9.2) are introduced into (9.4), we can compare coefficients of like powers of z to obtain A~ , ... : This yields the following result:

(9.S)
From the definition (1.24) of the metric tensor combined with (9.1) and
(9.3) it follows that
grl/J

= &" gp = J.l!ay· J.l=a, = J.l!J.l=ayh

g«P =

g« . gP = A;a Y ' Afa' = A;;'fa y'.

(9.6~)

(9.6b)

For later use we also list the following products:

= J.l!ay· a P= J.l~,
r:. ap =1;a ap = A;.

&" aP

1 •

(9.7a)
(9.7b)

The tensors J.l~ and ;.; are of great importance for the development of the
shell equations. Therefore, we compile the formulas which will later be
needed.
.
Differentiating (9.4), we find that
(9.8)
where, of course,

J.l~1I7 = J.l~.y + J.l~r;, - J.l;rfy •

(9.9)

Codazzi's equation (8.42) together with the definition (9.2) yields

J.ljlly = J.l;lI p•

(9.10)

We shall need the determinant

-I J.lf J.li .1-

" _- 1"«1
r
rp -

2

J.ll

2

J.l2

,,1,,2
,,1,,2
-rlr2-r2rl'

(9.11)

Use of (9.2) shows that this is equal to
J.l = 1 - zbi + z 2b

(9.12)

with b, the Gaussian curvature, as defined by (8.24). We may also apply to J.l
the two-dimensional version of the determinant expansion formula (3.17):
E«pJ.l = Ey,J.l!J.l=,
whence, after multiplication by E"P and use of (3.29c), we have
2J.l = E"PEy,J.l!J.l~.

(9.13)
(9.14)

We differentiate both sides and note that the permutation tensor is a constant:
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From (9.4) and (9.13) we see that
(9.15)

Agf",p/1 = fy~/1~JlP~ = fy6/1~,
and when we introduce this in the preceding equation, we find that
/111.1. = fa PAI fay /1Jl$II). = A~ <5~ Jl/1~ II A. = JlA~ Jl~ II A. •

(9.16)

We also need the derivative of the determinant Jl in the direction normal to
the middle surface. Starting from (9.14), we calculate
2/1,3

= f IZPfy6(/1!,3 11~ + 11~,3 11~) =

2faPfrlJl1~,3 11$

and, using (9.2) and (9.15),
11,3

= -f"PfY6b~l1$ = -faPb~A:f6PI1 =

-<5~b~A~I1,

from which ultimately
11,3 = -b~)'~I1.

(9.17)

We may now derive expressions for the Christoffel symbols i'"aPy' r~p and
the permutation tensor laP' lap at point B of Figure 9.1 in terms of the corresponding quantities rlZPY' r~p, f",p, flZP for the point A. The former quantities
are derived from the base vectors g", and the metric tensor gap of point B, while
the quantities without bars are defined in terms of a.. and aizp .
We start from (5.3b), which we rewrite for the two-dimensional range, and
use (9.1) and (9.3):
-r~p = glZ,p . ~Y = (11",8,,),p
lJ
. ).la~ .
Now, with an alternate version of (8.15) and with (9.9) we find
(Jl:alJ).p· aC = Jl!.8 <5l + l1!rIp <5~

= Jl£,p + Jl!r3p = 11£lIp + l1~r!p

and hence

r~p = All1~lIp

+ (;br!P =

r~p

+ A[Jl£lI p•

(9.18)

Similarly we find with (8.15)
r:p

= g""p' g3 = (l1~ael),p' a 3 = Jl~b,)p

(9.19)

and with (8.12) and g3 = a 3 :

r a3P =

g 3,p 'g'" = - bpy a 7 ""'a"/'el
-

''''b Pr a yeI --

-/Lei

For the permutation tensor, we start from
gp
and use (9.1) and (9.3):

X

eI
IJ
g3 = £p3,)g
= f')pg

~"'blJp.
-"6

(9.20)
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The left-hand side equals
y

~

Pp €y~ a .

Now, when we equate the y-components on both sides and multiply them by
p~, we have
whence
(9.21)
Comparison of the right-hand side of this equation with that of (9,13) shows
that
f.«p

=

€ap

(9.22)

p.

Both expressions will later be useful, each one in its place.
9.2.

Kinematics of Deformation

When a shell is deformed, the position vector r of a generic point B (Figure
9.2) with coordinates x"", x 3 changes to

r = r + v,

(9.23)

while that of the corresponding point A on the middle surface changes from s
to
(9.24)
s = s + u.
Since we associate with the same material point before and after deformation
the same coordinates r, x 3 , the coordinate net is deformed with the body and
we have, in the deformed state, new base vectors

g(f. = r,a

and

AII=~,II'

(9.2Sa,b)

We set the goal of expressing these quantities as well as the displacement v and
the components of the strain tensor" Ii at B in terms of the displacement u of
point A and its derivatives. In this work we use the fundamental assumption
of the conservation of normals; that is, we assume that all particles lying on a
normal to the undeformed middle surface will, after deformatio::1, be found on
a normal to the deformed middle surface. This amounts to assuming that the
components ",.3 = "3,. of the strain tensor 1Jlj are zero.
The relation between strain and displacement is given by (6.1), which we
rewrite in the notation for a point off the middle surface (see p. 133):
~.26)
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FIGURE 9.2 Section through a shell beforeand after deformation.
We let i == 1%, j == 3 and apply (S.9): .

'1113 == !(v..,a - v,r~a + va,.. -

v,rgJ.

From the conservation of normals we conclude that
V ..,3

+ V3 ... == 2v, r~.

(9.27)

Since the shell is thin and since there is no stress 0'33 i.n the direction of the
base vector g3' the length of the normals does not change much during deformation, so that we may set
(9.2S)
This statement is not part of the assumption of the conservation of normals
and must be used with some care. It is good for the kinematic purposes for
which we shall use it and amounts there essentially to a linearization in the
displacements. However, the statement 6a a == 0, which this assumption
implies, must not be inserted into Hooke's law, which then would yield a substantial 0'33. The shell is definitely not in a 'State of plane strain, but rather of
plane stress including the stress system known from the bending of plates.
When (9:27) is applied to the middle surface, (S.18) may be used to introduce
the curvature tensor
U ..,3

+ w,.. ==

-2u,~.

(9.29)
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Our next aim is to get 3 3 , the normal vector of a deformed shell element.
We differentiate (9.23) with respect to x 3 and then let z = 0, writing S,i for
lim r,i' This yields
§,3

=

S,3

+ 0,3

and with (1.18) and (8.35)
a3

Since

U3

= a3

+ (U er ,3 + urb!)a" + u3.3a 3 .

= w does not depend on x 3 , we have
a3 - a 3 = (u... 3 + uyb!)a",

(9.30)

and because of (9.29) this may be written in the alternate form
a3 -

a 3 = -(w ... + uy b~)a".

(9.31)

Since both 83 and a 3 are unit vectors, their difference is the angle of rotation
of the normal. It is a plane vector and (9.31) confirms that the partial
derivatives w ... of the scalar ware vector components. This permits us to use
the notation
w .. = w... =

wi .. = wll...

(9.32)

Let us note in passing that, from (8.29),

wll..p =

w.. llp

= w.Il/l

-

w. y r!p

= wllp«,

(9.33)

a relation that will be of use later.
Once more, we use Figure 9.2, which shows two points A and B before
deformation and their positions A and B after deformation. From this figure
we read that
f = r + v = S + za 3 + v
and also

f = § + Z83

= S + 0 + Z83 •

We equate the right-hand sides and use (9.31):

v = u + z(a3 - a 3 ) = u"a" + wa 3 - Z(W.6 + uy bDa 6•
On the other hand, we have
and hence
v • g"

= Vy gY • &. = Vy o! = VIZ •

We apply this to (9.34) and find the component

v.. = [u" - Z(W,6 + uy bl)]a6 • gil'

(9.34)
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Because of (9.2) ard (9.7a), this is equivalent to
(9.35)

Va = (u).I1~ - ZW,b)Il:.

To calculate the strain 1Jap from (9.26), we need the covariant derivative
t'alp. This derivative is to be taken using the metric at point E, i.e. with the
Christoffel symbols derived from ga' g3:
valp = va,p - vp -r:p

-

V3 F30113'

We apply (9.18) and (9.19):
valp

= va,p -

vp(r:p

+ ;,~ 1l~llp) -

WIl~ byp = v"lI p - vp 2~ 1l~llp - WIl~ byp .

Now it is time to introduce (9.35) and to express
placement of the middle surface:
valp

t'a' vp

in terms of the dis-

= [(U11l~ - zwI16)1l~lIp - (Uyll~ - zwlI,,)Il:;'~Il~lip - WIl~byp
= uyllpl1IIl~ + u,Il~lIpll: + Ul·Il~Il:/Ip - z(wII6pll: + w!l61l~lIp)
- uyIl~ 5;11:11 13 + zwli" 5; Il!/I p - WIl~ by/3'

Several terms cancel each other and there remains only
val p = U1I1pIlJJl~

+ uyllJllpll: -

ZW/l6PJ.l~ - wJ.l~byp.

(9.36)

From this, vpla is: obtained by interchanging (X and p, and then (9.26) yields for
the strain
21/ap

= val p + vpllX = (uyllaJ.l~ + uyllp J.l~)Jl~ + uiJ.l:Jl~lIp + J.l~ J.l~lIa)
-Z(Wlla6J.l~

+ Wll p6J.l:) -

w(J.l~byp

+ J.l~ bya ).

(9.37)

Because of the basic assumption that the normals are conserved, the deformation of a shell element depends exclusively on the deformation of the
middle surface and it must be possible to express 1/ap in terms of the strains
ty6 of the middle surface and of its change of curvature.
The strain of the middle surface is easily obtained from (9.37) by letting
z = 0 Then the third term drops out and in all the other ones the variolls JlZ
become Kronecker deltas with the same indices. All that remains is
(9.38)
Transcribing (2.5) and (2.17) into the present notation, we may then calculate
the metric tensor for the deformed middle surface,
b"p == Qap

+ 2t:l./3 •

(9.39)

The change of curvature of the middle surface is, of course, the difference
between the curvature tensors before and after deformation. Since their
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components are defined with respect to different reference frames, a", and ill'
the differences 6",p - b",p, 6,; - b';, and bliP - b"'P are not components of the
same tensor and we must choose among them for our definition. We decide
in favor of the components of mixed variance, because in such components
the metric tensor is independent of the deformation, a~ == a; == c5; [see (1.53)].
We define
(9.40)
and then calculate
Ka:{J

== K!a.,p == 6Za 7P - ba:{J'

(9.41)

This tensor is not symmetric because, in the third member,

6! a.,p ¢

6J a.,..

By introducing ayp from (9.39) in (9.41), we find that
K",p

== 6!(I1.,p - 2typ) - b",p == 6"p - b"p - 26!Byp •

If we neglect a term quadratic in the strains, we may write this as

~=~-~-~~.

~~

This equation shows that K"p derived from our definition of K~ is not equal to
6"p- b",p.
To calculate 6",p, we apply (8.13) to the deformed middle surface:

6..p = -'3.",' '"

(9.43)

Differentiating (9.31) and using (8.36), we find

'3,,,, = a3,,,, - (wll., + u"b~)II",a" - (wll., + u"b~)b!a3.
To find the deformed base vector i p , we start from its definition (9.25b) and
use (9.24) and (8.31):
ip = s,p

+ u.P == ap + (uyllp -

wbyp)aY + (w,p

+ u7b~)a3.

When we dot-multiply i 3 ,11 and i p , we keep only the terms linear in the displacements and use (8;13) and (8.19):
6"p = -a3 ,1I' ap - (u.,llp - wbyp)a7 • 83", + (wily + u"b~)11,,87.

= b",p + (Uyllp -

wb.,p)b!

+ wllplI + (u" b:)I1...

8,
(9.44)

Equation (9.42) now yields the desired result:
"lI.p

= (u,.lI, - wbyp)b! + wll"p + (u" b:)If.. - 2b!syp
=u.,b}1I11 + u.,lIlIb} - upll.,b! + wll ..p + wb!b).p.

(9.45)

In the first, fourth, and fifth terms a and Pcan be interchanged because of the
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Codazziequation (8.42b), because of (9.33), and because of (1.22), which
applies to any product with one dummy index. In the second and third terms,
however, interchanging oc and p changes the values and, therefore, "riP :p. "prz'
We may now come back to our intention of expressing P'/rzp in terms of Br6
and "yo' It seems reasonable to project Br6 into the metric of point B in
Figure 9.1 by multiplying it by two 11 factors and, hence, to consider the
difference

+ url'pJl~Jl! - UrIl6Jl~Jl: - u,sllrJl~Jl;
+ u~(JL!Jlili/1 + Jl~Jlillrz) - w(Jl~br/1 + Jl~ bra - 2JlJJl: br,s)
-z(wll ar Jl~ + wll/1rl1~)·
(9.46)

2(P'/rzp - Sr611~Jl$) = urllaJlIJl:

We expect that this equals the product of z"r6 and some suitable factor and,
therefore, try to extract a factor z from every term. In the last term this has
already been achieved and all we do is to write it in the slightly changed form

- zwllriJl! c5~

+ Jlb c5!).

In the other terms it is necessary to make use of (9.2), which defines 11ft, and
of two relations which can easily be derived from it. First, since 15ft is a constant, we see that
(9.47a)
and, second, we find that

Jlp b~ = (c5 p - zbp)b~ = b~ - zb pb~ = bp(c5: - zb~) = bpJl~.
We use (9.47a) when dealing with the coefficient of

Jl: Jl~II/1

+ Jl$ Jlillrz =

- Z(I1! b~lIp

+ Jl: billa) =

u, in (9.46):

- zb~IIr<J.l~ c5b

(9.47b)

+ Jl: <5!).

The coefficient of w makes only slightly more work. We use (9.2) and write

Jl~b"f/1

+ Jl~ by" -

2Jl~Jl:br,s
= (c5~ - zb~)bY/1

+ (15; -

zb~)br" - 2(<5: - z b~)(c5: - zb~)by".

In this expression most terms cancel and all that is left is

zc5: b: bra + zb~ c5~ bya - 2z 2 b: b: bra = z(Jl~ b:

+ Jl~ b~)b"f6'

which may be written in the form

zb~ b,.s(j.l! <5}

+ 11$ c5~).

The terms of (9.46) which contain derivatives of uY ' may be processed as
follows:
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U7I1aIlIIl~ + UrIlIlIlIIl! - ur ll,ll) III c5! - Urllcll~1l1 c5:
=IlHurll,.(c5: - zb:) + urMc5: - zb:) - urll,(c5) - zb) c5! - u7Ik(c5; - zb;)c5~]
= - zurllc 1l1[c5; b; + c5j b! - c5! b) - c5: b;].
We make use of (9.47b) and continue the calculation:

= -zu7Ik[bI(c5;Il~ + c5)Jl!) - bl(c5:Jl~ + c5!llb)]
= -z[udlrbJ(c5~/1: + c5PIl~- uclilc b;(c5PIl: + c5:Il:)]
= -z(udlrb~ - uclllc b;)(c5!Il: +'c5~Il~).
Now we discover that all terms of (9.46) do not only contain a factor z, but
still another common factor, and we may rewrite that equation in the following
form:

2(11all - £7" /1! /1~)

=z(c5!Il~ + c5PIl:)[ -udl7 b) + ~"lIcb~- u,blll r - wb~ b,cl- wllrl].
Comparison of the bracketed expression with the third member of (9.45) shows
that it equals - 1(7'" Therefore, we can write
flail = £rclll!ll: - tZ1(r,,(c5!Il~ + c5p Il:).

(9.48)

This equation shows that the strain 11"11 and hence also the stress cl'1l depends
only on the deformation of the middle surface and that our kinematic relations, in particular (9.37), will yield zero strain when the shell is subjected to a
rigid-body displacement.
9.3. Stress Resultants and Equilibrium
In a shell the stress systems of plates and slabs are combined. There is a

membrane force tensor N"P corresponding to the tension-and-shear tensor of
the plane slab and a moment tensor MaP, whose components are bending and
twisting moments, and, as in a plate, it is inseparable from transverse shear
forces Q". All these forces and moments participate in establishing the
equilibrium of the shell element, but because of its curvature they interfere
with each other in a more complicated way than in plates and slabs.
Our present task is to define all these stress resultants in terms of the
stresses in the shell.
We select an arbitrary line element ds = dx7 a 7 on the middle surface. The
total of all the normals to the middle surface emanating from points of ds
forms a section element (Figure 9.3). It is roughly a rectangle of height hand
length ds, but since the middle surface has curvature and twist, the normals
are not precisely parallel to each other and do not even lie in one plane; hence
the section element is curved and twisted. We have to keep this in mind
when calculating stress resultants.
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ds
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FIGURE

9.3

Section through

Q

.'1.'2

_J..

shell.

Inside the section element we isolate a subelement of height dz, as indicated
in Figure 9.3. The line element vector dr, which is the base of this element,
differs from ds in magnitude and direction. It has the same components dx Y,
but in a local reference frame gy,
(9.49)
The area of the subelement is

dA

= dr

x

83

dz

= dx Y dz £13.. 1" = dA ..

g"

with the components
(9.50)
If we assume that the material of the shell lies behind the area element, the
vector dA has the direction of the outer normal.
Across the subelement a force
dF = dF a g~

+ dF 3 g3

is transmitted. With the definition (4.6) of the stress qii, we can write it in the
form
(9.51)

The first term represents a force in the tangential plane of the middle surface,
while the second one is a force normal to the shell. We deal first with this
latter one because it is the simplest. Integrating across the shell thickness h,
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we find the resultant

f dF g
3

3

=a 3 f q l1.3 dA a =a 3 dxyf

+h/2
-hj2

qa3{ay dz •

The permutation tensor lay depends on the local metric 911.Y' but we may use
(9.22) to express it in terms of Ell.)' , which is defined in terms of aay and, hence,
does not depend on z. The resultant force is then

f dP3 g 3-- a 3 dx Y Eay f
We define

QI1. = _

f

+h/2

+h/2

-h/2

q11.3"
dz'
r

qa3 jJ. dz

(9.52)

. -h/2

and have then the vertical force

f dF3 g3 = -£ay dx Y QI1. a3'

(9.53)

Qa is the transverse shear force of the shell. Its interpretation is the same as
that of the shear force in a plate. Equation (9.52) differs from its counterpart
(7.62a) for the plate by the presence of the factor jJ., which accounts for the
curvature of the shell and all its consequences.
We now turn to the first term in (9.51) and subject it toa similar treatment.
This term contains a factor g6 but while g3 = a3 is a constant, go depends,
through (9.1), on z, and we have to make use of this equation to express the
force in the reference frame ap :

We define
(9.54)
and have then
(9.55)
The force elF of (9.51) has a lever arm za 3 with respect to the center of the
section and hence a moment

dM = za 3 x dF = z(ql1.°a3 x ~

+ qa3a3

X g3) dAa.

Because of a 3 = g3' the second term in the parentheses equals zero and the
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total moment of the forces dF in the section element is

We define
(9.56)
and have then
(9.57)
The definition of the moment tensor Mfl.fl is similar to the d,efinition (7.62c) for
the plate; the difference lies again in the presence oHactors which account for
the curvature and the twist of the shell.
The stress resultants QfI., Nfl.fl , M"fl must satisfy certain differential equations, which express the equilibrium of a shell element. We proceed in the
same way as we did for the plate, obtaining the equilibrium conditions by
integrating (6.6) without ever seeing a shell element. The only difference lies
in the factor by which we multiply this equation. It must be so chosen that
the three integrals obtained coincide with those occurring in (9.52), (9.54), and
(9.56).
Just as we did'on page 128 for the plate, we let i = 'l' in (6.6) and split the
three-term sum over j into a two-term sum over p plus an extra term for
j= 3:

(9.58)
The covariant derivatives in this equation are, of course, the three-dimensional
derivatives based on the metric at the point B, Figure 9.1; that is, they are
based on 9"p and 933' We use (S.23d), (9.18), and (9.20) to express those
derivatives in terms of the two-dimensional covariant derivative based on the
metric of the middle surface. Beginning with (fyfl Ip , we find
(fYPlfl

r:

= (fYfl,fl + tfflrZp + (fy'r:, + (f3pr~p + (fy3 3
=(fYP,p + tfP(rlP + ).,~JLt"lI) + (f7C(r:, + ).,~JL:",)
-

b~
(fy3 A"
'lIb~
(f3P',.
A~ 11p.

We may now use (8.38) to combine three of the temlS into (fYflll p , and we have
(fYfll p

= (fYPli fl + tfll).,~JLt"fl + (fyc).,~JL:II, -

«(f3P)"1

+ (f73A.~)b:.

Since we later shall multiply (9.58) by JL;JL, we now apply this factor to (fyfl III
and make use of (9.4) and (9.16) to find
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6 Y'l p Jl;Jl;;: q"II,Jl;Jl + O'y/lJl;II,Jl + 6 YCp;JlII, - (O'3 P 156+ O'y3).{Jl';)Jlb;

= (O'Y'Jl~ Jl)lIp - (O' 3Pbj + O'73).~ Jl; b~)fl.
When O'y3 1~ is processed in the same manner, many of the Christoffel symbols
turn out to be zero and we have
0'73 13

;;:: 0'73. 3 ... qC3r~c .,., O'r3~3 -

qC3).1

bt

and, after multiplication by Jl;Jl and use of (9.2),
O'y3!sJl;Jl;;: (U73 ,3#; - qC 3b'Ofl = (O'73. 3Jl;

+ qC3Jl't.3)Jl = (O'y3p';).3Jl·

We now return to (9.58), multiply it by JL; Jl dz, introduce the results just
obtained, and integrate across the shell thickness h:

f

+"/2

-11,2

(O'Y'Jltp)lI, dz - bi

+

f

+11,1-

-~1-

J

+"/"

-11,1-

O'3 Pp. dz

[_O'73Jl;)'~b; + (O'Y3Jl';).3]Jl dz +

J

+11,1-

-~1-

X7 Jl ;Jl dz ==

o.

(9.59)

In the first two terms we recognize N'IZ/I, and brp Q' from (9.54) and (9.52) and
to the third integral we apply (9.17), which reduces it to

f-m [O'Y3Jl;Jl.3 + (q7 3Jl;).3JlJ dz = [q 3Jl;Jl] -m·
+~

+~

Y

(9.60)

This is the difference of the surface tractions acting on the faces z = ± h/2, each
of them mUltiplied by a factor, which reduces the local metric to that of the
middle surface. Similarly, the last integral represents the resultant of the local
volume forces, and both terms together can be combined into the tangential
load component

p'" = [ qy3Jl;Jl] +h,l +
-h/2

J+ '1- XYJl;Jl dz.
II

-lin.

The equilibrium condition appears then in its final form:

N'''II, + Q'bj + p" ... o.

(9.61)

+ 0'33 13 + X 3 ... O.

(9.62)

It assures the equilibrium of forces in the direction a,. (ex = 1, 2).
To obtain the condition of equilibrium of forces normal to the shell, we
return to (6.6) and now let i= 3 andj= IX, 3:
q3«1 ..

When we apply (5.23d) to the first term, we recognize that one of the Christoffel symbols is zero, and we use equations (9.18) through (9.20) to reduce the
other on~s to terms defined on the middle surface:

+ u 311.r3311 + O'33r,3«
:;;: U 311... + O'''''Jl~b«p + O'3 7(r'n + 1~Jl:1I7) - u331;b:.

O';I~I , ,=
-

3 + q37~7"
0'3..,ill + O''1'Jr711
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While q«P is a two-dimensional stress tensor, q3C1 has only one free superscript
and is a vector. Therefore, its two-dimensional covariant derivative follows
(8.32). Its two terms can easily be recognized in the last expression, and after
mUltiplication by p., we have
q 3C1 1C1p. = qYClp.:p.bClP

+ q 3C1 11«p. + q3 Yp.lIy + q33p..3'

In the last two terms of this equation, use has been made of (9.16) and (9.17).
It is easily seen that q3313 = q33. 3 , and when we now multiply (9.62) by p.
and integrate across the shell thickness, we arrive at the following equation:
bClP

f

+11/2

-h/2

qYClp.~p. dz +

f

+h/2

-11/2

(q 3C1 11C1p.

+

f

+ q3C1p.IICI) dz

H/2

(q33p..3 + q33.3P.)dz

-~2

+

f-N2 X 3p. dz = O.
+1112

The first integral is NCIP from (9.54); the second one is the ex-derivative of QCI
from (9.52), and the third one can be integrated and combined with the last
one to yield
[q33p.]

+"/2
-11/2

+

f

+h/2
-h12

X3p. dz

= p3,

that is, the normal component of the distributed load in the direction of
positive z. The entire equation then assumes the following, final form:
NClPb«p - QClIICI

+ p3 =

0,

(9.63)

and this is the equilibrium condition for forces normal to the shell.
To insure the moment equilibrium of a shell element, we return to (9.59) and
insert a factor z under each integral. Since the sum of the integrands in this
equation vanishes, this is a permissible operation, exactly as the multiplication
of the original equilibrium condition by p.~ p., which is already incorporated in
(9.59). In the modified equation, the first integral is the covariant derivative
of M pz from (9.56); in the third integral we repeat the operation which led to
(9.60) and integrate by parts:

f

+h/2

-h{2

[qy3p.~P..3 + (qy3p.~).3P.JZ dz =
=

r

+11/2

• -h/2

(qy3p.~P.),3Z dz

[qi'3Jl~JlZ]

+h/2
- h/2

-

f

+h/2

-h/2

qy3p.;p. dz.

We can now write the modified equation (9.59) in the following form:

f

- MP«i: p - bp

+h/2

-h/2

q3 Pp.Z dz

+ [qi' 3p.;p.Z]

+h/2
-h/2

-

f

+h/2

-h/2

qll3p. pJl dz

+

f

"-h/2

-h/2

XYp.~JlZ dz = O.
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Making use of (9.2), we may combine the first two of the integrals:

- f

+h/2
-1J/2

c;3 P(zbp

+ /lp)/l dz =

- f

+1J/2
-1J/2

C;3P

0'8/l dz

= Q" ;

and the third and fifth terms are the contributions of the surface tractions and
the body forces to a moment load, which we denote by _mil. Thus we arrive
at the final form of our equation:

Q" + mil = O.

MP~lip -

(9.64)

This equation, which stands for two component equations, assures the moment
equilibrium with respect to all axes tangent to the middle surface.
In derivirg (9.6J), (9.63), and (9.64), we started from (6.6), which is a condition imposed upon the derivatives of the stresses in order to insure equilibrium
of a volume element. Like (6.6), the three shell equations derived from it are
differential equations and are essential conditions which the stress resultants
must satisfy. There is still another equilibrium condition" the one for the
moments about a normal to the shell, and this equation has a quite different
position within the set of shell equations; as we shall presently see.
We start from (4.8), let i,j = 0:, Pand make use of the permutation tensor,
writing
(liP

(9.65)

c;"P = O.

We apply (9.21), multiply by /l and integrate:
£y6

f

+h/2
-h/2

c;" P/l~ /l~ /l

dz = O.

We split the factor /l~ according to (9.2) and have

£Y~f

+1J/2

-h/2

c;"P/lJO:/ldz-£y~b~f

+1J/2

-h/2

c;"P/l~/lzdz=O,

whence
£y6(N6y + b:¥PY) = 0
or, after some changes in the notation for the dummy indices,

£1lp(N"P

+ b~M~P) = O.

(9.66)

This is the desired equilibrium condition. Different from the other ones, it is
algebraic and therefore does not control the variation of the stress resultants
from one point to the next, but is a condition imposed on their values at any
single point. It flows immediately from the statement that the stress tensor
is symmetric and is nothing else but this statement, expressed in stress
resultants. This symmetry, which through Hooke's law corresponds to the
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symmetry of the strain tensor, is part of our fundamental concepts and not an
additional condition imposed upon the stresses and the stress resultants.
This is the reason why (9.66) is not part of the fundamental shell equations,
but is a surplus equation, which the solution of the fundamental equations
will satisryautomatically. This does not mean that the equation is entirely
worthless. There have been many attempts at finding shortcuts to avoid the
complexity of the shell equations, and many of these attempts have introduced
simplifying assumptions leading to a violation of (9.66). This is not necessarily a grievous deficiency of such attempts, since the violation may be very
slight, but in any simplified theory (9.66) deserves careful examination.
Equations (9.61), (9.63), and (9.64) are the essential equilibrium conditions
of the shell. It is possible to use (9.64) to eliminate the transverse shear force
Qa from the other two. The result of the simple calculation is the following
pair of equations:
(9.67)
When using these equations, one should keep in mind that the tensors N""1l
and Mall are not symmetric and that in the second derivative the order of the
covariant differentiations cannot be interchanged. Together they represent
three component equations, associated with the equilibrium of forces in
tangential and normal directions.
When a shell is thin enough, it seems plausible that the moments M""1l
cannot make a substantial contribution to the equilibrium. Practical experience with solved problems shows that this is true if the boundary conditions
are favorable and if there are no discontinuities in the curvature of the shell
and the distribution of the load. Naturally, moment loads rna must be
excluded in this case. A shell theory based upon the assumption that Mall == 0
is called membrane theory.
If the assumption is accepted, it follows immediately from (9.64) that also
Qa = 0, and then (9.61) and (9.63) as well as the pair (9.67) reduce to
(9.68a, b)
In the absence of all moments (9.66) simply reads fall Nap =()- and shows that
Nil == N 21 • The two component equations (9.68a) and the single equation
(9.68b) then contain only three unknowns Nil, Nil, N 22 and can be solved
for them if there are sufficiently many boundary conditions in terms of the
stress'resultants to make the solution unique. A structure of this kind is
called statically determinate. If desired, its deformation can be calculated
after the stress system has been found.
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After having established the kinematic relations (9.38) and (9.45) and the
equilibrium conditions (9.61), (9.63), and (9.64), we have only one step left to
complete the fundamental set of shell equations. We still must write the
elastic law, which connects the stress resultants Nfl.P and M"P with the midsurface strains Bfl.p and Kfl.p.
The procedure is simple. We start from the definitions (9.54) and (9.56) of
the stress resultants, use Hooke's law (7.29) to express the stress (J"6 in terms of
the local strain B~, which we now denote by,,~, and use the kinematic equation
(9.48) to express ,,~ in terms of the midsurface strains. Equations (9.54) and
(9.56) contain contravariant stresses while Hooke's law, in the form we want
to use, has components of mixed variance and (9.48) is written in covariant
components. This makes it necessary first to correlate all these components,
using the metric tensor gfl.P and (9.6b).
We write for the contravariant stress components
~

=

~g76
7

=

(1f1.

17 16 aPII

Y P II

and use the plane stress form (7.29) of Hooke's law:
E
~ = - 12 [(1 - v),,~

-v

+ vc5;,,~]

to obtain

This may be introduced into (9.54):
NaP =

E
-1
v2
-

aP<J'

J+h 12
-h/2

[(1- v)"; + vc5;"n1p!JlJl~ dz

E
J+h12
= 1 _ v2 apf! -10/2 [(1 -

v),,; + vc5; ,,~]A.~ Jl dz.

The strains,,;, ,,~must now be expressed in terms of the covariant components

",6 :

whence
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Now it is time to make use of (9.48), which we rewrite with appropriate
changes of the indices:
''h~ = e",1l[1-I6 - !ZK"tC<5[Il~

+

<5~IlD·

Introducing this into the preceding equation yields the following expression
for NaP:

The integrand in this equation contains the constants e"., K{., K OT ' an explicit
factor z in the second bracket, and quantities IIp, Ap, 1-1, which depend on z
and the curvature tensor according to (9.2), (9.5), and (9.12). When they are
explicitly expressed in powers of z, the integrand becomes a power series and
the integration can be performed separately for each term. The definite
integrals of the odd powers are zero, and the integrals of the even powers lead
us to introduce the extensional stiffness
Eh

(9.70a)

D=-1 - v2

and the bending stiffness
(9.70b)
We decide to drop terms with h5 and higher powers of h. This decision is made
in addition to the assumption of the conservation of normals, but it is not
independent of it. Since the conservation of normals is only approximately
true. it is worthless to carry the higher powers of 11, and even the terms in h 3 are
not exact. They are carried, however ..since this is the only way one can obtain
a formulation of the shell equations which does not violate one or another of
the basic laws of mechanics.
Working out the details is lengthy, but simple, tensor algebra. The result is
the following relation:
.W·1i

= D[( 1 -

\')e21i

_ K

v

[1 ;

+ ve~ a"'P]

[2all~b.Y + all'iba6 + a.6bP)· _

b1(a"'Oally

+ v(a",Pb)'6 + a,ob"'P -

+ a"''iaPO)]

alZllaYObD]K).o.

(9.71)
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The only difference between (9.54) and (9.56) lies in a factor z under the
integral, which is present in M·P and is missing in N·P. We may, theref0re,
obtain a formula for the moments by retracing all the steps leading IIp to
(9.69), just inserting this factor z. Then again when the :ntegrand is wntten
as a polynomial in z, there will be no term without z and, within th~ limits 0f
accuracy chosen, only the term with Z2 makes a contribution. Working out
the algebra yields

M·P = K[(l - v)(b;e YP - bie·P) + v(b· P- biaaP)e:
-·1(1 - V)(K"P

+ J(P") + vall/lKi]. -

(9.72)

with
(9.73)

The two equations (9.71) and (9.72) represent the elastic law of the shell.
Together with the kinematic relations (9.38), (9.45) and the equilibrium
conditions (9.61), (9.63), (9.64) they are the fundamental equations of shell
theory.

Problems
9.1. Derive the relation

, .. ,,6 _ 1:6
April. - Up,

which is a counterpart of (9.4).
9.2. Calculate g. = r,. and thence g.p = g•. gp and 2.d = g.p - g.p. Compare
the result with (9.37).
9.3. Apply the fundamental equations of shell theory to a spherical shell of
radius a. As coordinates, use the colatitude q, = Xl measured along a meridian from
the apex and the longitude B=x2 •
References

For two generations, the last chapters of Love's book [19] have been the
basic reference in matters of shell theory; and the book still has a place of
honor in the field. A larger supply of solved problems is found in newer books,
among which [10] and (11] are exclusively devoted to shells, while [12] and
[341 also include plates. All these books use component equations in coordinates adapted to spe~ial classes of shell geometry. Love [19] and Novozhilov
[25J give general equations based on coordinates following the lines of curvature. Green-Zerna [13] present a general shell theory in tensor form.
There are several ways of deriving shell equations and each of them has its
protagonists. A large amount of literature has sprung up using one or the
other and comparing the results. The approach used in this book, based upon
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strict adherence to the postulate of conservation of normals, is usually
attributed to Kirchhoff and Love. It seems that the first equations which, by
their standards, are exact, are the equations for the circular cylinder given in
[8] and reproduced in [10] and [11]. The subject has since then been taken up
by many authors. Equations for a general shell of revolution may be found
in [10].
A very general presentation of shell theory, using tensor notation anel
genera] curvilinear coordinates, has been given by Naghdi [~4] and Marlowe
[21]. The presentation in this book has made much use of these, but goes
beyond them. drawing a distinct line between strain quantities and displace,.
ment quantities (including the so,.ca11ed displacement gradients), ~dmitting
only strain in the constitutive equations.

CHAPTER

10

Elastic Stability

W.

DEFINE AS a structure a solid body (or even a number of connected
bodies) which is so supported that it can carry loads. In general, elastic
structures are deterministic. To each (positive or negative) increment of load
they respond with a definite change of stress and deformation. This corresponds to the fact that the displacement vector Uk is determined by a linear
differential equation (6.8) which, together with the appropriate boundary
conditions, has a unique solution.
Observation shows that there are exceptions to the deterministic behavior.
There are elastic structures which, under a certain critical load, can be in
equilibrium in several adjacent states of stress and the corresponding states of
deformation. Since all these stress states pertain to the same load, the elastic
structure is in neutral equilibrium and a spontaneous transition from one
state of stress to another is possible. Such a transition is known as buckling of
the structure. The buckling of a straight column under its Euler load is an
example.
It is obvious that this phenomenon cannot be described by (6.8). The
differential equation which admits to more than one solution must contain
some sort of nonlinearity. To find it, we inspect the sources of the linearity of
(6.8), from which we shall now drop the dynamic term 2pu i • This equation
summarizes Hooke's law (4.11), the kinematic relation (6.1), and the equilibrium condition (6.6). Hooke's law postulates that the material has linear
elastic behavior and we do not intend considering a different material. The
kinematic relation (6.1) has been obtained by linearizing the exact equation
(6.2). This linearization is possible as long as uilj ~ 1. In a sequence of
adjacent states of deformation this is true for all if it is true for one. Since we
want to study a neutral equilibrium within the range of small deformation, we
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have no reason not to use the linearized form. More subtle and most important is the linearization of the equilibrium condition (6.6). The element shown
in Figure 6.2'is the undeformed element, and (6.6) formulates the equilibrium
offorces acting on this element, while in reality they are acting on a deformed
element. Since elastic deformations are small, this approximation is good
enough in most cases, but not here, as we may easily understand.
When the load is gradually increased until it reaches its critical value, the
stresses and displacements approach everywhere definite limiting values,
which we denote by (jii and ii k • We call this the critical state. As soon as this
critical state has been reached, an adjacent state becomes possible, which we
call the buckled state and in which the stresses are {Iii = (jii + (Tii and the
displacements Uk = ii k + Uk' Thus, (Tii and Uk are the small increments of
stress and displacement which occur during buckling. They are infinitesimal
in the sense that if we let the buckled state approach the unbuckled one, then
(Tij -+ 0 and Uk -+ O.
The equilibrium condition for the basic state contains the basic stress (jii.
To write the condition for the buckled state, it is not enough simply to replace
(jii by {Iii, because these stresses act in slightly different directions. These
differences are proportional to the difference in deformation, i.e. to the
buckling displacement Uk and give rise to terms «(jij + (Tii)Uk' While (TiiUk is a
product of two infinitesimal quantities and has to be dropped, the product
(jiJ Uk is of the same order of magnitude as the linear terms in (Tii and must be
kept. Terms ofthis type are characteristic for all problems of elastic buckling.
They are nonlinear because they are products of a stress and a displacement,
but they are still linear if we are looking only for the infinitesimal quantities
(Tii and Uk' whose existence signals the presence of an adjacent equilibrium.
Thus we arrive at the remarkable situation where we are dealing with a
differential equation which has non unique solutions, but where the mathematical formalism stays within the domain of linear differential equations.
After these preparations we may formulate the differential equations of
our problem. As before, we use a coordinate system Xi which is deformed
with the body. In the critical state (with .stresses (jii and displacements iii) the
base vectors are Ii = i, i and the metric tensor is gii' This reference frame will
be used for writing the equations, and covariant derivatives are understood to
use the r~k derived from its metric gii .
The rectangular body element shown in Figure 10.1 is cut from the body in
the critical state. The face tis x cit on its right-hand side has the area

ciA, = cis} cit" £ik'
and nn it the force (j''''im ciA, is acting.
In the buckled state the base vectors are

em == (i + u),m == L + u,m == im + u"lmin
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dt

dr
FIGUR,E

10.1

Stresses acting on a volume element in the prebuckling slate.

and we write the force then acting as
~mOm dA,;

that is, we still refer it to the area before buckling, but we resolve it in components with respect to the postbuckling base vectors Om. We define the
incremental stress (JIm through the equation
(j'm = a'm

+ (J'm.

The force on the right-hand face of the volume element may then be written as
(jlmOm dA,

= (a'm + (Jlm)(im + unlmin) dA, = (a'm + (JIm + a,numln)im dA"

omitting from. the last member a term which is of second order in the incremental quantities (JIm and un.
We now go back to the derivation of the equilibrium condition (6.6) for the
volume element shown in Figure 10.1. We may apply that equation to the
stresses before buckling:
(10.1)

denoting by X m the volumt:; force then acting. After buckling, the forces
acting on the pair of faces ds x dt of the body element differ by
(qJmOm),i dr i dA,

= (aIm + u'm + ii'numln)l;im dri ds i dt" ('i'"

We add the contributions of the other sides of the body element and have the
resultant force of all stresses:
[(a'm

+ (Jim + a,numln)li ('il< + ( )Ii (ill< + ( )1" (ijJJim dr i dsi dt".

According to the argument presented on page 79, this is the same as
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(10.2)
This force must be in equilibrium with the body force after buckling (see
p. 88), which we write in the form

(Xm

+ Xm)-gm (..IJ" dr i ds i dt'·,

(10.3)

that is, we refer also the incremental force xm to the base vectors gm and to the
prebuckling volume of the body element. The sum of the expressions (10.2)
and (10.3) must vanish. When we subtract (l0.1) from this statement, we are
left with
[u'mh + (O'lnuml n) It + X"']l;ik dr i ds i dtkim

=:

O.

We may drop the scalar factor (iik d,i dsi dt k and, since the remaining vector
has to be zero, each of its components must vanish. After a change of dummy
indices this leads to the following torm of the equilibrium condition for the
buckled state:
(l0.4)
This equation, the elastic law (4.11) or (4.25), and the kinematic relation (6.1),
applied..k> the incremental quantities u ii , £ij' and "i' are the basic equations
of the stability problem.
Gravity forces do not change in magnitude or direction when the structure
buckles. If they appear as loads, the incremental load Xi == O. Other body
forces, like centrifugal forces, may change, but then the increments Xi are
proportional to the buckling deformation and thus are part of the unknowns
of the problem. Equations (10.4), (4.11), and (6.1) are then linear, homogeneous equations and the structure is in neutral equilibrium when they have a
nontrivial solution. This amounts to an eigenvalue problem, the eigenvalue
being hidden in the prebuckling stresses O'ii occurring as coefficients in (l0.4).
We shall now apply (l0.4) to the buckling of a plane plate. The plate is
loaded by edge forces only (hence Xl == 0), which act in its middle plane. The
stress system is that of a plane slab with the stresses O'''P uniformly distributed
across the thickness (O"'Pb == 0), while 0"'3 =: 0'33 =: O. We introduce the
tension-and-shear tensor
Nap

=:

hQ"'P

and otherwise may apply to this stress system all the notations and formulas
of plane stress systems (see pp. 112 through 113).
When the plate becomes unstable, it buckles laterally. Each point of the
middle plane undergoes a deflection u3 = w normal to that plane, which
depends only on x"', but not on x 3 = z. Points not on the middle plane
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undergo the same displacement w, but also a displacement UII governed by
equation (7.57), which states the assumption of the conservation of normals.
The incremental strains BliP and stresses (lII.P are linear functions of z; these
stresses produce bending and twisting moments Ma. P, but no additions Na.P to
the prebuckling forces NII.P. We keep this in mind now when we let i = 3 and
integrate (10.4) across the plate thickness h:

The second term of the integrand yields

f

+b/2

(133h

dz ==

-~

f

+b/2

(133,3

dz

+b/Z
=: [(133]

-~

-~

=0

because the faces of the plate are free from stress. In the fourth, fifth, and
sixth terms we note that ij 3 7 = (jIl3 = 0 and wh = W,3 = o. In the third term we
write

«(jIl7wI7)1, = ijP71, Wl7 + ij'7w17P
and see that the first term on the right vanishes because of (7.10), which applies
to the prebuckling stresses ijP7 with X 1 = O. In the integrals that still remain,
we note that wand its derivatives do not depend on z and, therefore, may be
pulled before. the integral sign. We apply (7.62) to find that

f

+II/Z

-"/Z

(afl31, + (jIl7wI7,) dz = -Q'l p +wl,yN'7 = 0

or, in changed notation,
(10.5)
This equation describes the equilibrium between the transverse shear forces
QII. produced by the buckling and the origimil plane stress system NII.P, which,
through the curvature will.' of the buckled plate, develops a thrust normal to
the middle plane.
To complete our equilibrium statements, we derive a moment equation,
multiplying (10.4) by a lever arm z and integrating. We let i = ex and at once
omit terms containing the vanishing stress components ijP3 and ij33:

f-,,/z [aflll./p +
+"/Z

(1311.13

+ (ijPYu"ly)lp]z dz = o.

We apply (7.62c) to the integral of the first term and on the second term
we perform the same integration by parts as described on page 128. Since the
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stress (j"3a on the surfaces z = ±hj2 is zero, we thus obtain from these integrals

-MP"'l p + Q".
In the third term of the integrand we use the kinematic relation (7.57):

Everything in the parentheses is independent of z and can be puiIed out of the
integral. Furthermore, (jP)'l p = 0, as we have noted earlier. In the remaining
integral we use (7.66) and obtain

a=PYwl'"yp

K(1 - v2 )

E

aPy

= -E

.

(Kwl ay{J)(1 - v2 ) •

The first factor on the right-hand side is of the order of a prebuckling strain
£p, and, hence, ~ 1, while the second factor is, according to (7.65), of the order
of a derivative M;I{J of a moment. The entire integral is small in the ratio
Ii: I compared to MP"'l p and, therefore, negligible. All that remains of our
equation is the simple statement

M{J"'I
. P =Q'",

(10.6)

identical with equation (7.68) of plate bending when we there delete the external moment 111', which is not present in this case.
When we eliminate Q'" between (10.5) and (10.6), we find the condensed
equilibrium statement
(10.7)
In a plate of isotropic material, the moments Map are connected with the
deflection w through the same equation (7.65) as in plate bending, and when
we use it to eliminate MPa from (10.7), we may make the same simple computation as shown on page 129 and arrive at the differential equation for the
buckling deflection of the plate:

Kwi aP
ap -- -NrtPwl «p'

(10.8)

This is a homogeneous, linear equation, which always has the trivial solution
w == O. If the prebuckling forces Nap are proportional to a load parameter p,
it is possible that, for a certain value of this parameter, a nontrivial solution
can be found which satisfies the boundary conditions of a given plate. Such a
value of pis caUed an eigenvalue of the mathematical problem and represents
a loac.for which the plate is in a neutral equilibrium, ready to deflect laterally
without provocation.
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CHAPTER 11

Principal Axes and Invariants

WE HAVE SEEN (on p. 46) how the force transmitted in an arbitrary
area element dA can be described in terms of the nine components a ii of the
stress tensor. We may ask whether, among all the area elements passing
through a given point, one can find a special one for which the force ali dAi
happens to be normal to the area on which it is acting. In that case the stress
would be a simple tension or compression, not accompanied by a shear stress.
The normal to such an area element and, hence, the direction of the stress in
it, is called a principal direction or a principal axis of the stress tensor a ii.
If the force is to be normal to the area element dA == dA J gi, its covariant
components a} dA I must be proportional to the covariant components dA j
of that normal. Let the proportionality factor be denoted by a; then

01 dAi == a dAJ

or

(a~ - at5}) dA,

= O.

(11.1)

(11.2)

This tensor equation represents three component equations for the three
unknowns dA i • These equations are homogeneous and, in general, have only
the trivial and meaningless solution dA I = O. A nontrivial solution exists if
and only if the determinant of the nine coefficients vanishes, i.e. if
S

== det{a} -

ac5})

==

a} - a
O'~
O'~

(11.3)

This is a cubic equation for a. It has three roots O'(m) , where the subscript (m)
serves to distinguish the three scalars Q(I)' 0'(2)' 0'(3), which are not components of a vector. The O'(m) are known as the eigenvalues of (11.2).
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Once these eigenvalues have been calculated, each of them may be introduced separately in {I 1.2) and will lead to a set dA i, which we shall denote by
dA(m)i' Since the linear equations (11.2) are homogeneous, they are also
satisfied by a multiple p dA(m)I' where p may be any positive or negative or
even a complex number. This means that only the ratios dA(m)l' dA'M12:
dA(m)3 are determined, that is, the orientation of the area element, but ,lOt its

size.
Since (11.3) has real coefficients, at ieast one of its roots must be real, while
the other two may be real or a conjugate complex pair, which would lead to
conjugate complex and therefore meaningless solution~ dA(m)i of (J 1.2),

11.1. Unsymmetric Tensor
Equations like (11.2) and (11.3) can be written for any second-vrder tensor
and yield three (real or complex) eigenvalues and the corresponding principal
axes. We shall now approach this problem in a general form, without reference to the special object of the stress tensor.
We start from a tensor t li and even drop the symmetry requirement.
admitting that
i
t 'j

r

•

t'l

(11.4)

j'

With this tensor we associate an eigenvector
equation

Vi

through the linear te:lsor
(11.5)

which stands for three component equations. Since these are homogeneous,
a nonvanishing vector VI exists only if the coefficient determinant vanishes:
det(t~j - Tc5~)

=

t~l - T
t,~
t~3

t~l
t~2

= O.

(11.6)

t~3 - T

When we apply the expansion formula (3.23) to the determinant, we obtain
the following expression:
6 det(f.j

-

TI5~)

== (t~, - TI5D(t!m - Tc5!)(t" - Tc5!)lijk l'mll
== A - BT + CT l - DT 3 ,

in which the exponents attached to T indicate powers of that scalar, not components. To the coefficients A ... D we apply (3.20), (3.21), (3.22) and find
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= 6 det t~i'
i ti £k)
t i tk + t '1i u..:im t k·" + t '/'m
1m"
B -- (..:;
U, 'm'n
U" (Uk (
i ti
i t1
-- (ti'm'" ('ik + t ./."
+
t
)
1m"
(I",k
'/'m (U" (

A

,1

= tf", t~i bj

(ji: -

(ji (j7) + t~, tfm( (j: oj -

br bj) + t!/ t~n(~: bi: -

b~ (jrl

jk
ik
ik
ii
ij
-_t.ijk
t.k - t'k t. j + t'i t'k - t'k t.; + t.; toj - t. j t.;
= 3( t~i tfj - t~j tf;),
<;.k + £iti ..:k + s.j <;.j ·k\,
1m"
C -- (ti./ u<;.jm un
u/' m un
u, urn l.n)t.ijk (

+ t 'mj L";mk + t 'nk (fin'}<-lJk
-..
= 2( t!, (j: + t!m bj + t~n bk) = 6t~i'
= (t;

,/jk
·1 "

D --

£i <;.j ~k
U, Urn Un

<.

(;jk (

1m" _

-

(jjk (

ijk -

6•

The determinantal equation (11.6) thus assumes the form
(11.7)

This is a cubic equation for the eigenvalues T, called the characteristic equation of the tensor t.ij •
The tensor components t~j are defined in a reference frame gi If we
switch to another reference frame gi', the corresponding tensor components
t~~, will appear in (11.7), but its three solutions T must be the same as before.
This is possible only if the coefficients of this equation are the same in both
reference frames. that is, if they are invariant against coordinate transformations. We denote these invariants as follows:
I[ = t~i'

= t~; t!j - t~j t!i'
tIII = det t~j'
tIl

(11.8)

They are known as the first, second, and third invariant of the tensor t!j and
are, respectively, a linear, a quadratic, and a cubic function of its components. Any com binati on of the three is, of course, also invariant. There is
little chance to replace
by anything simpler or 1m by something more
obvious, but several combinations of tIl and the square of 1[ have been
suggested to serve as the second invariant, for example

'1

2

t[ -

2tf -

_

i

j

tIl - t'jt."

3tH = 3t~j tfi - t!; tfj •

(11.9a)
(11.9b)

The first of these has the advantage of simple appearance while the second one
can be expressed in terms of the deviator
;~j

= t!j -

tt~ (j~,
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which we have introduced for stress and strain tensors in (4.30). The reader
may verify that

2t; - 3tII

= 3i!} l!;.

(11.10)

Let T(m) and T(n) be two distinct roots of (11.6) and let vIm); and v(n)/c be the
eigenvectors associated with them through.(I1.5). We restate this equation in
the following form:

t~} v(m);

= 7(m)

t~, v(n)" = 7(n) v(n)I'

and

v(m)}

We multiply the second of these equations by gil and process its left-hand side
as follows:
t ·1l< gilv(n)1e -- t"ig i/c vi(n) -- t') LI
V(n) •
This leads to the pair of equations
(l1.11a, b)

and
Finally, we multiply (1 1.1 la) by

and (1 1.1 Ib) by V(m)i:

v{n)

t!} v(m)! v(n) = 7(m) vIm)} vln ) ,

= 7(n) V(m)i v~n)'
The left-hand sides of these equations are equal if and only if t!j = t}, that is,
t/V(m)i V{n)

if the tensor t ii is symmetric. On the right the factors T(m) and
nitely different and it follows that, for a symmetric tensor,
for

T(n)

are defi(11.12)

m:F n,

which indicates that the eigenvectors associated with two different eigenvalues
are orthogonal. t Therefore, if all the eigenvalues are real and different, the
principal axes of a symmetric tensor tij are orthogonal to each other. For
unsymmetric tensors no statement of this kind can be made.
Restricting the further study to symmetric tensors, we may investigate the
possibility of complex eigenvalues. Let us assume that there is a pair T(1) =
R + is and T(2) = R - is among the roots of (11.6) and let the corresponding
eigenvectors be v(1)j = Uj + iWj and V(2)j = u j - iWj with real quantities R, S,
uj and Wj. Then the orthogonality relation (11.12) requires that
(u j

+ ;wj)(u j

-

iw j )

=

UjU j

+ wjwi + i(wjui -

Uj wi}

= O.

The terms in parentheses are equal and cancel. The remaining terms are
each the dot product of a vector by itself, therefore positive and, since their
sum cannot be zero, we are forced to admit that there can be no complex
eigenvalues T(m)'
t If (11.6) has a double root, the linear equations (11.5) have two linearly independent
solutions, which may be so chosen that they are orthogonal. Any linear combination of
them is also an eigenvector.
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We may use the eigenvectors v(m) = vtm)gj as base vectors gm' = P~,gi'
Their contravariant components vim) are identical with the transformation
coefficients P~" The orthogonality relation (11.12), which may also be
written as
m.p n,
yields
for

m'.p n'

in agreement with our earlier finding that the reference frame gm' is orthogonal.
Since 01.5) determines only the direction, but not the magnitude of each
eigenvector, we may choose the gm' as unit vectors. If we do so, we have
additionally
for

m' = n'

and hence bm'" = bm'n' and the reference frame g",' is cartesian.
Equation (11.5) may be written in the alternate form
tij v~m) =

1(m)

g ij V ~m) •

Replacing v;m) by p~, and multiplying both sides by p~, we find that
tm'n'

= tij p~, p~, = 1(m) gij p~, p~, =

T(m) gm'n'

and hence
for

m' .p n'.

For the reference frame of the principal axes, the symmetric tensor is thus
reduced to diagonal form:

The foregoing discussion of principal axes and invariants may also be
applied to a two-dimensional tensor t«fJ. For such a tensor tIl = 21m and
there are only two distinct invariants, t1 and tIl' Symmetric tensors have a
pair of principal axes.
11.2. Tensors of Stress and Strain

We may now return to the stress tensor u ii , from which we started our
of principal axes. Since it is symmetric, there always exists a set
of three principal directions, orthogonal to each other. On an area element
whose normal

invest~gation
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points in a principal direction, according to (11.1) the force
dF =

O'} dA(m)lgi

=

O'(m)

dA(m)

(11.13)

is acting, which has the direction of the vector dA(;,,). The principal stress O'(m)
is, therefore, a normal stress, and is one of the roots 0' of the determinantal
equation (11.3), which may be written in the alternate form
(11.14)

Since the absolute value of the vector dA(m) is the true are"a of the element, the
stress tT(m) is a stress in the common sense of the word, a physical component
not in need of a conversion factor.
In a general stress field O'ij(xk) the principal directions change continuously
from point· to point, and we may draw curves which have everywhere one of
these directions for a tangent. These curves are called stress trajectories.
They form a three-parametric, orthogonal net and may be chosen as coordinate lines of a special, curvilinear coordinate system. The gm' defined on
page 176 are its base vectors, but their length is not arbitrary and must be
chosen in accordance with the varying mesh width of the net. In section
elements normal to one of the principal directions (and tangential to the
other two) only a normal stress is transmitted-the principal stress 0'm'm' •
The quantity s defined by (4.29b) is one third of the first invariant 0'1 as
defined by (11.8). The function of the stress components used in the yield
condition (4.40) and derived from the distortion energy is the second stress
invariant according to (11.9b).
The strain tensor eij is also a symmetric tensor and has three principal axes.
Since in a reference frame gm' using the directions of these axes there are no
shear strains em'n' (m' "# n'), these axes remain orthogonal during deformation, but the reference frame may, of course, undergo a rigid-body rotation.
With reference to these axes, the local deformation consists only of a stretching
(possibly negative) in the direction of each of them.
When Hooke's law (4.25) is applied to the reference frame gm' based on the
principal directions of strain, it turns out that only the stress components
0';::: with m' = n' are different from zero. This proves that in an isotropic
elastic material the principal directions of stress and strain coincide.
In connection with the linear kinematic relation (6.1), we have seen that the
strain tensor is the symmetric part of the tensor ud j of the displacement
derivatives, which, in general, is not symmetric. We may use this tensor to
study the properties of unsymmetric tensors.
The vector uil i dx i describes the displacement of a point Xi + dXi with
respect to.a reference frame gi attached to the point Xi and participating in its
translatory motion ui . We may ask whether we can find a line element vector
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dx; fuch ~hat the relative displacement uill dx i of its endpoint has the same
direction as the vector dx i itself. In this case there is

uil i dx i = A. dxi
or
(11.15)

This equation has the same form as (11.5) if we change all subscripts into
superscripts and vice versa. The characteristic equation (11.7) here reads
.
2
;., 3 - u'liA.

.,
+ t(u'·1·
iu'lj - uII jUil i)"1 - det U'/j
= O.

Now let Xl be a cartesian system with unit vectors g' = ii as base vectors
and consider the plane displacement field
It leads to the characteristic equation

;.,3 _ afJA. = 0,
which has the roots
A.=

-N.

A. = O.

The corresponding eigenvectors follow from (11.15):
dx 2 =

J7iFx dXl,

dx 2

= - J7iFx dx l ,

dx I

= dx2 = 0,

The third one is normal to the Xl, x 2 plane and the other two are
dr

= (ii ± ~ i 2 ) dx I •

For P = 0.5:x, they are the vectors dr(1) and dr(2) shown in Figure ll.la and
are not orthogonal. The corresponding displacement field is illustrated in
Figure 11.1 b, which, for several points on a quarter circle, shows the vectors
u = uil i dx; gj. One of them has precisely the direction of the corresponding
position vector dr. This is one of the principal directions of the tensor uil i •
For p = 0, two of the eigenvectors dr coincide and uil i has only two principal
directions, and for P < 0, they are complex valued so that there exists only one
principal axis. Other unsymmetric tensors show the same behavior.
The tension-and-shear tensor N"P and the moment tensor M·P of plane
plates are defined by (7.62). They are plane, symmetric tensors and each
has a pair of orthogonal principal directions. The corresponding tensors for
a shell, defined by (9.54) and (9.56), are unsymmetric, but they are almost
symmetric, NIl ~ N 21 , MI2 ~ M21. Therefore, they always have real
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Curvature

11.1

(b)

Principal axes 0/ the displacement derivative tensor.

principal directions and these are almost at right angles with each other. On
both plates and shells, one can draw force trajectories for Na. fJ and moment
trajectories for Ma. fJ , which form orthogonal or almost orthogonal nets.

11.3. Curvature
Among other second-order tensors which we have encountered in this book,
the curvature tensor bafJ of a curved surface deserves a brief inspection. It
has two invariants, the mean curvature b: and the Gaussian curvature det ba./i '
introduced in (8.23) and (8.24), respectively. It is symmetric and has two
orthogonal principal directions with base vectors a l , for which b12 = b 21 = O.
The components bl l and b 22 are the principal curvatures. As may be read
from (8.23) and (8.24), the mean curvature is the sum and the Gaussian
. curvature is the product of mixed-variant components b~ and b~ of the
principal curvatures. On the surface one may draw curves which are everywhere tangent to one of the directions of principal curvature. They are called
lines of principal curvature and form an orthogonal net. They have often
been used as a coordinate net for the formulation of the basic equations of
shell theory (Love [19], Novozhilov [25]). In most cases their use is obvious
(surfaces of revolution, cylinders) but in other cases they are unsuitable
because the edge of the shell does not coincide with a coordinate line and a
skew coordinate net does a better service. It is the strength of the tensor
formulation of continuum mechanics that skew coordinate nets can easily be
used.
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11.4. Vectors
In the light of what we have learned about second-order tensors. it is
interesting to have a look at vectors. The force vector P of (1.19) has a
certain direction and we may, if we wish, call this its principal axis. If we
transform the components pi from the reference frame gi to a frame gi"
which is so chosen that gl' has the direction of p. then P 2' = p 3 ' = O. The
base vectors g2' and g3' need not be orthogonal to gl' and have no particular
interest, but the principal direction has an obvious physical meaning. For a
force vector, it is the direction in which the force is pulling; for a velocity
vector it is the direction in which motion takes place.
In a velocity field we may draw curves which have everywhere the local
vector v as a tangent-the streamlines. In a force field (for example a magnetic
force field), we may draw similar field lines tangent to the force vector P.
Surprisingly. there exist some vectors to which a physical interpretation of
this kind does not apply.. The shear force Q" in a plate is an example. From
the definition (7.6Za) and from the equilibrium conditions (7.68) and (7.69)
it is dear that Q" satisfies the transformation requirement of a first-order
tensor, but the two components Ql and Q2 represent forces transmitted in
different sections through the plate and are not the components of one force.
However, we may perform a coordinate transformation from the base vectors
g.. to another pair gp,. Then, from (I.3Sc).

QIl' = Q"P~'.
Now let us assume that g.. are unit vectors and that gil' are a pair of orthogonal
unit vectors as shown in Figure 11.2. Applying (1.33a) to these vectors, one
easily verifies that

pf = cosP,

'pl'2 = SIn
. "/.

pf = -sin p,
fJf = cos ,,/,

whence

Q1'
Q2'

= QIPf + Q2Pf = Q1 cos P + Q2 sin ,,/,

= Q1Pf + Q2Pf = _Ql sin P + Q2 cos "/.

We ask whether we may choose P and hence "/ = 90° + P- O! so that Ql'
becomes a maximum. Differentiating Ql' with respect to p, we find that

dQl'

dP =

_Ql sin P+ Q2 cos,,/ = Q2'.

Therefore. for the same orthogonal frame in which Ql' is a maximum,
Q2' O. The vector II' points in the direction in which the load is passed on

=
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Reference frames g. and gP"

from one plate element to the next one, while in the direction normal to it no
force is,transmitted.
Also in this case it is possible to draw field lines following the direction of
the vectors Q = QIIg... This indicates the direction of the force flow which
carries the loads on a plate to the supports.
Problem

11.1. The torsion stresses 'T- = u'· in the plane of the cross section are obviously
components of a plane vector. Show that the stresses 'T" = ud in longitudinal sections of the bar have the same character as the shear force Q" in a plate.
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Compilation of Tensor
Formulas

THE

APPLICATION OF the tensor calculus to the formulation of problems in mechanics requires the skillful use of many formulas. The following
list of equations derived.in the text will be useful as a ready reference. However, none of the formulas should be applied blindly; the derivation and
possible limitation may be found at the proper place.
The formulas have been arranged in logical groups and carry the same
numbers as in the text.

12.1. Mathematical Formulas
Range convention (see p. 35):
Latin indices i, j, k, ... = 1, 2, 3
Greek indices IX, p, y, ... = 1, 2
Capitals I, J, ... and indices in parentheses (m), (n), ... are not subjected
to the range convention.
Summation convention (see p. 6):
Kronecker delta:

a =1
i

J.

t' f

l.
=.
j,

ai = 3,

d
ClJ=

a: = 2

0

if

(1.4)

Permutation symbol:
eijk

= eIJk = + 1
= -1

=

0

if
if
if

i,j, k are cyclic
i,j, k are anticyclic
i,j, k are acyclic

W. Flügge, Tensor Analysis and Continuum Mechanics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1972

(see p. 29)
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in two dimensions:

ell = e22
e«{J

=

= 0,

+1,

ell =

Ea{J

Permutation tensor:
ijik

[ijk[lmn

=

=

(3.13), (3.15)

jUeiik.

bl b~ b! - b; b~ b~ + b~ b{ b~
- b!b~b: + b~b~b: - b~bi b!

= i5~I5! - b~b!
(ijlc E .• = 2b
(Ii"("" = 6
tli = tii •
then (Iiktli = 0
Eiik(lmn

k
n

IJn

IJ

if

(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.16)

in two dimensions:
(<<{J

= (a{J3 ,

(a{J(Y6
ill.{JE

y{J

c«{J

=

[a{J3

= b~b: - b6b~
Erz{J~a{J = 2
"

= b«Y'

(3.26)
(3.29a)
(3.29b, c)

Common derivative:

00

D,i=

ox

oUi

l '

Ui.j

= oxi

(2.12)

Dot product:

Base vectors:

V=Vigi -=

(1.18), (1.20)

vii

(1.19), (1.21)
(1.16)

ds= dx i gi
Metric tensor:

gi = gijgj,
gij

= gi . gj'

gi = giigj
gii =

gJi.=b!J

gi . gi

gillgj/t. = b{
ds . ds = g'J..dx l dx i

(1.23)

(1.24)
(1.53)

(1.26)
(1.27)
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vigt} = vi

Ctl}

eUgikgil =
Ciigikgil = ck'

rCh.12
(1.28)
(1.46)

Coordinate transformation:

Pj'' -Xi
,j',

(1.36)

1:1<'
Pipt'
i' i = ui"

(1.32)
(1.31)

gi'= PI,gi'

g,= Pi gi"
i'

(1.33)

v~: = v~ P).-,

(1.35)

= V'Pi'

vi

Ci'i' = C'iPi~PJ,
ei'i' -_ c-.-iipi'pi'
, i'
C,'i'

=

C,i

eii = ei'i,ptPj'
eIi -_ Cj'i'P'i' pii'

Pi''pl'i

(1.39)
(1.41)
(1.43)

Invariants of the tensor t ii :
(11.8)

Determinants: .

1
-==
g

Iglil

(3.9), (3. 10)

'!=IPfI
L1

(3.8)

(with a as on p. 29.)

(3.4a)
(3.17)

Cross product:
(3.32), (3.33)

Let D

X V == W,

then
Wt

for any vectors

D, T,

I

.

(3.35), (3.36)

== u vlE'ik'

w:
DXV'W==D'VXW

(3.40)

U'viW"E'ik

(3.37)

D X V • W ==

gl X g2 • g3

== JU,

gl X g2 . g3

== l/JU

(3.41), (3.42)
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gi,j = rijkgk = r~jgk
gi,j = _ r}k gk

(5.2)

Christoffel symbols:

gi,j ,gk = r ijk ,

(5.3)

gi,j .gk = rtj

nj gk' = r ijl ,
rijk

(5.9)

r jjk gk!

= r jik •

= rli

(5.4)
(5.6)
(5.7)

r~ = r'i

+ r jki
+ gki,j -.gij,k

gij,k = riki
2rijk = gjk,i

(5.8)

Covariant derivative:
V,j = viljgj = viljgi
dv = vilj gidx j = v;!j gi dx j

Vilj

= Vi,j -

(5.10), (5.12)
(5.14)
(5.11), (5.13)

Vk r~}

(5.16)
(5.17)

viljgik = vklj
vilk = vii} gik

for a scalar:
(5.19)
for a tensor:

(5.23)

second derivative:
V,ik = (V;!jk

+ Vj]/r}k)gi =

(viljk

+ vil,r~k)gi

v·l·k
= (v 't).. - vm r~)
k - (v, .J. - vm r/m)r!k(v.I.I
I J
I),
J
I
viljk - vilkj = Vm R
R m jjk = rik,i - rn,k + rlj r:k

-

m ijk ,
-

r;;: rl j

(5.29)

Vm rm,)r
'kJ·
I

(5.27)
(5.28)

special tensors:
(5.24), (5.25)

(5.26)
Vector field operators:
(5.20)
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~ div v =

vii i

curl v = Vjli€ijk gk =
curl grad p = 0,

Vjli€ijkt

div curl v = 0

V 2 p = div grad

p = pi:,
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(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.33), (5.34)
(5.32)

Integral theorems
divergence theorem (Gauss' theorem) in two dimensions:

I div u dA =!jc
A

U·

(5.37')

do

(5.37)1'
divergence theorem (Gauss' theorem) in three dimensions:

Iv div u dV = Is u . dA
Iv uml

m €ijk

dr i ds j dt k =

tu

m

(5.40')

dAm

(5.40)

circulation theorem (Stokes' theorem):

t

(curl u)· dA

liiklmnk

= feU' ds

t uA dr dt f
m

N

= c Uj ds i

(5.42')

(S.42)t

Curvature of a surface:

b"p

= r"P3 =

- r3"11 = - r3P.. = r;p
b p= -I3p

.. mean" curvature =
blIP

(8.16)
(8.18)

b:, Gaussian curvature b = Ibpl (8.23), (8.24)
= a...p · a 3 = -a 3... · ap,

da 3 = - b"p aP dx"
da3 . ds = - b..p dx" dxP

(8.13), (8.14)
(8.21)
(8.22)

Covariant derivative on a curved surface:

v.P = v"lpa" + v31pa 3 = v"lpa.. + v3 1p a3
vCllp = v.. lt p - V3 b..p

(8.26)
(8.30)

t Note that here in (5.37) and (5.42) the area element dA is a rectangle with sides dr, ds and
dr, cit, while in equation (5.42) ofthe text it is a triangle.
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v"lI, = v"" - Vy r!p

(S.29)

V"', = v"lI, - v3bj

(S.33)

(S.32)
v"lI, = v"" + vy~,
(S.4S)
v"lI,y = (v",,- v"r,:,),y - (VA, , - V"r~,)r;y- (VII,A - V,.r~A)ry~
(S.49)
v"lI,y - v"lI y, = v6b£6rz £,y

A;lIy= Aj,y + A:I1y - A:r:y
Ajlly6 - A;1I6y = Aj R.'6y + A'R.)y6

(S.SO)

Gauss-Codazzi equation:

b",lI y= blZyll,.

(S.42)

Riemann-Christoffel tensor:
(S.4S), (S.46)

Shell geometry

Ap = c5';s + zbj +z 2 b; b~ +
ILjA~ = c5;,
A';s IL~ = c5~.
g., = IL!a"
g" = A;a'
9 = IL! IL: aro.
g'" = A; AIa yiJ
IL = IIL;I = 1 - zb1 + z2 b = t£"'£yIJIL~IL:
ILII.. = JLApIL~II ..
IL,3 = -b';sA~IL

IL';s = c5';s - zb';s.

a'

r!, = r!, + A~IL!II,
r:, = IL~ bll" f 3, = -;.~ b~
l", = £",IL

...

(9.2), (9.5)
(9.4)
(9.1), (9.3)
(9.6)
(9.12), (9.14)
(9.16)
(9.17)
(9.1S)
(9.19), (9.20)
(9.22)

12.2. Mechanical Formulas
Moment of a force:

M=r x P,

(3.45), (3.46)

Strain:
"lij = 2eu = {jij - gij
yii = Ykl gikgil = _ {jii + gii

(2.5), (2.17)

(2.10)

Stress:
(4.6)
(4.S), (4.9)
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Hooke's law, anisotropic material:

aii =

Eljlme

1m'

Eii1m

= EjUm =

e1m = C.·'Jlm aii
Ej;ml

(4.11), (7.25)

= E'm!j

(4.12), (4.16)

Elastic moduli, isotropic material:
Eijlm

(~ gljglm + gllgim + g!mgil)
+ v) 1 - 2v
=J..gilglm + ].I.(gilgjm + gimgjl)
=

2(1

E

(4.19)

Lame moduli:
J.. =

Ev
2Gv
(1 + v)(l - 2v) = 1 - 2v

(4.17)

E

].I. = 2(1 + v) = G
Hooke's law, isotropic

m~terial:
1_
aj -

E

1+v

(;

v

+1_

mit;)

2v em Uj

(4.25)

va: ~j

(4.27)

a: == 1 _ 2v e::: == 3Ke;::

(4.28)

Ee~

ej

= (1 + v)a~ E

3e = e:::,

3s = a::
d
e'j -- __j
"I - eU),
s~ = a~ - sc5J
Ee == (1 - 2v)s,
E~ = (1 + v)sj
s = (3.A. + 2].1.)e,
s~ = 2pej

(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.33)

Elastic strain energy density:

a = icrije,) = tcr~ e{ = i(3se + s~ e{)
dilatation energy == ;se, distortion energy

(4.13), (4.37)

= is~ ei

isotropic material:
Q

= ;(3J.. + 2].1.)ee + ].I.e~e{

(4.38)

Plasticity
yield condition:

(4.39). (4.40)
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flow law:
il.J =

A.s~
J

(4.46)

Viscous fluid, viscous volume change:
S

= (3..1.

+ 2p.)e,

(4.34)

Viscous fluid, elastic volume change:
S

= 3Ke,

(4.35)

a"e
or

(4.36)

Linear viscoelastic material:
"""

OkS

~Pkat"=~q,,
""

1/

Kinematic relations
linear:
(6.1)
general:
(6.2)
compatibility:

" I £'''m £iln -- 0
"Iikl

(6.4)

Equilibrium:
(6.6)
Newton's law:
Gill i

= _Xi + pu l

(6.7)

Fundamental equation of the theory of elasticity
anisotropic, homogeneous:
Eli/In(u,lmi + um"i)

= _2Xi + 2pU I

(6.9)

isotropic:
..

1

J'

u'l.( + - - u
J
1- 2v

1

.

.

Ii = -G (-X' + pU')

(6.12)

Elastic waves
general:

(.l + 2P.)V2 U i l ' - pUil I = 0

(p.V2uil" - pUll,,) £ii" = 0

(6.14), (6.15)
(6.16), (6.17)
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dilatational wave:
(A.

+ 2p.)V2Ul -

pill = 0,

k
u·I·£li
, J

=0

(6.20), (6.18)

shear wave:
(6.20), (6.21)

Incompressible fluid
continuity condition:
(6.32)

Navier-Stokes equation:
PVi

+ PVjVY - p.v;lj =

(6.37)

XI - pli

inviscid flow:

<PI; = 0
Seepage flow
Darcy slaw:
Vi

(6.43), (6.44)

= kii(Xj _ pi)

(6.47)

differential equation of the pressure field, general:
(kijp 1)11 = (k ij Xj)l;

(6.49)

differential equation of the pressure field, homogeneous medium:
kiiplij

= kijXjl i

(6.50)

gross stress:

(6.53)

Plane strain
Hooke's law:
(7.8)
(7.9)

fundamental equation:
p
1
fJ
u..lp = 1 _ 2v upl..

+

2(1

+ v)

E

(7.14)

X .. = 0

Airy stress function
definition:

where

X .. =!ll"

;

(7.17)
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Airy stress function,
differential equation:
(7.16), (7.23)

(1 - v)<I>I:: = (1 - 2v)QI:.

Plane stress
Hooke's law:
"

up

~,,)
= 1E+ V ("sp + 1 _v.,
V 8, up ,

(7.29)

u,

,,1+V(
= - - up - -v- C)
<5;
E
1 +v

sp

(7.28)

fundamental equation:
p

1+v

p

u"l p + 1 _ v upl" +

2(1

+ v)

E

(7.30)

X" = O.

Airy stress function, differential equation:

<1>1:1 = (1 - v)QI:

(7.31)

Torsion
stress function:

<1>1: == 2GO
torque:

M == 2

(7.S1), (7.52)

ff <I> dsPdt«. E"p'

(7.56)

Plates
elastic law:
(7.63)

differential equation:
(7.72)

Shells
strains of the middle surface:
S"p == 1(u"l1/l + uplI,,) - wb"p,

""p = u7 bJII" + u11L. b~ - uplly b! + wll"p

+ wb!

(9.38)
byp

(9.45)

equilibrium:

NP"II p + QPb'; + pel = 0,
MP"lI p .:... Q" + m" == 0,

N"Pb"p- Q"II" + p3 = 0 (9.61), (9.63)
E"p(N"P + b;M7P) == 0 (9.64), (9.66)
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reduced equilibrium conditions:

NPO:ll p + MP111p b~ = _pO: - mPo; }
N"Pb"p - M"PII"p = - p3 + mllll..

(9.67)

elastic law:

N«-{I

= D[(1 -

v)e«fl + ve~ a"P]

_K[l ; v [2aP6b«-1 + aPYbiZ6 + a«-6bP1 _ b1(a""aP" + a«-"aP")]

+ v(a«-{lb7" + a""b«-P - a«-Pal'''bD},,.,,
M"P

= K[(l -

v)(b~eYP - b1e«')

(9.71)

+ v(b"P - b1a"P)e:

- t(l - v)(~P + 11«-) + va"P1Ci] (9.72)

Buckling of a plate:
(10.8)

CHAPTER

13

Formulas for Special
Coordinate Systems

IN

THE FOLLOWING formulas, i, j, k are a reference frame of unit vectors
in the directions of cartesian coordinates x, y, z. All components not explicitly listed and not connected by a symmetry relation to a listed one are
zero. Where convenient, the habitual notations for coordinates have been
used instead of xl, x 2 , x 3 , On the right-hand side of the formulas, letter
superscripts indicate contravariant components, but numbers are exponents
of powers.

13.1. Plane Polar Coordinates

e = xl
g, = i cos () + j sin (),

g" = 1,

r r99 = r,

g08 = r2,

r

fl9r

(see Figure 13.1).

18= -ir sin 0 +jrcos 0,
gr, = 1,

== -r,

re9 = -r,

g69 = 1/r2,
r~ = l/r.

y

x
FiGURE

13.1

W. Flügge, Tensor Analysis and Continuum Mechanics
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1972
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13.2. Plane Elliptic-Hyperbolic Coordinates
y = Sinh), sin J1.,

Definition: x = Cosh), cos J1.,
g;. = i Sinh A cos J1.

+ j Cosh), cos ji,

gIl = '- i Cosh), sin J1.

ru;. =

r).1L1L

=

=

r;'lL;'

=

-r;.;.1'

r" _ P
;,;.-

- P

-

;,;. -

_

- rlLlL ).

+j

Sinh), cos J1.,

= Cosh A- Sinh A-,

= cos J1. sin J1.,
-r;' _ Cosh A- Sinh ArlLl'lL

I'IL-Cosh2A--cos2J1.'

).IL-

;.
r ;'IL
--

(see Figure 13.2)

P

cos J1. sin J1.
Cosh A- - cos J1.

- __:_---;,...;,...---'--;:;-2
2

ILIL -

y

FIGURE

13.2

13.3. Plane Bipolar Coordinates
Definition:

Xl

= '" = In(n,

Tanh",

2x

:xl = c/J (see Figure

= I +x2 +y2 '

tanc/J=

13.3).

2y
2
2'
I - x -y

§13.3]
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y

x

FiGURE

x

Sinh '"
= Cosh",
,
+ cos tP

• 1 + Cosh", cos tP
g", = I (Cosh'" + cos tP)2
.

Sinh", sin tP

13.3

sin tP
Y = Cosh '" + cos tP '

-

•

Sinh", sin tP
J (Cosh'" + cos tP)2'

• 1 + Cosh", cos tP

~ = I (Cosh", + cos tP)2 + J (Cosh'" + cos tP 2)'
1

g",,,,

= g# = (Cosh'" + cos tP)2'

g"'''' = g4>4> = (Cosh'" + cos tP?,
r",,,,,,,

= rll-4>4> = -r4>4>'" = -

Sinh '"
(Cosh", + GOS tP)3'

sin tP
r"''''4> = -r"'4>'" = -r4>4>4> = - (Cosh", + cos tP)3'
r'" - rt - -r'" _
Sinh '"
t/I"'- "'4>- 4>4>-Cosh",
+ cos tP'
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rl/l - - r'" - r'" ___s_in_cfJ:.--_
1/1'" 1/11/1 "'''' - Cosh '" + cos cfJ
13.4. Skew Rectilinear Coordinates
The base vectors are unit vectors:
gll

=

g22

=

933

Ig11 = Ig21 = Ig31 =

1 (see Figure 13.4).

= 1,

g23 = cos a,
913 = cos p,
9 = 1 - cos 2 a - cos 2 P- cos 2 1 + 2 cos a cos

912 = cos 1,

9
9

9

11

12
13

• 2

sm IX
=--,
9
=

=

cos

(X

9

cos

22

P-

• 2
sm

P

=--,

9

9

cos 1

9

cos rx cos y - cos p
9

,

9

23

3'3

=

p cos 1•

'2

sm 1
=--,
9

COs

Pcos 1 9

cos a

,

.

Fhot'RE

13.4

13.5. Cylindrical Coordinates
Xl

= r,

X2

=

e, x 3 = z (see Figure 13.5).

All formulas for plane polar coord;,nates apply and in addition the following:

gz =k,

Spherical Coordinates

§13.6]
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z
v

x
FIGURE

13.S

13.6. Spherical Coordinates
x 3 = tjJ (see Figure 13.6).

g, = (i cos (J + j sin 6)cos tjJ + k sin tjJ,
19 = r{ - i sin (J + j cos 8)cos tjJ,
14> = - r(i cos 8 + j sin 8)sin tjJ + kr cos tjJ,
grr = 1,
g99 = (r cos tjJ)2,
g~~:= r2,
grp = 1,
g99 = (r cos tjJ)-2,
g~~ = r- 2,
r,~~

= -r.~r =

r,

r1l8~ = -r9~ = r2

r'8 = -r cos 2tjJ,
r:e = r!~ = l/r,

r re9 = -rll9r = r cos 2tjJ,
cos tjJ sin tjJ,

rIB =

cos tjJ sin. tjJ

r:. = -r,

r:~ = -tan tjJ.
z

y

x
FIGURE

13.6
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13.7. Skew Circular Cone
Coordinates XX on the conical surface are Xl = z, x 2 = () (see Figure 13.7).
Lines z = const are horizontal circles; lines () = const are straight generators.

. =h! [i(c + b cos () + jb sin () + kh],

az

all =

a zll

~ (-ibz sin () + jbz cos (),

bcz . ()

=-

J;2 SIn,

Z%

a

= h2

h2

a

+ (b + c cos ()2'

zll

h2

c sin ()

--

- bz h 2

+ (b + c cos ()2 '

,,2

h 2 + b 2 + c 2 + 2bc cos ()
a = b2z2
h2 + (b + c cos ()2
011

b

1111

bz
- - __~---___=-:-':':<
2
[h + (b + c cos (J)2r/2'
y

I
I

I

t--c--1

I
I

I
I

I--b--l

fiGURE

13.7
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b% _ _
9 -

b9 _
9 -

-
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h 2e sin (J
+ c cos 0)2]3/2'

[h 2 + (b

h h 2 + b2 + e 2 + 2bc cos (J
bz [h2 + (b + c cos (J)2]3/2

h4 c 2
b· t = _ _
bz

•

sin 2 8
+ (b + c cos 8)2]5/2 •

~-:---...,.,...,..=

[h 2

b%9 = _ h4 c sin 8 h2

+ b2 + c2 + 2bc cos 8
z
[h 2 + (b + c cos 8)2]'/2
b99 _ _ ~ (h 2 + b2 + c2 + 2bc cos 0)2
b 3 z 3 [h 2 + (b + c cos 8)2]5/2 •
b2 2

r :9. = -

•

bc . (J
h2 sm ,

r:e =-,z1
r' _ _
" -

h2

be sin 8
+ (b + c cos 8)2'

R61J/l Y = O.
13.8. Right Circular Cone
Coordinates x a are defined in the same way as for the skew cone. (Other
definitions, see Figure 13.8.)

= {i cos 8 + j sin 8)cot + k,
a/l = z( -i sin 8 + j cos O)cot
8z

r-----(I

(I,

h

I

J. _ f----+-...L-.->
I

I--b
FIGURE 13.8

X.Ji
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1

a zz =-'-2-'

ex

SIn

b88

= -zcos ex,

b08 = _

r z86 =

-

13

z

bBB = - -1.
SIn a tan a,

z

sin a tan 3 ex,

r 8B:

=

r:8 = Z-l,

z cotl ex,
r~8 = -z cos l ex.

13.9. Hyperbolic Paraboloid
Equation of the surface: z = xy/c (see Figure 13.9). Coordinates x!' on the
surface are Xl :: X, x 2 = y.
z

y

x
FIGURE

ax

Y
= 1. + k -,
c

. 'k -,
x
ay=J+
c

xy

a x ,,=?,

1
b",y = (c 2 + x 2 + y2)1/2'

13.9

§13.9]

Hyperbolic Paraboloid

c2 +X2

b; = (C 2 + X2 + y2)3/2'
bXX

_

_

-

2xy(c 2 + X2)
(C 2 + X2 + y2)S/2'

C4 + C2(X2 + y2) + 2X2y2
bXY = ---:---:---::-::-:-::-(C 2 + X2 + y2)S/2
,

b" _ _
-

r

XYX

R xyxy

2xy(c2 + y2)
(C 2 + X2 + y2)S/2'

y
= 2'
c

=

Ryxyx

r x"

x
=

C2 ,

= - RX)I)lx =

-

R)I:t:t)l

=

1
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I11dex

Acceleration (fluid flow), 94
Airy stress function, 110
Antimetric tensor, J8,34
Area vector, 37,40
Base vectors, 7
Basic state (prebuckling), 166
Bending moment
plate, 126
shell, 153, ]56
Bending stiffness, 128, j 62
Body force; see Volume force
Buckling, 165
plate, 168
Cancellation of a factor, 11, 13
Cartesian coordinates, 1
Christoffel symbols, 68
covariant derivative, 69
Cellular material, 53
Change-of-curvature tensor, 151
Christoffel symbols, 66
Circulation, 81
Codazzi equation, 140
Compatibility condition
general, 87
plane elasticity, III

Complex eigenvalues, 175
Conservation of normals, 124, 147
Conservative force field, 98
Continuity condition, 95
Contraction, 20
Contravariant components
tensor, 16
vector, 4, 13
Convected coordinates, 23
Covariant components
tensor, 16
vector, 4, 13
Covariant derivative
curved surface, 138
metric tensor, 72
permutation tensor, 72
scalar, 70
second derivative, 73
tensor, 71
vector, 69
Critical load, 165
Cross product, 36
Cubic dilation, 58
Curl,75
Curvature tensor, 135

Darcy's law, 101

Index
Determinant of a matrix product, 31
Determinant expansion, 30
Determinants A, g, 31
Deviator, 59
Diagonalization of a tensor, 176
Dilatation, 59
Dilatation energy, 61
Dilatational wave, 92
Distortion, 59
Distortion energy, 61
Divergence, 74
Divergence theorem, 77, 79
Dot product
definition, 2
tensor form, 6, 11
Dummy index, 7
Dynamic equation
elastic body, 89
fluid,94

Eigenvalue
buckling, 168, 170
t.ensor, 172
Eigenvector, 173
Elastic compliance, 108, 112
Elastic law, 51, 57
shells, 161
Elastic modulus
general,50
two dimensions, 112
Elastic waves, 92
Equilibrium conditions
plate, 128
shell, 157-159
three dimensions, 88
Euler formulation, 89
Extensional stiffness, 162

Field formulation, 89
Filter velocity, 100
Flow law (plasticity), 62
Fundamental equation, elasticity, 90

205

Fundamental form
fi;st, J 35
second,136

Gauss-Codazzi equation, 140
Gaussian curvature, 137
Gauss' theorem; see Divergence theorem
Gradient, 70, 81
in six dimensions, 64
Gradient field, 81

Hooke's law
anisotropic, 51
isotropic, 52, 57
Hydrostatic equilibrium, 97
Hydrostatic stress, 58
Hypersurface, 64

Ideally plastic material, 60
Incompressibility, 95
Invariants, 174
Inviscid flow, 97
Isotropic material, 52

Kinematic relations, 27, 85
shells, 150, 151
Kronecker delta, 3, 19

Lagrange formulation, 89
Lame moduli, 52
Laplace equation
potential flow, 98
seepage flow, 101
Laplacian, 75
Line element vector, 10
Local time derivative, 93
Lowering of an index
tensor, 18
vector, 11

206
Matrix product, determinant, 31
Mean curvature, 137
M\!mbrane force tensor, 153
Membrane theory, 160
Metric tensor, 9, 19
curved surface, 134
deformed shell, 150
determinant, 31
Mises-Reuss flow law, 63
Mises yield condition, 61
Mixed variance, 16
Moment, 42
Moment tensor
plate, 126
shell, 153, 156
Monoclinic reference frame, 106, 134
Navier-Stokes equations, 96
Notation for shells, 133

Index
Plate buckling, 168
Plate equation, 129
Porosity, 101
Porous material
elasticity, 53
fluid flow, 99
Potential (velocity), 98
Potential flow, 98
Pressure, 41
Principal axis, 172
Principal direction, 172
Principal stress, 177
Raising of an index
tensor, 18
vector, 11
Range convention, 35
Reuss flow law, 63
Riemann-Christoffel tensor, 73
on a curved surface, 140
Rotation (displacement field), 86

Orthogonality of principal axes, 175
Parallel vectors, 132
Particle coordinates, 23
Particle formulation, 89
Particle time derivative, 93
Perfectly plastic material, 60
Permeability tensor, 101
Permutation symbol
3-dimensional, 29
4-dimensional, 42
Permutation tensor
antimetry, 19, 33
2-dimensional, 35
3-dimensional, 33
4-dimensional, 42
Physical components, 50
~lane strain, 105
generalized, 112
Plane stress, 105, 112
Plastic flow, 62
Plasticity, 60

Scalar, 20
Second derivative, 74
Seepage flow, 99
stress problem, 103
Shear force (transverse)
plate, 125
shell, 153, 155
Shear wave, 92
Skew coordinates, 3
Skew-symmetric tensor, 18
Solenoidal field, 76, 81
Splitting of a tensor in symmetric and
antimetric part, J 8
Splitting of a vector field in gradient and
curl,83
Stability, 165
Stokes' theorem, 80
Strain
YIJ,23
EIJ, 28
shell, 150

Index
Strain energy, 51
Strain rate, 59, 94
Strain rate vector (6-dimensional), 64
Stream line, 96
Stream tube, 96
Stress, 46
Stress function
Airy's, 110
torsion, 118
Stress hill, 122
Stress invariants, 177
Stress resUltants, 126
Stress space, 63
Stresstrajecto~, 177
Stress vector (6-dimensional), 64
Stress waves, 92
Summation convention, 6
Symmetric tensor, 18

Tension-and-shear tensor, 125
Tensor
second order, 15
third or higher order, 19
Tensorizing an equation, 20
Torque, 123

Torsion, 116
differential equation, 119
Transformation, 12
Transverse shear force
plate, 125
shell, 153, 155
Twist, 117

Vector potemial, 76, 81
Viscoelasticity, 60
Viscous fluid, 59, 93
Volume, 39
Volume element, 40
Volume force, 41, 88
Volume viscosity, 59
Vortex filament, line, tube, 98
Vorticity, 98

Warping (torsion) 118
Work,2

Yield condition, 61
Yield surface, 64
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